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ABSTRACT

Samuel Holdbrook-Smith
Liberty University Baptist Theological Seminary, 2012
Mentor: Dr. Charlie Davidson

The hypothesis of this project is that merging two or more local churches is a practical
option to growing a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church as opposed to closing those
declined and dying churches. This project will examine and evaluate the merger process of
Charles Wesley United Methodist Church and Earle’s Chapel United Methodist Church in 2005,
led by the author to form a new congregation called New Life Community United Methodist
Church. A post-merger questionnaire will be developed and used to evaluate the merger process.
Second, a healthy growth ministry plan will be developed and implemented to lead the merged
congregation to a Christ-centered New Testament Church. Finally, a National Church
Development assessment tool will be used to evaluate the health of New Life Community United
Methodist Church to produce a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church.
Abstract length: 137 words
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
On July 1, 1999, immediately following seminary, this author was appointed to a threepoint charge called Centreville-Newtown United Methodist Charge by the bishop of the
Peninsula-Delaware Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church. According to the Book
of Discipline of The United Methodist Church, a three-point charge consists of three local
“churches that are organized under and subject to the Discipline of The United Methodist
Church, with a charge conference, and to which an ordained or licensed minister is or may be
duly appointed or appointable as a pastor in charge or co-pastor.” 1 Therefore, the pastor is
responsible for three churches. This kind of appointment, a pastor appointed to serve more than
one church is very common in the United Methodist denomination, especially in rural
communities where there are small churches.
The name of the first church on the charge was Charles Wesley United Methodist Church
located in Centreville, Maryland. The Charles Wesley United Methodist Church is one of the
oldest African-American churches in Queen Anne's County of Maryland. The original
cornerstone shows the date of 1873; however, the congregation was established prior to this date.
For many years, the church was the social center of the Black community in Centreville. The
second church on the charge was Earle’s Chapel United Methodist Church located in the
Brownsville area of Centreville, Maryland, just 3 miles away from Charles Wesley United
Methodist Church. Earle's Chapel United Methodist Church was founded in 1876 on land given by
the Earle Family.

1

United Methodist Church, The Book of Discipline of the United Methodist Church, (Nashville: The
United Methodist Publishing House, 2004.), 128.

1
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The third church on the charge was New Zion United Methodist Church located in
Cordova, Maryland. The church is fourteen and one-half miles away from Centreville, where
Charles Wesley and Earle’s Chapel United Methodist Churches are located. The New Zion
United Methodist congregation was founded in 1888. Like many small churches, this is a family
church, in which the Bowser’s family represents a long-standing tradition. All three of these
churches were located in the Easton District of the Peninsula Delaware Annual Conference of the
United Methodist Church; however, New Zion United Methodist Church is located in Talbot
County, while Charles Wesley and Earle’s Chapel United Methodist Churches are located in
Queen Anne’s County.
These churches had already been on a charge since 1970, due to their decline before this
author was appointed as the fourth pastor to the charge in thirty years. In a normal charge with
three churches, the pastor travels the circuit preaching three sermons every Sunday, which is not
good for the pastor’s health, ministry effectiveness, and relationship with the congregation;
however, when this writer was appointed to this charge, these three churches had already been
worshiping together every Sunday at one location for the last fifteen years. Worshiping together
meant they were rotating to a different worship location each week in order to satisfy each local
congregation on the charge. This pastor followed this same routine of rotation for three years. He
discovered that this was a recipe for declining congregation. The problem with this arrangement
was that most of the time only a few members from the two other communities would come to
worship service in the community where service was being held. That meant the door of the
church building would not be opened for worship service in one community for two or three
weeks. This drove potential new members away because visitors to these churches went
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somewhere else when they discovered that the church’s doors were not opened for worship
services for two or three consecutive Sundays.
Even though preaching one sermon instead of three on one Sunday was advantageous to
the pastor of the charge, it was very difficult to concentrate on implementing vital ministries to
help the churches grow because what worked for one community would not work for the other.
Instead, each church wanted to see the same ministry duplicated in its community. When the
pastor started a weekly Bible study, prayer, and Sunday school, he had to rotate the meeting
location every week to satisfy each church community; otherwise, members from the other two
communities would not participate. Apart from worshiping on Sundays together, it was very
difficult for the pastor to encourage them to do any kind of ministry together.
Statement of Problem
The unhealthy situations mentioned above are not unique to the churches on CNC.2 There
are many United Methodist Churches, especially those of the Peninsula-Delaware Annual
Conference (of which NLCUMC is a part), that are plateaued or declining. If something is not
done to intervene, many of these churches will slowly die. For the past forty years, the United
Methodist denomination in the United State has been losing members. When the Evangelical
United Brethren and Methodist churches merged in 1968, membership was at its highest:
10,789,624. According to the latest data from the United Methodist General Council on Finance
and Administration, membership has dropped to 7,774,420 in 2008. This is a decline of almost
28%.3

2
3

CNC is an abbreviation for Centreville-Newtown Charge.

2010 State of the Church: Membership, in the United Methodist Communications,
http://www.umc.org/site/c.lwL4KnN1LtH/b.6072819/k.2327/Membership.htm (accessed January 10, 2011).
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According to the 2008 edition of “This Is Our Story” report, there are currently 33,855
United Methodist churches in the United States of America. Most of these churches (68.9%) are
considered small churches, with a congregational size of 1-99. The study further reports that
25.6% of the churches are considered medium churches with a congregational size of 200-749.
Only 4.7% are considered large churches with a congregational size of 750-1999, while 0.9% is
considered mega churches with a congregational size of 2,000 and more.4 While the overall
American population has grown 54% since 1964, the United Methodist Church in the United
States has lost almost 28% of its membership. It is reported that in 2005, 41% of the country's
United Methodist churches did not receive a member by profession of faith.5
These national statistics are also relevant for the Annual Conference to which NLCUMC
belongs. The Peninsula-Delaware Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church “Report
of the 2009 Strategic Financial Positioning Task Force”6 asserts that the conference has 448
churches. Most of these churches fall into the small congregational size of 1-99. The report also
says 101 of these congregations have fewer than 50 people in membership, while “360 use less
than 5% of their budget for missions other than apportionments, 64 use 85% or more of their
budget for clergy and building support.”7 Moreover, 278 of these churches had no “net growth in
membership.”8 The Task Force further “projects that even with successful outreach and
4

This Is Our Story, http://www.gcfa.org/sites/default/files/u3/This_is_Our_Story_2008.pdf (accessed
January 10, 2011).
5

Linda Green, "United Methodist Plan Emphasizes New Church Starts,"
http://www.umc.org/site/apps/nl/content3.asp?c=lwL4KnN1LtH&b=2072519&ct=3999417 (accessed, January 10,
2011).
6

Report of the 2009 Strategic Financial Positioning Task Force, ed. Demetro Beach, www.pendel.org/console/files/oFiles_Library_XZXLCZ/Z1_2009_Strat_Fin_Pos_TF_Report_v-Final_-_2-1110_CZUW3WNH.pdf (accessed January 10, 2011).
7

Ibid.

8

Ibid.
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evangelism, membership will continue to decline by 500–1000 per year due to the advancing age
distribution of the membership and the recent history of declining membership.”9 These are
sobering statistics that call for prayerful bold steps. One such bold step would be strategic
planning to merge some of these plateaued and declining congregations that are closer to each
other. Instead of waiting until the pews are empty, the churches would grow healthier, stronger,
and more Christ-centered.
After four years of pastoring the three churches on the charge, it became apparent that
the churches were not growing as they should, vital ministries were not taken place, and all three
congregations were in maintenance and survival mode. It was very unhealthy for the pastor and
the churches under such conditions. In addition, Earle’s Chapel was having a serious financial
problem. Since 1999, the church had not been able to pay her equal share of the pastor’s salary,
benefits, and parsonage expenses; therefore, the other two churches were paying more than their
e share of the charge’s expenses.
During an emergency meeting with the leaders of all three churches on May 22, 2001,
called to discuss Earle’s Chapel’s financial problem, the idea of the three churches merging
arose, but was quickly dismissed. Earle’s Chapel had about fourteen members, out of which
seven were active. It was obvious that they could not meet their financial responsibilities to the
charge. In light of Earle’s Chapel’s decline and financial struggle, the District Superintendent
met with the leaders of the charge on November 8 and December 6, 2003, to discuss some
options for Earle’s Chapel and the future of the charge. Many meetings later, all three churches
agreed that unless something was done about the charge’s situation, the churches would

9

Report of the 2009 Strategic Financial Positioning Task Force.
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eventually die and close their doors completely, because thirty-three years of being on a charge
had not helped them to grow.
As a result, a charge taskforce was put together with this author as the leader to look into
the future ministry of the charge. The taskforce concluded that merging the three churches would
be the best option; thus creating Christ-centered New Testament Church with vital ministries to
engage the community for God’s Kingdom. The taskforce’s conclusion was shared with each
congregation on the charge for further discussion and consideration. After looking into the
recommendation of the taskforce all the three churches agreed to the idea of merging.
Therefore, a merger taskforce consisting of the pastor and members from each church
studied the idea and worked out the details of the process for the merger. The pastor did his
research and led the taskforce through all of the legal and denominational process of the merger
until all the three churches on the charge agreed to merge on January 1, 2005, with a new name,
New Life Community United Methodist Church to reflect their new identity. The merged church
also decided to use Charles Wesley United Methodist Church building as their place of worship
and ministry.
Everything was going accordingly, until suddenly New Zion United Methodist Church
took a legal action against the merger, the members began worshiping by themselves, and they
eventually withdrew from the merged church. This action caused much tension and poor
relationships with the remaining members of New Life Community United Methodist Church.
Nevertheless, the smallest congregation, Earle’s Chapel United Methodist Church with 13
members and the largest congregation, Charles Wesley United Methodist Church with 40
members, solidified the merger and kept the name New Life Community United Methodist
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Church (NLCUMC). The church is striving to achieve a greater health to become Christ-centered
New Testament church.
Statement of Purpose
The process of merging two or more congregations is very difficult and includes
disappointments, conflicts, emotions, sentimental attachments, and uncertainties. In order for a
merger to be successful, the people involved have to be flexible, have the attitude to work for the
common good, and have the mind and desire for the building the kingdom of God. It is not the
intent of this young merged congregation called NLCUMC to continue down the same path of
long-term decline to buy a little time or to reinforce an eroding foundation for a few more years
before the church declines again and closes or dies. Instead, these congregations merged to have
a rebirth with a fresh sense of identity and purpose to become a Christ-centered New Testament
church.
The purpose of this project is healthy church growth through merging: developing a
practical strategy for merging two or more declined, dying, or unhealthy churches and leading
the merged congregation to become a Christ-centered New Testament church. The hypothesis of
this project is that merging two or more local churches is a more practical option to grow a
healthy church than to close those declined, unhealthy, and dying churches. This project will
examine and evaluate the initial steps of the merger process of the three United Methodist
churches on the Centreville-Newtown Charge and highlight the problems that developed during
the merger process to cause one of the churches to break away from the merger. The merger
process and the strategic planning will be detailed in this project. A post-merger evaluation will
also be conducted to find out whether the merger process was successful to help solve the
problems that initiated the merger by answering the following questions: Are there vital
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ministries in the church to engage the community for God’s kingdom? Are church members
growing spiritually? Has the church grown numerically and financially? During this evaluation
process, surveys of church members will be conducted through a post-merger questionnaire.
Second, a healthy church growth ministry plan will be developed to lead the merged
congregation to become a Christ-centered New Testament church. The healthy church growth
ministry plan for leading NLCUMC to become a Christ-centered New Testament church
included prayer, God’s vision, the pastor’s personal leadership development plan, small group
leaders development, connection of people through small groups, an intentional and need-based
evangelism plan, gift-based ministry, and engaging and inspiring worship. The ministry plan will
be implemented and evaluated with the Natural Church Development survey to measure the
church's relative health in eight areas that have been verified to have a clear relationship with
healthy church growth.10

10

The Natural Church Development Survey, in the Living Stones Associates, http://www.livingstones.com/ncd/ncdmeasure.htm (accessed July 27, 2011). This survey “measures the church's relative health in
eight areas that have been demonstrated to have a clear correlation with healthy church growth known as Quality
Characteristics. The survey consists of about 80 questions to be answered by 30 church members who are active in
ministry, involved in some kind of small group life, and who are considered by the pastor to be at the center of
church life, plus a questionnaire to be filled out by the senior pastor. This data is computer scored to generate scores
for each of the eight quality characteristics showing how much above or below the national norms the church's
scores are in each of the eight Quality Characteristics.” See Appendix E for a copy of the survey used with
permission from Natural Church Development and ChurchSmart Resources.
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Special Terminalogy
The following explains the special terminology used throughout this project:
The Book of Discipline of The United Methodist Church refers to “a fundamental book outlining
the law, doctrine, administration, organizational work and procedures of The United Methodist
Church.”11
Annual conference refers to a regional, organizational unit of The United Methodist
Church and the yearly business meeting of that unit, both presided over by a bishop.12 In this
project, it refers to the Peninsula-Delaware Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church.
Bishop is an elder (ordained minister) who is elected to the office of bishop and
consecrated for the office of bishop by other United Methodist bishops. A bishop serves as a
general superintendent of the denomination to give general oversight to the temporal and
spiritual interests of the entire denomination. It is a responsibility of the bishop to see that the
rules, regulations, and responsibilities of the denomination are understood and effectively
carried out. Also, a bishop is responsible for setting all clergy appointments in the annual
(regional) conferences he or she serve.13
District refers to “a regional group of churches or charges, supervised by a district
superintendent.”14
District Superintendent (DS) refers to “an ordained minister appointed by a bishop to
oversee the pastors and local churches in a district.” The superintendent’s “primary

11

Sharing God's Gifts Glossary of United Methodist Terms, (United Methodist Communication), 31.

12

Ibid.

13

A Dictionary for United Methodists, ed. Alan K. Waltz, in the Abingdon Press,
http://archives.umc.org/interior.asp?mid=258&GID=217&GMOD=VWD&GCAT=C.
14

Sharing God's Gifts Glossary of United Methodist Terms, 32.
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responsibilities relate to overseeing the work of the local churches, including presiding at Charge
Conferences, and supervising the work of the pastors, including participating with the bishop in
the making of appointments.”15
Charge, also known as pastoral charge refers to “one or more local United Methodist
churches to which an ordained or licensed minister is appointed by the bishop.”16
The charge conference is the basic governing body of each United Methodist local church
and is composed of all members of the church council. The charge conference directs the work
of the church and gives general oversight to the church council, reviews and evaluates the
mission and ministry of the church, sets salaries for the pastor and staff, elects the members of
the church council, and recommends candidates for ordained ministry.17
The church council plans and implements the programs and ministry of the local United
Methodist church as well as oversees the administration of the church.18
Pastor-Parish Relations Committee (PPRC) also known as the Staff-Parish Relations
Committee (SPRC) works closely with the pastor and staff concerning their relationship with the
congregation and the entire work of the church. The committee is to be senstive to the opinions
and concerns of the congregation concerning the pastor and staff. It is to confer with the district
superintendent or the bishop concerning the appointment of the pastor for the church.19

15

A Dictionary for United Methodists, ed. Copyright Alan K. Waltz, in the Abingdon Press. ,
http://archives.umc.org/interior.asp?mid=258&GID=76&GMOD=VWD&GCAT=D (accessed January 20, 2013).
16

Sharing God's Gifts Glossary of United Methodist Terms, 31.

17

Ibid.

18

Glossary of Terms:Term Definition,
http://archives.umc.org/interior.asp?mid=258&GID=60&GMOD=VWD&GCAT=C (accessed January 20, 2013).
19

Guidelines for Leading Your Congregation 2009-2012: Pastor-Parish Relations, (Cokesbury, 2008), 6-7.
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Church conference refers to “the convening of the Charge Conference as a meeting in
which all members of a local United Methodist church are invited to attend and are extended the
privilege of vote. A Church Conference is called to have broad participation of the members of
the congregation.”20
Merger refers toa process that joins two or more congregations together legally to
become one to start a new congregation with a new identity and a renewed sense of mission to
become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church to fulfill the Great Commission to
make disciples of Jesus Christ and the Great Commandment to love one another. These merging
churches deliberately die to their old identities or legaly disband in order to start a new
congregation with a new name that reflects their new identity.
A healthy Christ-centered New Testament church refers to a congregation that seeks to
obey the Great Commission to make disciples of Jesus Christ and the Great Commandment to
love one another. This church is led by an inspired and visionary pastor who prayerfully
integrates a clear vision into the gift-based ministry of church to connect members to spiritually
dynamic small groups where members are developed to become healthy leaders to multiply
themselves. This church is prayer driven, biblically based, mission minded through intentional
and need oriented evangelism, and the congregation is engaged and inspired through worship
experiences.
Church profile indicates how well developed each of the NCD’s eight quality
characteristics of growing churches are in NLCUMC situation and what the church’s present
minimum factor is.21
20
21

A Dictionary for United Methodist.

Christian A. Schwarz and Christoph Schalk, Implementation Guide to Natural Church Development (St.
Charles, IL: ChurchSmart Resources, 1998), 10.
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The minimum factors are those quality characteristics of the NCD’s eight quality
characteristics of a church which are developed the least; thus, blocks the healthy growth of the
church. A church needs to focus attention on those quality characteristics the most in order to
achieve balance to restore continues health to the church.22
The term maximum factors signify those quality characteristics of the NCD’s eight
quality characteristics in a church which are developed the strongest.23
The Radical Quality Balance Index is the quotient of Minimum Factor to Maximum
Factor, related to the absolute quality level of a church.24
Major Assumptions
One of the major assumptions made by this author is that merging two or more unhealthy
local churches is a practical option to growing a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church
as opposed to closing those declined and dying churches. A second major assumption made by
the author is that since the unhealthy habits that cause churches to plateau, decline, or die do not
automatically cease after church merger, intentional effort must be made to assist the merged
church to reverse the unhealthy trends to enable the congregation to grow to become a healthy
Christ-centered New Testament church. The final major assumption held by this writer is that a
well developed and implemented healthy church growth ministry plan will lead the merged
congregation to becoming a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church.

22

Christian Schwarz, Color Your World with National Church Development, U.S.A ed. (St. Charles:
ChurchSmart Resource, 2005), 127.
23

Ibid.

24

Bob Rummel “NLCUMC NDC Profile, 5-Result 1,” [personal e-mail] 26 April 2012
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Statement of Methodology
The proposed design of the project will consist of six chapters. These chapters will be
presented in sequence regarding the development of a practical strategy for merging two or more
unhealthy churches and leading the merged congregation to becoming a Christ-Centered New
Testament Church. Below is the chapter outline for the project and a summary of each chapter:
Chapter 1—Introduction
The introduction of this project will consist of the proposal for the project. It tells the
reader about the author’s awareness, concern, and the rationale for the project and what will be
expected throughout. This includes a theological basis for the project, a statement of
methodology and review of literature.
Chapter 2—Congregation Life Cycle and Characteristics of an Unhealthy Church
Chapter two will address the issue of the congregation life cycle which asserts that in
God’s creation, there is a season for everything; there is an expected life cycle that every
organism tends to go through. This life cycle applies directly to local churches. Local churches
have predictable life cycles, and after a certain number of years, churches follow a slow decline
that sometimes leads into an unhealthy period of stagnation and sometimes even death. The rest
of the chapter will present the characteristics of an unhealthy church.
Chapter 3—The Merger and Post-Merger Evaluation
This chapter will state the case for the merger by chronicling the issues that brought about the
decision to merge. It will record the process, effort, and the strategic planning that went into the
merger and the unforeseen problem that developed during the process and how it was solved.
Chapter three will end with a post-merger evaluation . Members of the congregation who were
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part of the merger process will take part in answering a post-merger questionnaire to access the
success and effectiveness of the merger process.
Chapter 4—Factors of Church Growth and Characteristics of a Healthy Church
This chapter will present factors of church growth from first century churches mentioned
in Revelation, chapters two and three, as well as the church growth movement and characteristics
of a healthy church.
Chapter 5 —A Ministry Plan for Healthy Christ-Centered New Testament Church
Chapter five will outline a ministry plan to lead the merged congregation to a ChristCentered New Testament Church. This plan will include prayer, godly vision, the pastor’s
personal leadership development plan, small group leaders’ development, connecting people
through small groups, intentional and need-based evangelism plan, gift-based ministry, and
engaging and inspiring worship. The ministry plan will be implemented, evaluated, and analyzed
to determine the current health of the church.
Chapter 6—Conclusion
In this chapter, the author will summarize his project and outline a step by step plan for
merging two or more declined, unhealthy, and dying churches and leading the merged church to
becoming a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church.
Statement of Limitations
This thesis will examine and evaluate the initial steps of the merger process of the three
United Methodist Churches on the Centreville Newtown Charge, which actually resulted in the
merger of two of those churches to become NLCUMC. Then, a healthy church ministry plan
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will be developed to lead the merged congregation to become a Christ-Centered New Testament
Church. The ministry plan will be evaluated for effectiveness.
First, a post-merger evaluation will be conducted to find out whether the merger process
was successful to help solve the problems that initiated the merger. This part of the research will
utilize a post-merger questionnaire which will be distributed to members of the congregation
who were part of the merger process.
The second part of this research will evaluate the health of the newly merged church. A
National Church Development healthy growth assessment tool will be made available to
members of the congregation to evaluate the health of the church. The results of this evaluation
and analysis will become the conclusion of this dissertation. This research is restricted to the
evaluation of this particular merger that happened between two of the churches on Centreville
Newtown Charge United Methodist Church, Charles Wesley, and Earle’s Chapel United
Methodist, to become NLCUMC and the assessment of the health of NLCUMC.
Theoretical and Biblical Basis for Topic Choice
When Centreville-Newtown United Methodist Charge (Charles Wesley, Earle’s Chapel,
and New Zion United Methodist Churches) finally decided to accept the taskforce’s
recommendation to explore merging, there were many questions that needed to be answered.
None of the churches had gone through a merger before, and the pastor had no experience in
leading congregations to merge. Therefore, in order to lead an effective merging process, the
pastor needed to research to find resources to help answer the questions of the congregations.
Even though the three congregations had agreed to explore the possibility of merging, some
people were experiencing anxiety as they questioned the effect the merger would have on their
churches and positions.
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As already mentioned, a merger of two or more congregations is a difficult process that
includes disappointments, conflicts, emotions, sentimental attachments, and uncertainties. For a
merger to be successful, the people involved must be flexible and have the attitude to work for
the common good and for the building of the kingdom of God. This thesis will show how theory,
theology, and Bible study helped these congregations come to understand the right motivation
for merging. It will also clarify and maximize the purpose of the merger which is to bring
resources together and utilize the strength of each congregation to create a vital congregation to
more effectively fulfill God’s mission for the church, which is the Great Commission effort to
reach people and the Great Commandment effort to love them.
The search for information about merger of local churches first took the author to The
Book of Discipline of the United Methodist Church, where paragraph 4545 states that “Two or
more local churches, in order to more effectively fulfill their ministry . . ., may merge and
become a single church by pursuing the following procedure.”25 The key phrase, “in order to more
effectively fulfill their ministry” stood out. Paragraphs 201 and 202 define the functions of “a
local church” as follows:
¶201. Definition of a Local Church—The local church provides the most
significant arena through which disciple-making occurs. It is a community of
true believers under the Lordship of Christ. It is the redemptive fellowship in
which the Word of God is preached by persons divinely called and the
sacraments are duly administered according to Christ's own appointment.
Under the discipline of the Holy Spirit, the church exists for the maintenance of
worship, the edification of believers, and the redemption of the world.
¶ 202. The Function of the Local Church—The church of Jesus Christ exists in and
for the world. It is primarily at the level of the local church that the church
encounters the world. The local church is a strategic base from which
Christians move out to the structures of society. The function of the local
church, under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, is to help people to accept and
confess Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior and to live their daily lives in light of
their relationship with God. Therefore, the local church is to minister to persons
in the community where the church is located, to provide appropriate training
25
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and nurture to all, to cooperate in ministry with other local churches, to defend
God's creation and live as an ecologically responsible community, and to participate
in the worldwide mission of the church, as minimal expectations of an authentic
church.26
According to the above definitions, those who accept and confess Jesus Christ are to live their
everyday lives in light of their relationships with God and do ministry together with other
local churches to fulfill God’s mission for the church. This author believed that the merger of the
churches on the CNC would enable the members to become effective witnesses of Jesus Christ
to the community to fulfill God’s purpose for the church. Even though, the idea for the merger
was created by economic issues and many years of membership decline, the merger would give
birth to a new church with a new hope and new vision to make disciple of Jesus Christ.
Therefore, with determination, the Word of God, and prayer, the writer was equipped and
prepared to help the merger taskforce and the charge to be truthful about the real issues and at
the same time realign their motivation for the merger.
Although the decision for the merger was caused by economic issues and many years of
membership decline, the primary motivation for this merger was to create a vital congregation to
more effectively fulfill the Great Commission effort to reach people and the Great
Commandment effort to love them. This is what a Christ-centered New Testament Church must
do. In order to help the churches to understand the purpose of the merger from scriptural point of
view, the pastor and the taskforce members had to study the importance of unity and love in the
body of Christ. Even though there were three congregations, they were “one flock with one
shepherd.”27 The Shepherd’s desire is for those whom He has made to be unified into one new
body, and the church is to live out this unity before unbelievers in their communities. The
26
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merger would demonstrate that visible unity to the community, thereby drawing unbelievers to
Jesus Christ.
In his high priestly prayer, Jesus appealed to his Father to preserve the unity of believers
by saying,
Now I am departing from the world; they are staying in this world, but I am coming to
you. Holy Father, you have given me your name; now protect them by the power of your
name so that they will be united just as we are. . . I pray that they will all be one, just as
you and I are one—as you are in me, Father, and I am in you. And may they be in us so
that the world will believe you sent me. I have given them the glory you gave me, so they
may be one as we are one.28
As part of the Body of Christ, the three churches on the charge could not fulfill the Great
Commission in the community and the world if they were not united in love. There is a vital
connection between relationships among Christians and the salvation of those around them.
Thus, the merger could demonstrate to the community that the members of the congregation
were united in their love for one another.
The concept of unity among believers was so important to the Apostle Paul that in his
letter to the Ephesians, he reminded them the following:
But now in Christ Jesus you who once were far off have been brought near by the blood
of Christ. For he himself is our peace, who has made us both one and has broken down in
his flesh the dividing wall of hostility by abolishing the law of commandments expressed
in ordinances, that he might create in himself one new man in place of the two, so making
peace.29
Like the believing Jews and Gentiles Paul speaks of in the above verses, members of CNC ought
to learn to enjoy unity in this merger process because they know and belong to same Shepherd.
Again, Paul pleads with all Christians to humbly, gently, and patiently bear with “one another in
love” and eagerly “maintain the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace. There is one body and
28
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one Spirit—just as you were called to the one hope that belongs to your call—one Lord, one
faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all, who is over all and through all and in all.”30
Instead of remaining as individual struggling churches, the three churches could see themselves
as part one body and put their differences aside and humbly, gently, patiently, and lovingly bear
with one another and merge to work under the power of the Holy Spirit to fulfill God’s purpose
of making disciples of Jesus Christ.
In order to help Christians to understand how crucial this unity is, Paul compares the
human body to the unity of the church in Christ in the following passage:
The human body has many parts, but the many parts make up one whole body. So it is
with the body of Christ. Some of us are Jews, some are Gentiles, some are slaves, and
some are free. But we have all been baptized into one body by one Spirit, and we all
share the same Spirit. Yes, the body has many different parts, not just one part . . . This
makes for harmony among the members, so that all the members care for each other. If
one part suffers, all the parts suffer with it, and if one part is honored, all the parts are
glad. All of you together are Christ's body, and each of you is a part of it.31
As part of the spiritual body of Christ, members of CNC are endued by Christ with the Holy
Spirit into unity with each other and all other believers; thus, there should not be disharmony
among them to derail the merger process.
Disharmony, however, among CNC members did prevent one of the churches from
continuing with the merger; thus, preventing the charge from fulfilling the purpose for merging.
That purpose was to more effectively reach people for Jesus Christ (The Great Commission) and
to love people (The Great Commandment). There is a fundamental relationship between unity
among Christians and their effort to make disciples of Jesus Christ. The basis of this Christian
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unity that compels these three struggling churches to merge, to foster health, and to become a
Christ-centered New Testament church is love.
Love is patient with people and kind to them; love does not envy and is not arrogant.
Love is never rude or overbearing; it does not want its own way. Love “rejoices whenever the
truth wins out. Love never gives up, never loses faith, is always hopeful, and endures through
every circumstance.”32 Christian love assumes the best about others and forgives
unconditionally. Therefore, members of CNC could look pass the disharmony and practice
unconditional love in the unity of the Spirit to come together as one church to testify to their
unity in Christ and their love for one another.
In his Great Commandment found in Mark 12:30-31, Jesus teaches that people must love
God with all their heart, all their soul, all their mind, and all their strength and to love their
neighbor as themselves. No other commandment is greater than this. Again, in his New
Commandment in John 13:34-35 Jesus states, “Love each other. Just as I have loved you, you
should love each other. Your love for one another will prove to the world that you are my
disciples.” Beyond the essentials of Christian faith, Jesus commands that His followers should
love each other to set them apart from the world. Love for God and love for one another is the
only motivation that would be sufficient to drive the CNC to merge to pursue God’s assignment
to be His witnesses in the world.
Followers of Jesus Christ are encouraged to “respect the diversity of opinions held by
conscientious persons of faith.”33 John Wesley, the founder of Methodism understood the
importance of love among Christians, especially in decision making process. “Wesley followed a
32
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time-tested approach: ‘In essentials, unity; in non-essentials, liberty; and in all things, charity.’”34
“The spirit of charity takes into consideration the limits of human understanding. ‘To be ignorant
of many things and to be mistaken in some,’ Wesley observed, ‘is the necessary condition of
humanity.’ The crucial matter in religion is steadfast love for God and neighbor, empowered by
the redeeming and sanctifying work of the Holy Spirit.”35 In agreement with Wesley, this writer
believes that love is the basis for all Christian actions. Therefore, only the love of God which
manifests through the body of Christ is able to motivate the churches on CNC to merge to
become effective witnesses of Jesus Christ in the community.
In His Great Commission, “Jesus came and told his disciples, ‘I have been given all
authority in heaven and on earth. Therefore, go and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing
them in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit. Teach these new disciples to
obey all the commands I have given you. And be sure of this: I am with you always, even to the
end of the age.'"36 No church merger will be successful in creating a healthy congregation to
effectively fulfill the Great Commission effort to reach people and the Great Commandment
effort to love the other unless that merger is motivated by love for God and each other. Loving
God and neighbor means letting go of what is not working, sentimental attachments, family
rituals and allegiances, sacred cows, buildings, and selfish mentality. Before any work could
begin on the merger, the congregations needed to embrace faith and hope in Jesus Christ who
makes all things new and allow God, who gives encouragement, to help them live in harmony
with each other, as is appropriate for those who follow Jesus Christ.
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With the Bible in one hand and The Book of Discipline in other hand, together with some
research and depending on God through prayer, the charge sought God’s heart and will
throughout the process. Some of the conversations were about different personalities, cultures,
values, mission, and beliefs. The taskforce members asked some difficult questions concerning
how to deal with the differences mentioned above, including the fact that New Zion was located
in a different county and the location of the proposed merged church. Those concerns demanded
honest answers to enable the process to continue. Throughout the merger negotiation process,
those concerns were answered to allow the merger process to move forward. However, New
Zion United Methodist Church suddenly took a legal action against the merger because they did
not want to give up their church building. New Zion United Methodist Church eventually
withdrew from the merged church. This action caused much strain and disappointment along the
way. Nevertheless, two of the churches on the charge, Earle’s Chapel United Methodist Church
with 13 members and average service attendance of 6 and Charles Wesley United Methodist
Church with 40 and average service attendance of 19 members, merged to become a new church
with a new identity called New Life Community United Methodist Church.
According to Dan Reiland, a leadership development specialist, consultant, speaker,
author, and executive pastor at Crossroads Community Church, after the people have finally
voted with their attendance it “takes anywhere from 1-5 years to realize the full impact of a
merger for a church. A shorter time frame will tell the tale of smaller ministry segments. There
may be other reasons to merge, but growth is not one of them. In fact, mergers are generally
followed by losses.”37 Reiland is right; merging two or three churches simply to become one
church does not produce a healthy growing church to become a Christ-centered New Testament
37
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church to fulfill the Great Commission to make new disciples and engage in local and global
missions. Though Sunday service attendance increased after the merger, very few people were
involved in Bible studies; there were no outreach plans and no quick signs of healthy growth.
Two years after the merger of Earle’s Chapel and Charles Wesley United Methodist
Churches to NLCUMC, it became apparent that the church was reverting into survival and
maintenance mode. The ability for the leaders to encourage the congregation to fulfill long term
plans was sharply declining. Instead of focusing on the long-term vision to bring about healthy
growth and financial stability, they were making disconnected short-term plans. For example,
instead of focusing on leading the congregation to fulfill the five-year annual stewardship plan to
help the church meet its financial obligations through tithes, offerings, and planned- giving,
leaders were planning on selling fish, chicken, and barbeque ribs dinners to raise funds for the
church. There was no effort to reach out to bring people to Jesus Christ. It was not the purpose of
the merger to just survive or be on life support mechanism; that is not how God intended for any
local church to live. The merger was to create a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church,
a church that reaches out to bring people to Jesus Christ and develop them to reach their full
potential for God. Making disciples of Jesus Christ and helping them to grow to multiply
themselves is what brings glory to God.
Reiland again advices pastors, “Don't settle for life support systems for your church.
There are too many churches like that today. They are breathing, but show no signs of life.
Determine with conviction, prayer, and faith in the power of God that you will strive to fulfill the
Great Commission or close the doors and pull the plug.”38 Reiland’s advice was already being
practiced. Conviction, prayer, and faith in the power of God were the sources of strength to
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enable the author to lead NLCUMC to become a Christ-centered New Testament church to fulfill
the Great Commission to make new disciples of Jesus Christ.
As part of his personal development to help lead NLCUMC to become a Christ-centered
New Testament church, this writer enrolled in a Doctor of Ministry program in Liberty
University in Lynchburg, Virginia. Through his studies at Liberty University, the author has had
the opportunity to read some of the writings of healthy church growth experts and studied under
others like Dr. Elmer Towns, Dr. Rod Dempsey, and Dr. Dave Earley. Therefore, these
professors and healthy church growth researchers, authors, and experts have encouraged and
added to the decision to lead NLCUMC to greater health to become a Christ-centered New
Testament church. The project to develop a healthy church growth plan to lead NLCUMC to
become a Christ-centered New Testament church includes prayer, developing godly vision, a
personal development plan, small group leadership development, connecting people through
small groups, intentional and strategic need-base evangelism, and inspiring God-exalting
worship.
Review of the Literature
Books
The Big Book on Small Groups by Jeffrey Arnold breaks down small group principles indepth examination.39 The author focuses on the structure and benefits of a small group ministry
and explains how to train a healthy leader and start a group at a time, develop relationships, and
launch outreach program. Small groups are crucial to strengthen the community of faith
especially in time of crises. In order for any small group to succeed, the members must develop a
39
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loving, caring, and honest atmosphere. The book also explores the basics of Christian community
like prayers, worship, Bible study, outreach, mission, and multiplying groups. The book also
includes resources for further reading, ideas for coaches and trainers, and curriculum to
photocopy for small group sessions. Some of the ideas in this book were used during the merger
process to conduct small group Bible study to strengthen the Charge to focus on the benefits of
the proposed merger. Furthermore, some information in the book was also used in conjunction
with information in other books to train healthy small group leaders to start small groups after
the merger.
Kicking Habits—Welcome Relief for Addicted Churches by Thomas G. Bandy offers
thirty shocking truths that thriving churches have discovered.40 In this book, the author helps the
readers to understand the changing spiritual yearning of the public and presents four basic
building block of a thriving church. He presents systems of approach for churches to kick their
unhealthy habits that cause them to decline and die. He contrasts the declining church system
that enrolls, informs, nominates, supervises, and keeps people to the thriving church system that
changes, gifts, calls, equips, and sends disciples in mission. Bandy describes the five stages of
transforming congregations from one system to the other as follows: (1) shared vision, (2)
congregational spirituality, (3) redefining leadership roles, (4) streamlining organization, and (5)
birthing the new system. Bandy also coaches leaders to address the stresses involved in each
stage. This book helped the author to identify some of the unhealthy habits that were caused the
congregation to decline. He also learned from Bandy’s systems of approach for churches to assist
the merged church to reverse the unhealthy habits that cause the decline.
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In The Power of Vision George Barna what vision: what it is, where it comes from, how
to capture it, how to apply it, how to deal with myths and vision killers, Bible studies on vision,
and more.41 The author defines vision as “clear mental image of a preferable future imparted by
God to His chosen servants and is based upon an accurate understanding of God, self and
circumstances.”42 He also addresses misconceptions about vision and argues that it is the one
essential element for a growing church. He says that pastors who have a well-defined vision and
are able to communicate it to their congregations will grow their churches. Information from this
book was used by this author and the merger taskforce to help develop a well-defined vision for
the congregation during and after the merger to help the church to grow healthily.
Coaching Life-Changing Small Group Leaders by Bill Donahue and Greg Bowman is a
handbook for coaches who minister to the needs of small group leaders. This book provides four
essential functions that characterize a small group leader’s ministry. These four essential
functions are as follows: (1) coaches should “embrace a vision for transformation,” (2) coaches
should “cultivate their love of community,” (3) coaches should “cultivate a passion for
developing leaders,” and coaches should “develop the heart of a shepherd.”43 The book includes
a “Coach's Toolbox,” a segment filled with practical tips and resources for meeting with small
group leaders and encouraging their growth. Another part of this book is designed for those who
lead small group ministries in their churches, addressing the “issues related to building a
coaching structure and providing the resources and support that coaches need to be effective.”44
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In order to reverse the unhealthy practices that caused the merger, more leaders had to be
developed to lead small groups to encourage spiritual growth. Information in this book was used
by the pastor to coach healthy leaders to start small group ministry to help develop relationships
and encourage spiritual growth.
The Small-Group Leader's Toolkit by Dave Earley gives ten “simple, practical, and
powerful tools” to help small group and other ministry leaders to become better leaders. 45 Earley
believes that these leaders “hold eternal souls” in their hands.46 Each of the ten chapters
contained in this book introduces a new tool, tells why the tool is important for a small group
leader, and how to use the tool successfully in ministry. According to the book, real small group
leaders “disciple, develop, equip, and empower” others to reach their God given potential.47
They do this through modeling, mentoring, motivating, and multiplying. A small group leader
must fully partner with God, those above him, those beside him, and other members of the group.
Only when they work together to achieve a common goal do small groups and churches become
teams. This book was very helpful to the author in developing a plan to lead NLCUMC to
become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church. He adopted the modeling, mentoring,
motivating, and multiplying process found in this book to help him develop other small group
leaders.
The Pocket Guide to Leading a Small Group by Dave Earley and Rod Dempsey provides
strong doses of encouragement, “high octane equipment, and empowerment” for small group
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leaders,48 and it reminds them that Jesus Christ the life giver is the only One who provides the
spiritual life of the group. The perspectives, practical suggestions, and fresh ideas provided in
this book have been arranged into fifty-two important lessons. According to the authors, when
these fifty-two lessons are applied to ministry, they will help small group leaders to experience
“a healthy, growing, multiplying small group.”49 Copies of this book were given to all those who
were being mentored by this writer at NLCUMC as small group leaders to help them learn how
to lead healthy, growing small group.
Turning Members into Leaders by Dave Earley uses “the eight steps Jesus used for
developing effective leaders” to give practical advice on how small group leaders can raise up small
group members to become effective small group leaders.50 This book aids small group leaders by
empowering them to dream of multiplying effective leaders, identify potential leaders and grow
deeper in relationship with them, explain the dream with clarity, develop them through modeling
effective leadership, and release them to go and multiply themselves to fulfill the Great Commission.
This book helped this writer to identify potential leaders whom he grew deeper in relationship with
and developed them by demonstrating effective leadership.
The 8 Habits of Effective Small Group Leaders by Dave Earle reveals the following eight
habits of the great small group leader, which are: (1) dream of leading a healthy, growing,
multiplying group, (2) pray for group members daily, (3) invite new people to visit the group
weekly, (4) contact group members regularly, (5) prepare for the group meeting, (6) mentor an
apprentice leader, (7) plan group fellowship activities, and (8) be committed to personal
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growth.51 When small group leaders know these habits and practice them, their weekly meetings
can be transformed to lead others to Jesus Christ to become fruitful to multiply themselves in
their ministries. This book was used in combination with some of the books mentioned in the
review of the literature to train small group leaders at NLCUMC. Copies were given to all those
who were mentored by this pastor to help them learn how to lead healthy, growing small group.
Church for the Unchurched examines the differences between churches in America that
are in serious decline and those experiencing vibrant growth.52 Those churches that have adapted
better to the cultural paradigm shift from modernity to postmodernism have exhibited
tremendous success. Hunter calls these "apostolic" churches. According to Hunter, apostolic
churches have the goal of transforming people into kingdom citizens, equipped and energized to
reach family and friends with the gospel message while respecting their culture. A key aspect of
most apostolic churches is that they seek to connect believers and seekers with small groups.
Apostolic churches enable people to connect with several types of groups: nurture, discipleship,
support, recovery, and ministry. Within these small groups, believers and seekers alike
experience a community of caring and compassion dedicated to mutual support and spiritual
growth. The book helped the author to identify some of the unhealthy habits of the church that
led to the decline of the churches on CNC to initiate the merger process. He also learned some of
the characteristics of churches that transform people into kingdom citizens and develop them to
reach others with the gospel message while respecting their culture.
In Becoming a Healthy Church Stephen A. Macchia, recounts his experience following
several months of visiting 100 churches to conduct field-testing, and a major computerized, self51
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directed survey of 1,899 Christians.53 He presents the following ten characteristics of a healthy
church: (1) God's empowering presence, (2) God-exalting worship, (3) spiritual disciplines, (4)
learning and growing in community, (5) a commitment to loving and caring relationships, (6)
servant-leadership development, (7) an outward focus, (8) wise administration and
accountability, (9) networking with the body of is Christ, and (10) stewardship and generosity.54
According to Macchia, these ten characteristics of a healthy church give pastors and church
leaders serving unhealthy churches an approach that will give their ministries a new lease of life.
The survey revealed that “Scripture and prayer” are vital components “for our personal lives and
for our community worship, ministry, and life together” and is therefore “at the heart of every
healthy church.”55 In addition to learning about the characteristics of a healthy church, this writer
also learned from this book that the healthy church dynamically allows the Holy Spirit to direct
and empower the daily life and ministry.
Ed Stetzer and Mike Dodson have written Comeback Churches to shed new light on
plateaued and declining churches to assist these churches in reversing trends to become healthy
and grow evangelistically and return to life.56 In this well-researched book, the authors report on
324 formerly declining and plateaued congregations across ten different denominations and how
they were revitalized. The book reveals three foundations of a church. A church should be
biblical, missional, and spiritual.57 Their research showed that leadership was the number one
issue of the churches that experienced renewal. Leadership starts with pastors and it “involves
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how we interact with ourselves, God, family, friends, coworkers, partners in ministry, and the
world around us.”58 Comeback Churches emphasizes that revitalization is possible through
simple things like strategic and intentional prayer, outreach, and preaching. This book agrees
with some of the books mentioned above concerning the unhealthy characteristics that lead to
plateaued and declining churches. It also informed this author about the importance of the
pastor’s personal leadership development to help him lead NLCUMC to become a healthy
Christ-centered New Testament church.
In I Can’t Wait for Sunday Walters understands the importance of the worship experience
to the overall health of the church.59 The author shares why worship matters and how and why
things go wrong. He then gives practical ideas for involving people in the worship service.
Walters also challenges the contemporary belief that worship is only the opening act to the
sermon. He asserts that the entire service is worship, and it is the responsibility of the senior
pastor to coordinate service. Walters challenges pastors and other church leaders to revitalize
their churches with a solid Sunday morning worship service. From this book, this author leaned
about how the worship experience is important to the overall health of the church and how to
involve others in the worship service to help worshipers to be engaged and inspired.
The Purpose Driven Church by Rick Warren outlines the principles the author used to
establish his church and seeks to apply these principles to all churches, whether they are
established or newly planted, large or small.60 In order to build a healthy, strong, and growing
church, one must spend time laying a firm foundation by making clear to the congregation
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precisely why the church exits and what it is supposed to do.61 Every church must have a clearly
defined purpose. A purpose driven church will be strong and healthier.
Warren’s book emphasizes that the purpose statement should be to the point and resultoriented, and should always fulfill The Great Commission. This purpose statement will be the
guide to all decisions about the church. According to the author, “A purpose driven church is
committed to fulfilling all five tasks that Christ ordained for the church to accomplish.”62 First,
the church exists to show love to God through worship. Second, through ministry, the church
demonstrates the love of God to others as it meets their needs and heals their hurts in the name of
Jesus. Third, it is the responsibility and privilege of every Christian to share the Good News with
others wherever we go. Therefore, evangelism is the third purpose of the church. Fourth,
Christians are called to belong to the family of Christ and become members of His body through
baptism which is a symbol of fellowship. Fifth, the church exists to educate God’s people
through the process of discipleship to “become more like Christ in their thought, feelings, and
actions.”63 Warren devotes a large portion of the book to the process of moving people from the
community (unbelievers) to the crowd (church attendees) and to the congregation (believers) and
ultimately to the core of the church where they are leading or participating in one of the church’s
ministries.
Again, Warren provides many principles that will help to lead and mentor new believers
to grow in their faith and commitment to the Lord Jesus Christ. This writer agrees with most of
the information in this book, including the five purposes Christ has given to His Church. During
the merger process, this pastor used some of the information in Warren’s book to lead the merger
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taskforce to understand God’s vision and mission for the proposed merged church. This book
also helped this author to understand the characteristics of a healthy church.
In his five parts book Moving Off the Map, Thomas G. Bandy provides necessary tools
for spiritual leadership to help them grow to face the challenges of the twenty-first century.64 He
also provides some powerful processes and tools to help congregations identify their strengths,
weaknesses, and addictions. These tools include ten characteristics of declining churches. The
processes and tools presented in this book can help congregations to change attitudes, grow
deeper spiritually, cast biblical visions, and shape ministries for healthy church growth. The ten
characteristics of declining churches included in this book were being exhibited by the churches
on CNC; therefore, reading this book helped this pastor to identify them. Also the tools for
spiritual leadership help the pastor to lead the congregations to identify their strengths,
weaknesses, and addictions during the merger process.
The Habits of Highly Effective Churches by George Barna identifies nine habits of
highly-effective churches.65 His definition of a highly-effective church is based on the six
measurements that typified the early church: worship, evangelism, Christian education,
community among the believers, stewardship, and serving the needy.66 He indicates that
churches that do an excellent job in each of these elements of ministry are actually being the
church Christ had in mind. The nine habits of highly effective churches identified in this book
are listed in chapter four of this project. From this book, this author learned about the practices of
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churches that are extremely effective and the habits of highly effective churches to help him lead
NLCUMC to become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament congregation.
In Natural Church Development Christian A. Schwarz asks the following questions:
What makes a church grow? What creates church growth? Are members responsible for growth
of the body of Christ? He says when Christians focus on removing the barriers to church growth
and reproduction within the church, “then church growth can happen ‘all by itself.’ God will do
what he promised to do. He will grant growth (I Corinthians 3:6).”67 Based on his research from
more than 1,000 churches in 32 countries, Schwarz identified eight characteristics that must exist
in a church to experience healthy growth. In order to provide a quantitative measure for these
characteristics, Schwarz developed several questions for each of the eight areas to fulfill two
criteria. These two criteria, eight quality characteristics of healthy churches, and more about
Natural Church Development are recorded in chapter four of the project. This book provides the
most evidence for reliability based on the characteristics of a healthy church found in the book of
Acts; therefore, the NCD assessment instrument will be used in this research to assess the health
of NLCUMC.
Internet Sources
2010 State of the Church: Membership. This is part of the official website of the United
Methodist Church that reports on membership statistics for the year 2010.68 According to this
website, the United Methodist Church has experienced a membership decline of almost 28%
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since 1968.69 Merging some of these declined churches and leading them to become healthy
Christ-centered New Testament churches would reverse these forty-four years of decline.
This is Our Story. This is part of the United Methodist Church website that tells the story
of how two venerable denominations with long histories came together forty years ago as a new
denomination called the United Methodist Church.70 For many of those forty years, the General
Council on Finance and Administration has collected and analyzed the data of local churches.
This document presents information on a broad range of topics, including the global church, the
local church, United Methodist Church timeline from 1790-2008, clergy, finance, and notes.
The Strategic Financial Positioning Task Force Report. This document contains the report
of the Strategic Financial Positioning Task Force appointed by Bishop Peggy Johnson to study
the decline in the financial markets and shortfall in expected receipts to the Peninsula Delaware
Conference following the dramatic 2008 spike in energy costs.71 Following the study, the task
force was to recommend a more efficient structure and plan of operation for the Conference that
would assure long term viability while supporting ministry and growth needs.
The following are some of the Taskforce’s recommendations: (1) provide
communications expertise for the Conference office as soon as possible, (2) reduce the overall
level of staffing in the Conference and District, (3) reduce the number of District
Superintendents from 4 to 3 in July, 2014, (4) provide Information Technology (IT) expertise for
the Conference as soon as possible since consolidation and reduction of District and Conference
Staffing will require significantly improved IT functionality and expertise, (5) close the existing
District Offices and consolidate Administrative Assistant functions into the Conference Office
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by July 1, 2011, utilizing the upgraded IT and Communications capabilities in place by that time.
The total number of District and Conference Administrative Assistants should be reduced from
eight to four and half, (6) reduce the number of full time clergy in active service each year by at
least the number that is reaching mandatory retirement age. For the years 2010- 2015, this will
result in a reduction of 29 clergy positions, and (7) reducing the number of active clergy will
require some form of consolidation or realignment of charges. Four criteria were identified to
assist in identifying churches/charges that should be realigned, or encouraged to take some action
to change status.72
“The Need of this Hour.” This is a website that presents the sermon entitled “The Need of
this Hour” preached by Dr. Lee Roberson.73 In this sermon, Dr. Roberson outlines four “greatest
[needs] of today's churches—large and small,” which are leadership, concern, standards, and
inspirational service. It was during this sermon that Dr. Roberson said, "Everything rises or falls
on leadership."74 Leaders of the church, especially pastors, are commanded to give spiritual
guidance, instruction, and encouragement to their congregation. In addition, they are to practice
what they preach and teach so that their congregations will have real example to imitate. Again,
godly leaders must develop other godly leaders in order to multiply themselves to fulfill the
Great Commission.
“Church Mergers.” This site presents information for struggling churches that are
considering merging with another church to understand that with every merger there is closing of
some churches, and if the merger is not done correctly, the doors of all churches involve may be
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closed.75 This article also gives information that the churches must carefully consider before they
merge. If those churches do decide to merge, this website provides a plan for success.
“What does it measure.” This site belongs to Living Stones Consultants, which have
partnered with hundreds of congregations in about 30 denominations throughout the U.S. and
Canada to help churches become healthier and more effective in carrying out their missions.76
This consulting team uses the NCD survey as an important component of church consultations.
“7 Secrets of Healthy Churches.” This site presents Thom Rainer’s “7 Secrets of Healthy
Churches” after researching over 2,000 healthy churches in America to find unifying
characteristics.77
“Marks of a Healthy Church.” This site contains a booklet in which John MacArthur, the
pastor-teacher of Grace Community Church in Sun Valley, California, as well as an author,
conference speaker, and featured teacher with the Grace to You media ministry, presents the
“Marks of a Healthy Church.”78 These twelve characteristics of healthy church are listed in
chapter 4 of this project.
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Thesis Construction
Merging two or more unhealthy local churches is a sensible option to growing a healthy
Christ-centered New Testament church as opposed to closing those declined and dying churches.
Since the unhealthy practices that lead to church plateau, decline, and death do not end after
church merger without intentional intervention, the author argues that deliberate effort must be
made to assist the merged church to reverse the unhealthy trends. In addition, he suggests that a
healthy church growth ministry plan be developed and implemented to lead the merged
congregation to becoming a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church.

CHAPTER TWO
CONGREGATION LIFE CYCLE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF AN UNHEALTHY
CHURCH
Congregation Life Cycle
Church merger happens because either one or all the churches involved in the merger go
through a season where they cease to be vital in ministry. These churches cease to become
effective for the reason that they develop unhealthy habits that lead to plateau, decline, and
death. These unhealthy habits do not automatically stop after church merger; intentional effort
must be made to assist the merged church to reverse the unhealthy trends to grow to become a
healthy Christ-centered New Testament church. However, leading an unhealthy church to
become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church to fulfill the Great Commission is a
difficult task that goes through seasons of joy and sorrow with some success and some setbacks.
These cycles of joy and sorrow, success and setbacks are natural part of life and ministry, as
Scripture says:
For everything there is a season, a time for every activity under heaven. A time to be born
and a time to die. A time to plant and a time to harvest. A time to kill and a time to heal.
A time to tear down and a time to build up. A time to cry and a time to laugh. A time to
grieve and a time to dance. A time to scatter stones and a time to gather stones. A time to
embrace and a time to turn away. A time to search and a time to quit searching. A time to
keep and a time to throw away. A time to tear and a time to mend. A time to be quiet and
a time to speak. A time to love and a time to hate. A time for war and a time for peace.1
Every organism goes through an expected life cycle. After conception, every human being goes
through eight life cycles, birth, childhood, adolescence, emerging adult, young adult, middle
adult, senior adult, elderly adult, and death. Some human beings may go through life cycle
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earlier or later than others, or really not go through some cycles at all due to some defects or an
early death.2
Just as living organisms have life cycles, organizations also go through life cycles that
include usual struggles and difficulties. Every phase of the organizational life cycle is “faced
with the transitional problems of moving to the next phase of development.”3 The single most
important difference between the human life cycle and the organizational life cycle is that “in
human cycle, decline is inevitable,” while “in organizational cycle, decline is not inevitable, only
probable. The natural cycle of rise and fall can be reversed, which is good news for those leading
any organization in the stage of plateau or decline.”4 Since the church is living organism, the life
cycle ideas have been directly applied to local churches by researchers.
According to congregational researcher Gary L. McIntosh, after they are planted,
congregations tend to go through a certain life cycle. “A church is prone to rapid growth in the
first fifteen to twenty years of its existence, followed by a leveling off of growth onto a plateau
for another twenty to forty years. Then follows a slower decline over the next thirty to forty years
until the church either closes its doors (dies) or eases into an unhealthy period of stagnation.”5
Every church goes through a period of decline that can lead to the closing of its doors. There
must be some indicators to help churches that find themselves in an unhealthy stagnation to help
decide whether to reverse the cycle of decline or close their doors.
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Based on his research, McIntosh suggests ten key signs for church closure; however, he
advises that a church should never be closed as a result of only one of these signs. Rather, all of
the signs must be considered to give church leaders helpful assessment of the church’s future.
The following are the ten key signs for church closure: (1) weekly public worship attendance has
fewer than forty adults, (2) total giving units is fewer than twenty-five, (3) the lay leadership
pool is less than one leader for every ten adult members (junior high and up), less than one leader
for every six elementary children, and less than one leader for every two children below school
age, (4) the church does not have at least one ministry or a particular ministry for which it is
known in the community, (5) the church is only about one-fourth or less of its original size, (6)
the church is characterized by a spirit of anger, resentment, and discouragement, (7) average
membership tenure of the church is longer than twenty years, (8) the focus of church goals is
paying the bills, hanging on, real estate, the past, and membership care, (9) the church cuts
budget for evangelism, advertising, and ministry when the budget gets tight, and (10) church
people talk about the past, respond pessimistically to visionary statements, and fail to recognize
that God is at work in their church.6 A church without vision does not know where it is headed.
When this author was appointed to CNC on July 1, 1999, following seminary, every
indication showed that the three churches on the charge had been in decline for many years with
Earle’s Chapel, the smallest of the churches with 13 members, in an unhealthy period of
stagnation. The other two churches were stuck in maintenance and survival mode. These
churches were addicted to habitual, self-destructive behavior patterns which they were not even
6
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able to recognize. When it came to their Annual Days celebrations, some members were sincere
and sensitive; however, when it came to spiritual development and discipleship for
empowerment for outreach and evangelism, almost nobody was interested. They were in denial;
the members of each congregation on the charge were not willing to see their inner addictions
that led to the unhealthiness of their church. All three churches exhibited the ten key signs for
church closure mentioned above.
The obviousness of Earle’s Chapel’s financial problem, their inability to pay their equal
share of the pastor’s salary, benefits, and parsonage expenses to the charge, which caused the
District Superintendent to meet with the leaders of the charge on November 8 and December 6,
and an unhealthy period of stagnation. They were able to take a hard look and see the signs of
inner unhealthiness that had been there for a long time.
Characteristics of an Unhealthy Church
Thomas G. Bandy is a church consultant and an acclaimed author of several books,
including Moving off the Map: a Field Guide to Changing the Congregation, in which he
presents the following characteristics of a declining church: (1) Ambiguous identity. Core beliefs
all tend to be passive and relational, bedrock beliefs tend to be creedal formulas, and there is no
motivating vision or key mission. (2) Low mission emphases. Survival tends to be uppermost in
the minds of church leaders . . . few people are involved in hands-on ways with outreach that is
specifically driven by their Christian faith and church experience. (3) Unwieldy organizations.
The bureaucracies tend to be very large, requiring large numbers of volunteers to serve offices or
fewer volunteers to serve multiple offices. As a result, burnout and nomination crises are
common among clergy and other leaders. (4) Informational worship. Worship services tend to be
dry, briefly illuminated by the children's story or other intergenerational event . . . and seek to
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deliver ecclesiastical information about the Christian year and the local calendar. (5)
Demographic homogeneity. The congregation tends to reflect the race, language, culture,
education, and economic background of the oldest church veterans, rather than the diversity of
the neighboring community. . . (6) Little adult spiritual discipline. Expectations for adult members are usually limited to financial support; occasional worship participation, and periodic office
holding. Few adults are involved in regular Bible study, intercessory prayer, meditation
processes, selective reading, or small groups. (7) Clergy dependency. The congregation relies
upon staff and credentialed clergy to do the ministries of the church—with the heaviest
expectations for internal pastoral care among church insiders. Supervision and accountability for
clergy are often divisive issues. (8) Little lay training. Quality volunteer leadership is not
important for these churches . . . (9) Minimal team mission. There is little or no provision for
joint volunteers for hands-on ministries, and therefore little possibility for mutual mentoring or
mutual support . . . Creative ministries tends to rise and fall with distressing regularity. (10) Poor
communications. These churches tend to rely upon infrequent print newsletters, announcements
in worship services, informal "grapevine" gossip, and committee attendance to communicate
news within the congregation.7 The author agrees with Bandy on these characteristics of an
unhealthy church. During his appointment to CNC, he immediately found out that all the three
churches did not have vision and mission, which is one of the characteristics of an unhealthy
church, whether the church is in decline or stagnation phase.
In a declined church, the few newcomers who come in do not know the vision or the
mission of the church. Third-generation members do not seem to remember the reason why their
grandparents established the church. When old members attempt to reinstate the previous vision
7
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and mission of the church to avoid decline, it does not “seem to work as they hope it will.”8 The
sense of vision and mission in an unhealthy or dying church is more or less completely lost or
nonexistent. The only purpose of such a church is to make the minimum budget and survive until
the doors are completely closed. They have lost the passion for making disciples.
On the congregational profile sheets given to the pastor by the District Superintendent
before his appointment to CNC, one of the churches indicated that they needed a pastor who
would go into the community and bring the young adults back to church and God. Another
church indicated that they needed a pastor who would go out and check on members who had not
been present in worship for a while and encourage their return. These are characteristics of an
unhealthy church. In an unhealthy church, few volunteers are available to do ministry. “Most
people say quietly, ‘It’s the pastor’s job. After all, isn’t that why we pay him?’ Ten percent of the
people are doing about 90 percent of the ministry.”9 The members of the congregation identify
what is needed and expect their pastor to act in response.
Another characteristic of an unhealthy church is low morale. Morale causes a spirit of
anger, resentment, discouragement, and division among members; there is no group identity.
Members look back to when the church was vital; thus, they “despair that the church will ever be
vital again, and many become weary from struggle.”10 By the time the pastor assumed the
appointment on the charge, the morale of Earle’s Chapel was already nonexistent. The leaders
indicated on the congregational profile that if they did not get more members in their building,
they would not have a church. Yet, they were not willing to reach out to the community to do
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evangelism to invite people to become believers and join the church. Frustration and despair
were evident in the church long before the new pastor’s arrival. There was no hope for the future.
In an unhealthy church, members are threatened by the word “change;” they think it is
dangerous to the existence of the church. Therefore, members are not willing to try anything
new. “They say, ‘We've never done it that way before,’ or ‘We've tried that before and it didn't
work.’ There is low tolerance for anything new. Members are unwilling to risk failure, as that
would cause even greater discouragement.”11 Instead of dying to self for their church to come
back to life, only a few people control the church by holding on to power by assuming all of the
leadership positions in the church. At his new appointment, it did not take long for this pastor to
notice that in all three churches, only a few groups of people held all the positions; the people
were also on all the committees. The same programs and annual days had been held for many
years by the same people; yet, the churches were dying. Change was a threat to them.
Further characteristics of an unhealthy church are described below:
If the pastor is an older person, he may be holding on until retirement. In either case
churches at this stage normally have part-time pastors serving with meager salaries unless
the church operates with an endowment or members have deep financial resources. When
seeking a new pastor, people look for someone to save them by a miracle—they hope it
will be someone who does not require them to change anything. Often a younger pastor
will try hard for a year or two to bring about change but eventually will become
discouraged and seek a position in another church. People may watch with joy as the
younger pastor leaves, saying, "We expected you to leave. Over the years we've trained
and sent out many a younger preacher to other churches.”12
The situation McIntosh describes here is what was happening in the charge. The previous pastor
was an older part-time local pastor who served the charge for eight years and retired. One of
leaders of the charge said to this writer upon his arrived, “You are like a new quarterback, you
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are here to get some experience and in a couple of years a better team will hire you and pay you
big money.”13 When he started serving the charge, this pastor was expected to be a miracle
worker. He was expected to go out and bring people to fill up the church buildings, visit all
inactive members, bring them back to church, and recognize their return; yet, they did not want
to change anything. Before the merger, almost all of the efforts that were made to bring about
change to turn things around were eventually met with resistance.
Years of declined worship attendance, lack of newcomers, and outdated worship
style that does not engage people are other characteristics of an unhealthy church:
The worship center is uncomfortably empty. Newcomers rarely visit and, when they do,
most are so uncomfortable, they never return. The music and style of worship services are
so out of touch with [the unchurched] that newcomers find it hard to relate. There are
more [information] about funerals and people in nursing homes than about new people
being baptized or joining the church. Occasionally a worship service will have a large
attendance, but normally that would be one that is a home-coming or anniversary
celebration.14
Again, McIntosh describes what was occurring at CNC. Even though all three churches in the
Charge were worshiping together for twenty years before the merger, the average Sunday
worship attendance was 45 since 1999. Newcomers seldom visited any of the churches, and
when they did, most were so uncomfortable that they never returned; therefore, newcomers
seldom joined any of the churches. Occasionally during homecoming or anniversary
celebration, a worship service would have a large attendance; however, almost all the
visitors came from other churches. There were no efforts for effective evangelism.
When a church finds itself in the last phase of the congregational lifecycle, which is an
unhealthy period of stagnation, the members can choose to let the church die or find a way to
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face the challenges and turn things around to bring health back into the life of the church. If the
congregation chooses to turn things around, then members will have to die to themselves and
prayerfully seek a visionary leader who will lead them in seeking God’s vision for the church
and allow the Holy Spirit to breathe a new life into the church. In that case, McIntosh suggests
that the church at least takes the following five steps: (1) the church establishes a new definition
and commitment to mission, (2) members and leaders should change their attitude so they look to
the future with hope and excitement, (3) the church should change its priorities concerning the
use of financial resources, (4) the church’s organization should be reworked to allow for faster
decision making, new program development, and greater flexibility in all aspects of church’s life,
and (5) new resources, materials, and approaches to ministry should be embraced. In most
situations the church needs the assistance of an outside person to see this happen.15 When a
church’s dying situation is less hopeful, members should not stay in denial; they must admit the
real condition of the church and empower the leadership to prayerfully make the difficult choice
about when and how to close the ministry.
Knowing when and how to close a ministry involves counseling people as they manage
their feelings of hurt and loss. Generally, according to McIntosh, the dying process takes place in
three steps. First, as a result of declining finances, the church is no longer able to secure a fulltime pastor. Second, this leads the church to secure the services of a part-time pastor who may be
a layperson with independent financial resources, a retired pastor looking for extra income, a
young pastor seeking a first ministry experience, or a pastor who is shared with another
congregation. In nearly all of these situations, the church ministry dwindles as people leave for
other congregations that provide more adequate ministries. Lastly, the church reaches a point
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when, financially, it can no longer keep the doors open. The church dies and merges with another
congregation, simply goes out of business, or turns over control to the denomination.16 McIntosh
is absolutely right; as a result of both congregational and financial decline, Charles Wesley,
Earle’s Chapel, and New Zion United Methodist Churches became a charge that shared a pastor
for thirty years. Sharing a pastor for thirty years did not help any of the churches to grow; rather,
it worsened their decline.
Throughout these thirty years, older members were dying, a few people left to join other
churches that could minister to their needs, and ministries became ineffective. Moreover, Earle’s
Chapel had reached a point where they could not financially continue to be part of the Charge.
Instead of waiting for the churches to die one by one, they decided to explore the possibilities
and the pain of rebirth by merger to create a healthy church. It was time for the churches to break
their addictions and accept the needed changes to allow the Holy Spirit to breathe a new life into
them to put them on the path of becoming a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE MERGER
The Case for the Merger
Earle’s Chapel’s financial situation did not just arise in 2003. During an emergency
meeting with the leaders of CNC and seven members of Earle’s Chapel on May 22, 2001, to
discuss their financial problem, the treasurer of Earle’s Chapel reported that the church had not
been able to meet its budget; hence, it had been operating in deficit since 1998. The church’s
trustee chairperson asked if the other two churches would be able to help Earle’s Chapel by
absorbing their arrears of $1,595.00 and another $416.50 monthly charge parsonage and other
expenses payment for at least three months while they came up with a plan to generate more
funds to pay $1,000.00 per month to the charge treasury, which was less than their charge
obligations.
Further discussions on the matter prompted another person to suggest the idea of the three
churches merging to become one church to cut down building maintenance, utility insurance, and
conference apportionment expenses. That suggestion was quickly squashed with another idea to
bail out Earle’s Chapel with a portion of CNC certificates of deposit (CD). Earle’s Chapel had
about 13 members out of which 7 were somewhat active members. It was obvious that they
could not meet their financial responsibilities to the charge.
By early 2003, the issue concerning Earle’s Chapel’s financial obligations to the charge
was dominating charge council meetings because they were behind with their $1,000.00 per
month obligation to the charge treasury. In an attempt to find a short term solution to the
problem, the charge finance committee decided to hold a fund raising banquet to celebrate over
thirty years of coming together as a charge and use the funds to cover Earle’s Chapel’s shortfall.
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The plan for the banquet included the former Easton District Superintendent, Ronald
Bell, Sr., as the speaker and reviewing of the history and the current situation of all the churches
on the charge, including the fourth church which closed eight years prior. This proposed banquet
was scheduled to be held at Centreville United Methodist Church on Saturday, November 22,
2003, at 6:00 P.M.
On November 8, 2003, the Easton District Superintendent of the Peninsula Delaware
Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church, Rev, Dr. Thomas Donnachie, III, under
whose jurisdiction CNC is, met with the leaders of the charge due to Earle’s Chapel’s unhealthy
stage of stagnation and financial inability. During the meeting the DS1 asked Earle’s Chapel
representatives where they wanted to be in terms of their church. They responded that they
would like to see the church opened but they could not afford to pay $17,000.00 annually as their
part of the pastor’s package and parsonage expenses. At that time the DS mentioned that there
were several options. First, the church could choose to be on limited service where the church
would have special services 2-3 times a year and members of Earle’s Chapel would have to go to
one of the other churches on the charge. Members of Earle’s Chapel would have to maintain the
building and pay insurance premiums. Second, the church could be closed, but the DS does not
want to see the church close. Lastly, each church on the charge could open its doors for worship
every Sunday; in that case the charge would have to hire a lay minister who would be
compensated to preach at one church every Sunday. The lay minister would be under the pastor’s
supervision.
The DS acknowledged that Earle’s Chapel was unhealthy and advised the third option
could help the other two churches to become healthier to help to get Earle’s Chapel growing

1

DS is an abbreviated form of District Superintendent.
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again. He then encouraged the charge to do some more praying and reschedule a follow-up
meeting on December 6, 2003, at 3:00 P.M. to be held at New Zion. During all this, CNC was in
the process of preparing to celebrate over thirty years of coming together as a charge. On
November 22, 2003, the banquet was held at Centreville United Methodist Church and a profit of
$1,643.00 was raised to pay some of Earle’s Chapel’s underpayments.
On December 6, 2003, the DS came again to meet with the leaders of the charge and four
leaders from Earle’ Chapel to discuss options for Earle’s Chapel and the future of the charge.
This time the DS presented a four year (2000, 2001, 2002, 2003), chart for total membership,
average worship attendance, and new members received for all the three churches. After the DS
finished leading the discussion about the chart, he asked, “Why are we here?” To which the
people responded that they needed financial help to enable the charge to be effective in ministry
and mission. After discussion, those present at the meeting agreed that unless something was
done about the charge’s situation, the churches would eventually die and close their doors
completely because thirty-three years of being on a charge and fifteen years of worship rotation
had not helped them to grow. They decided to prayerfully ask God to help them to discern what
to do as far as the situation before them was concerned and the wisdom to solve it. Therefore,
before the meeting was adjourned, the DS suggested that four key members from each church be
selected and meet the following weeks to prayerfully discuss the above options and come up
with a possible solution and report back to him.
After service on the following day, Sunday, December 7, 2003, two leaders from each
church were asked to join the Charge Lay Leader and the pastor to form an Exploration Team to
meet to prayerfully come up with a possible solution for the charge’s problem. After worship
service on Sunday, December 21, 2003, the members of the newly formed Exploration Team met
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with the pastor to prayerfully discuss a possible solution for the charge’s problem to help the
charge to become effective in ministry to the community. With copies of an honest profile and an
accurate picture of each church on the charge in hand at the beginning of the meeting, the
Exploration Team was reminded of the length of time over which the problem developed and the
two attempts at solving the problem: coming together as a charge and rotation of worship. Thus,
any decision made by the charge concerning Earle’s Chapel would affect the future of the other
two churches. Also, whatever decision was made during the meeting would be recommended to
the charge council for their consideration.
In addition to the three suggestions made by the DS, the pastor added a fourth which was
“a merger of all the three churches to become one new church.” After prayerfully discussing all
the options, all the members of the Exploration Team unanimously agreed that a merger of all
three churches would be the best possible solution that would enable the charge to become
effective in ministry to the community. The DS was informed about the Exploration Team’s
decision and recommendation before an announcement was made to the members of the charge.
On the following Sunday, December 28, 2003, an emergency Charge Council meeting was called
to hear the Exploration Team’s recommendation. After listening to the Exploration Team, the
Charge Council affirmed proposal and recommended that each church take the time during their
respective Church Council meetings to discuss the proposal for possible merger of the three
churches on the charge and report their decisions to the Charge Council meeting on February 5,
2004.
During the February Charge Council meeting all three churches reported that they agreed
with the Exploration Team’s recommendation to explore the possibility of merging to become
one church to create vital ministries to engage the community for God’s Kingdom. At that
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meeting, it was agreed that a merger taskforce be formed comprising those who would like to
serve from the Exploration Team and additional members selected from each church. By
February 15, 2004, the taskforce had been formed and named “Charge Merger Taskforce.” It was
now the pastor’s responsibility to lead this taskforce through the merger process, even though he
had no experience in merging churches. It was time for him to intensify his research to lead the
“Charge Merger Taskforce” to come up with a strategic plan for a successful merger.
Strategic Plan for the Merger
The research to lead the merger taskforce first took the author to the Book of Discipline
where he discovered the following paragraph:
¶ 2545. Merger of Local United Methodist Churches—Two or more local churches,
in order to more effectively fulfill their ministry (¶¶ 201-204), may merge and become a
single church by pursuing the following procedure:
1. The merger must be proposed to the charge conference of each of the merging
churches by a resolution stating the terms and conditions of the proposed merger.
2. The plan of the merger as proposed to the charge conference of each of the
merging churches shall be approved by each of the charge conferences in order for the
merger to be effected, except that for a charge conference that includes two or more local
churches, the required approval shall be by the church local conference of each local
church in accordance with the requirements of ¶ 2526.
3. The merger must be approved by the superintendent or superintendents of the
district or districts in which the merging churches are located.
4. The requirements of any and all laws of the state or states in which the merging
churches are located affecting or relating to the merger of such churches must be
complied with, and in any case where there is a conflict between such laws and the
procedure outlined in the Discipline, said laws shall prevail and the procedure outlined in
the Discipline shall be modified to the extent necessary to eliminate such conflict.
5. All archives and records of churches involved in a merger shall become the
responsibility of the successor church.2
After reading this paragraph, the author called the Peninsula Delaware Annual Conference of the
United Methodist Church to ask whether they had a process in place as a guide to help churches
exploring the possibilities of merging, to which they answered no. The next step was to visit
2

The Book of Discipline of the United Methodist Church, 700.
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libraries to look for books about church mergers, but he found none. He then turned to the
internet to search for “Church Merger;” that was when he came across an article entitled “Church
Merger” by Dan Reiland.
In his article, Reiland considers three issues that churches must carefully think through
considering a merger. First, “A church merger can be successful, but it is not automatic. . . .The
truth is that mergers are difficult. It's wise to face this up front. . . . I want you to know what you
are getting yourself into so that you have the greatest possible chance for success.”3 Second,
Have a solid understanding of your motivation for a merger. There are many reasons that
mergers take place. . . . If you have an honest grasp on why you want to engage in a
merger, it will significantly increase your potential for success. This will allow you to
realign the motivation, whatever it may be, to a Great Commission effort to reach people.
On the other hand, be honest about the real issues and don't disregard them; ignoring the
past will not help you move forward.4
Third, “Do your homework to understand why many mergers fail. There is a nearly
endless list of reasons why mergers can fail. I highly recommend that you study several mergers
before you pull the trigger on your own. Study both successful and failed mergers. Write down
what you learn and put it into practice.”5 Reiland’s advice helped this author to have an idea of
what he was getting himself into. He understood that the process of leading a church merger
could be difficult. He also learned not to allow survival to drive the merger; instead, he did his
research to help realign the financial problems, which was the main motivation for the merger to
a mission-driven effort to reach people for Jesus Christ and develop them to reach their full
potential in order to multiply themselves. In so doing, the merger would be successful.

3
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Ibid.
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Ibid.
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Reiland also suggests the following “roadmap to successful mergers.” First, seek a
mission-driven merger, not a survival-driven merger. . . Determine with conviction, prayer, and
faith in the power of God that you will strive to fulfill the Great Commission or close the doors
and pull the plug. Second, establish clarity in pursuit of common values, vision, theology and
culture before you start the merger. In my opinion, the mission of all local churches has already
been settled. Jesus established it and it's recorded in Matthew 28:18-20. . . Talk about these
issues up front. From worship style, to doctrine, to church culture and long-term vision, what do
you want the new church to look like? . . . Don’t go for perfection of these concepts. You'll never
accomplish the merger. Get the general concepts and big picture agreed upon, then work on the
details as you go. Third, make sure you have a profound sense that "God is in it.”. . I list the
"God check" at this point so that you don't race ahead in the process without knowing that God is
blessing your plan. Seek God's heart and will throughout the process. It is also wise to remove
any pressure to move too fast. A lengthy courtship is advisable in the process of a merger. Forth,
choose your leadership wisely. This is usually where you make or break the merger. . . I
recommend that the most visionary, personable, and evangelistic leader who possess strong
communication skills be chosen. Not the pastor from the largest church or the pastor who has the
most experience. . . It may well be that none are the best choice and a pastor from the outside
should be brought in. Fifth, don't operate by "the biggest will rule" principle. Good decisionmaking will make or break the process. Don't allow the church with the most money, most
people and biggest building to make all the decisions. This will kill the spirit of the merger. . .
Don't make decisions by fairness or politics; make decisions because they are biblical and right.
Sixth, expectations must be clearly defined. Now the layers of detail begin to emerge. Put in
writing exactly what the expectations are for the first three, six, twelve and eighteen months
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concerning leadership (clergy and lay), property, facilities, finances, and ministry philosophy.
Then begin to layer in specific goals so that the expectations become measurable. Lastly, the
result of the merger is one new church. A new identity is the goal. Two or three small churches
clattering around under one roof like friendly roommates is not the goal. It is not always possible
or practical to have a new property and building, although preferable, but you can give the
church a new name and declare it a new day and beginning of a new ministry. Kill the sacred
cows and think outside the box. This is your chance to make some good changes that will result
in a great local church. Start writing the history for the new church as if there were no past. Start
fresh!6
The above mentioned plan for a successful merger became like a check list for this writer
to help him begin to lead the merger process. Through collective and personal prayers, the Bible
and the Book of Discipline, he was resolute to help the charge to understand that the main goal
for the merger was to become a vital church to make disciples and develop them to fulfill the
Great Commission. He also understood that seeking God's heart and will throughout the process
was the only way to achieve a Christ-centered merger. Thus, he decided before the beginning of
the strategic planning that all decisions would be guided by the Bible, the Book of Discipline,
research, and the Holy Spirit through prayer. Reiland’s article also educated the pastor to
understand that the result of the proposed merger was to become one new church with a new
identity. This new church would require the pastor’s willingness to stay in that place of ministry
as long as God would require of him to lead the merged church to become a healthy Christcentered New Testament church.

6

Reiland.
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With this information and understanding, this author began to lead the merger taskforce
to develop a strategic plan for the proposed merger. According to Aubrey Malphurs, strategic
planning is the “envisioning process that a point leader uses with a team of leaders in a regular
basis to think and act so as to design and redesign a specific ministry model that accomplishes
the Great Commission in their unique ministry context.”7 Strategic planning is an ongoing
process that continues to shape and direct a ministry to become a healthy Christ-centered New
Testament church to fulfill the Great Commandment. Strategic planning includes defining a
common purpose, core values, vision, and culture of strategic thinking. Through strategic
planning, the charge merger taskforce members would have access to the same information to
help clarify facts and establish collective goals and objectives for the realization of the strategic
focus. Strategic planning would help each of the taskforce members to focus on finding a winwin solution for the proposed merger by creating an impartial means of dialogue and negotiation
from the beginning. Reading Reiland’s guideline to successful mergers and Aubrey Malphurs
Advance Strategic Planning helped this author to begin to conceive of a specific strategic plan to
lead the charge in the merger process.
Strategic planning for merging two or more churches must begin with personal and
collective prayer. Thus, while he was personally bathing the process in prayer, this pastor also
asked the entire membership of the charge to earnestly pray for the merger taskforce and him to
seek God's heart and direction in the merger exploration process. On March 6, 2004, the charge
merger taskforce held its first meeting at Charles Wesley with seventeen people, including the
pastor, present. After the opening prayer, he reminded the group that the purpose was not to
determine whether to merge or not to merge, that decision had already been determined by each
7
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(Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2005), 26.
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church on the charge after the Exploration Team recommendation. The purpose was to
prayerfully, scripturally, and with the help of other resources form a strategic plan for the
merger, which included, but was not limited to, developing core values, vision, mission or
purpose, resolution, location for worship, and possible date for the possible merger and then to
report to the Charge Council. The following were some of the questions used to guide the
taskforce members to work through the first meeting. First, what advantages can you see in the
merging of the three churches? Second, what tensions and anxieties do you feel as you consider
the possibility of these three churches merging? Third, which seems greater to you, the
advantages or the tensions? Forth, according to Matthew 28:19-20, what is the mission or
purpose of the Church? Lastly, recall your memories of your church: (a) how has your life been
shaped by these memories? (b) How might these memories suggest models for ministry in the
merging congregation?8
The second meeting was scheduled for March 27, 2004, to be held at New Zion. That
meeting began with thirteen people present, including the pastor. The purpose for this meeting
was to begin to prayerfully and scripturally discern God’s vision for the proposed merged
church. Therefore, the pastor led the taskforce through George Barna’s definition of vision:
“Vision for ministry is a clear mental image of a preferable future imparted by God to His
chosen servants and is based upon an accurate understanding of God, self and circumstances.”9
After a brief moment of unpacking this definition, the group read Proverbs 29:18, Acts 1:8, and
Matthew 28: 18-20, and they considered the following questions relating to God’s vision, His
mission, and their church’s identity in the table 1.

8

For a complete agenda and taskforce members’ answers to these questions see Appendix B-1.
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Barna, The Power of Vision.
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Table 1. God’s vision, His mission, and church’s identity.
God’s Vision and Mission
1. What does Proverbs 29:18 say about why we need God’s vision for our
ministry?
2. According to Matthew 28:18-20 and Acts 1:8, what vision for ministry does
God gives to His church?
3. What in the world is God up to in our day and community?
4. What is our part in God’s continuing ministry and mission?
5. How can this vision be realized in the ministry of the church?
Church’s Identity
1. With words, symbol, or picture, express your own reality and the reality of your
church concerning:
A. Your church. Your church is who you are as a church at this time.
B. The mission of your church. Your mission as a church is what you do as a
church at this time.
C. The difference your church makes in your community. This is the result
you can see as an outcome of your ministry in the community.10

For homework, the taskforce members in attendance were asked to prayerfully read Luke
9:1-6, 9:10-17, Acts 2:42-47, Romans 12:1-2, 1 Corinthians 12, Hebrews 10:23-25, and 1 Peter
4:8-11; meditate and record connections they saw between the scriptures and the merger; and
also do the “Activities for Reflection and Interaction” worksheet.11 One week later, on April 3,
2004, the members of the taskforce met at Earle’s Chapel to prayerfully and scripturally continue
to discern God’s vision and mission for the future merged church. This time, they studied
Matthew 16:18, 22:37-40, Mark 2:17, and Luke 4:18-19; answered some questions which the
pastor had prepared prior to the meeting; and also completed the “Activities for Reflection and

10
11

For a complete agenda and taskforce members answers to these questions see Appendix B-1.

See Appendix B-2, tables 16 and 17, for complete questions and taskforce members’ answers to the
questions found on the “Activities for Reflection and Interaction” worksheet.
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Interaction” worksheet to help taskforce members determine what ministry values were
important to them.
On April 27, 2004, the taskforce members gathered again to prayerfully and scripturally
continue to discern God’s vision and mission for the future merged church. With these scriptures
(Matthew 4:10, 28:19-20, Mark 16-15, Luke 24:47-49, John 20:21, Acts 1:8; 2:42-47, Ephesians
1:12, 2:19, 4:12-16, and Psalm 34:3) as a guide, the group worked through the “Connections
Between Beliefs And Actions” worksheet to further help discern God’s vision, purpose, and
ministries for the proposed future merged church.12 After studying the above mentioned
scriptures and connecting beliefs and action, the members of the merger taskforce identified the
following purposes of the church in table 2.
Table 2. God’s purposes for the Church.
God’s Purposes for the Church
1. Evangelism, Mission, or Outreach: Go into all nations and make disciples by
sharing the Good News. (Matt. 28:19, Mark 16:15, Luke 24:47, John 20:21,
Acts 1:8).
2. Membership and Fellowship: Baptizing those who believe the Good News
and bring them into the fellowship (Matt. 28:19, Mark 16:16, Eph. 2:19).
3. Discipleship, Equipping Maturity: Teaching the new believers to obey God’s
Word—the process of helping believers to become more like Christ in
thoughts, feelings, and action (Matt. 28:20, Eph. 4:12-13.)
4. Ministry or Service: Love you neighbor as yourself by ministering to them
with your spiritual gifts and showing them God’s love by meeting their needs
and healing their hearts in the name of Jesus (Rom. 5:7, Eph. 4:16).
5. Worship, Exalt, Magnify, or Glorify God: Love the Lord with all your heart,
mind, and strength by worshipping and glorifying God (Ps. 34:3, Matt. 4:10,
Eph. 1:12).

12
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questions found on the “Connections between Beliefs and Actions” worksheet.
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The following week, May 1, 2004, the charge merger taskforce members and the pastor
met again to refine the vision and purpose God had given to the future merged church. It was
decided that the vision of the proposed merged church would be as identified in table 3.
Table 3. God’s vision for the proposed merged church.
God’s Vision for the Proposed Merged Church
1. A vision for a house of prayer and a healing station where the abused,
addicted, hurting, depressed, and confused can find love, acceptance, hope
forgiveness, assurance, help, encouragement, and guidance through the
power of the Holy Spirit (Luke 4:18-19, 9:1-6, 10:9, 17-19).
2. A vision for discipleship: to develop members to grow into spiritual
maturity, through Bible studies, small groups, workshops, retreats, and Bible
school (Matt. 28:20, Acts 2: 42, Eph. 4:11-16, 2 Tim. 2:15).
3. A vision for equipping and empowering every believer in Jesus Christ for an
important ministry by helping them to discover the gifts, talents, and skills
God gave them (Rom. 12:6-8, 1Cor. 12:27-30, Eph. 4:11-16).
4. A vision for mission: to send out equipped and empowered believers all
over the world as missionaries (Matt. 28:18-20, Luke 24: 46-47).
5. A vision for evangelism: to share the Good News of Jesus Christ with the
unchurched residents in our communities and throughout the world
(Matthew 28:18-20, Acts 1: 8).
6. A vision for fellowship: to welcome all people to become members in the
fellowship of our church family, loving, laughing, and living in unity
together (Acts 2:42-47, Galatians 3: 27-28, Colossians 3: 11).
7. A vision to a built a multi-purpose facility for the church, designed to
minister to the whole person, spiritually, physically, emotionally, and
socially (Luke 4:18-19, 9:1-6, 10:9, 17-19).
The purpose of the merged church would be to love God and love one another and bring
people to Jesus Christ to develop them to reach their full potential for Christ and multiply
themselves in order to magnify God.13 With all of these accomplished, the next thing to be done
was to formulate a resolution for the merger to be read at the upcoming gathering of the
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Peninsula Delaware Annual Conference. The charge Lay Leader, Shirley Walker, and the pastor
worked behind the scenes to form a rough idea of the resolution before the next meeting which
was scheduled for May 8, 2004. When the taskforce members met that day, the rough idea of the
resolution was presented to them as a platform for dialogue on the issue. Before the meeting was
over, the merger resolution was developed.
Throughout the strategic planning process, the congregation was kept informed of the
taskforce’s progress, while taskforce members kept debriefing their respective churches during
church council meetings. In this way, taskforce members had the opportunity to access and
address all concerns from churches that came up outside of taskforce meetings. Communication
kept flowing regularly throughout the process to Rev. Dr. Donnachie, the DS of the Easton
District. When the DS learned that a working merger resolution had been developed and
approved by the Charge Council, he scheduled a meeting to hold a Charge Conference for the
charge to vote on the merger resolution. This scheduling was done in advance to give the
members of the charge enough time to have their concerns addressed in preparation for the
merger resolution vote.
On Sunday, May 23, 2004, Rev. Dr. Donnachie, came to worship with the charge and
preached the sermon. After the sermon, he called the Charge Conference to order and asked for
the merger resolution to be read. Sister Shirley Walker, the Lay Leader of the charge, read the
resolution for merger.14 This resolution was put to motion and seconded. The DS allowed some
time for conversation about the resolution after which the call for the vote was made and the
resolution was adopted by a vote of 62 in favor and 2 against by the members of the three
churches who were present. Rev. Dr. Donnachie, III, said this resolution would be read during
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the Peninsula-Delaware Annual Conference, which began on June 3, 2004, for the affirmation.
He encouraged that as many people as possible from all the three churches should come and
celebrate the affirmation during the annual conference. On June 5, 2004, in the presence of the
Annual Conference delegates and visitors, four members from CNC, and the pastor, the DS
reported on the effort of the CNC to work together to vote on a resolution to merge effective
January 1, 2005. The DS then read the resolution to the Annual Conference, after which they
erupted into loud applause to affirm CNC’s resolution to merge.
With the merge resolution voted on, the charge merger taskforce began to work on a
name for the proposed merged church. After prayerful discussion, it was agreed that the entire
congregation be given the opportunity to be part of the process to choose a name for the
proposed merged church. All of the members of the charge were encouraged to suggest a name
in writing. When all the suggested names came in, a process of elimination was used to narrow
down the names. This process of elimination through congregational voting went on for three
Sundays until finally on July 11, 2004, Leonard Palmer and Mrs. Willie Pauls, members of the
charge merger taskforce announced to the congregation the name selected for the projected
merged church, New Life Community United Methodist Church, a fitting name that the pastor
prayerfully suggested in writing with nobody’s knowledge.
Since it was not possible or practical for New Life Community United Methodist Church
to acquire new property and begin worshiping in a building effective January 1, 2005, the
preferable thing to do was to choose one of the three church buildings and use it as the
worshiping place for NLCUMC. In order to accomplish this, a process had to be in place to help
make that choice as smooth and transparent as possible. A “Church Building Facts Collection
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Questionnaire”15 was developed to help with the process. Working through this questionnaire
enabled the charge merger taskforce to recommend to the Charge Council that Charles Wesley’s
building would be the best choice for the temporal location of the newly merged NLCUMC. The
Charge Council agreed with the taskforce’s recommendation. The recommendation was
therefore reported to the members of the charge, with which they agreed overwhelmingly.
After the worship location for NLCUMC was chosen, the Charge Council tasked the
charge merger taskforce to work with the trustees of all three churches to bring their assets
together to become the assets of NLCUMC; this included deeds for buildings and properties. The
taskforce was also to make decisions concerning the buildings and their accompanied lands. The
taskforce considered every option possible. Knowing how much sentimental attachment people
have to church buildings, the taskforce wanted to be as reasonable as possible to the process.
Even though Charles Wesley’s church building had been chosen as the temporal worship site for
the merged church, the taskforce members agreed that it would be better to put all three
properties on the market for sale at the same time with the proceeds going towards building a
new worship center on neutral land.
Included with this suggestion was a plan to help NLCUMC re-locate to one of the other
two church buildings should the Charles Wesley building happened to sell first. This plan
continued to outline alternate worship locations even if all the three properties were to be sold
before a new worship location was built for the merged church. These recommendations from
the taskforce were embraced by the Charge Council, as well as the entire membership of the
charge. Hence, a realtor was contracted by the Charge Council in October 2004, to assist in
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marketing of the properties and also to find possible land for the future new worship location for
the merged church.
Up until this time, there had not been any sign of trouble in the merger process; all the
churches and their leaders were on board. Since Sunday worship service was on a rotation basis,
plans were in progress to celebrate the last Sunday worship in each church building as the last
Sunday of that church. In addition, the pastor was conducting a spiritual gifts assessment,
leadership workshops, and trainings to help choose the appropriate leaders for the newly merged
NLCUMC wisely. Through the results of the spiritual gifts assessment and prayer, some of the
leaders were selected before the first Sunday worship in January 2005 as NLCUMC.
On Sunday, January 2, 2005, a day after the merger of Charles Wesley, Earle’s Chapel,
and New Zion United Methodist Churches to become NLCUMC took effect, the newly merged
church held its first celebrative worship service at their chosen location in Centreville, Maryland.
All the appropriate measures were taken to give NLCUMC a new identity. Everything was going
smoothly with plans being worked out to put all the properties on the market. With the merger
now in effect, a time was set for the trustees of the three former churches to relinquish all their
assets since they now belonged to NLCUMC. During the meeting, the trustees of Charles Wesley
and New Zion presented all their assets; however, New Zion trustees stated that they were
waiting for an answer from the DS before they could release anything because they had
sentimental attachment to their church building. This was the first time a sign of uneasiness
about the merger was seen from any church.
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Unforeseen Problems
Even though New Zion trustees were reluctant to release the deeds to the building and
land after the merger took effect, an action was taken to make sure that the money in the
church’s account was transferred into the NLCUMC account. Meanwhile the taskforce was
working with the chosen realtor to prepare all the properties of the former churches which now
belonged to NLCUMC for sale at the same time by following the guidelines set up in the United
Methodist Church Book of Discipline.
On February 7, 2005, the DS came to hold a Church Conference to oversee the vote for
the resolution authorizing the sale of NLCUMC properties (formerly Charles Wesley, Earle’s
Chapel, and New Zion United Methodist Churches’ properties). There were fifty-nine members
present at this Church Conference. The resolution was read by the DS, put in motion by Shirley
Walker and seconded by Willie Pauls. After the floor was opened up for questions and
discussions, the motion was made to call for the vote. Following a short prayer by the pastor, the
vote was taken. There were thirty people who voted yes, fifteen voted no, while four people
abstained. Since the majority of the members voted yes, the DS declared the resolution
authorizing the sale of the properties passed.
On March 9, 2005, New Zion leaders sent a letter to NLCUMC stating, “We . . . request a
meeting with the District Superintendent to further discuss our options to continue worshiping at
New Zion, our community church. . . We have come to the point that we foresee this decision [to
merge] as an inconvenience for the members of New Zion since New Life will be located in
another county.”16 The letter was forwarded to the DS for his action, and he addressed their
concern in a letter dated April 25, 2005.
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When NLCUMC leaders met with regard to the issue of New Zion’s dissension, it was
agreed that advice from an attorney was needed. Thus, a local attorney was retained to review the
merger process and advise the church on how to consolidate the three properties. Upon
reviewing the information forwarded to him regarding the establishment of NLCUMC, the
attorney needed to know if any Articles of Merger were thereafter filed with the Maryland
State Department of Assessment because that was necessary to obtain certification as to the
merger and to have the property tax records reflect NLCUMC.
Since Articles of Merger had not been filed with the Maryland State Department of
Assessment, the lawyer was asked to guide the church through the process. He asked for
copies of all the information, minutes, and documents that were available as to the action of
each separate church regarding the decision, the plan, and resolutions to merge into one
church, including the date and record of the vote of each separate church as to the merger. He
added, “Until the Articles of Merger have been filed and approved the real estate titles are going to
be on the separate church. This is the question now being raised by the title examiner.”17
Since all the properties of the three churches had been advertised for sale at this time, it
happened that another independent church looking for a property to purchase for worship was
interested in New Zion’s property and wanted to purchase it. Their realtor had worked with
NLCUMC’s realtor until it was time for settlement, when the pastor received a letter from an
attorney stating that he had been retained by New Zion Trustees to “review and advise them
regarding the plan to eliminate their separate identity and close their church.” The attorney also
stated that “there has been no formal indication that the Plan has been properly authorized and
implemented. Until such time as the trustees are satisfied that they have discharged their duty in
17

2005.

Price & Price. L.L.C., letter to author, Re: New Life Community United Methodist Church, May 11,
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effectuating a properly authorized sale of the church property, they will not sign a deed
conveying the church property to anyone.”18 Upon receiving the letter, a copy of it and the one
from NLCUMC’s attorney were forwarded to the DS. The resident Bishop of the PeninsulaDelaware Annual Conference and his cabinet were made aware of the problem; however, they
could not provide any tangible help. Meanwhile most of the members of New Zion were actively
worshiping, playing their roles, and contributing to NLCUMC.
On Friday, August 11, 2006, the author was informed by the NLCUMC Lay Leader that
members of New Zion did not come to worship service at NLCUMC on Sunday August 6, 2006.
Instead, they held a worship service separately in their church building in Cordova, Maryland. It
was obvious that they were pulling away from the merger. Upon hearing the information, the DS
was immediately contacted and informed about New Zion’s actions. The DS advised the pastor
to wait and see what happened on the following Sunday, August 13, 2006, while he investigated
the reason that they held a separate worship service.
On Sunday, August 13, 2006, only the Lay Leader and another family of six from New
Zion attended worship service with the rest of the NLCUMC members. New Zion members
again held a worship service separately in their church building in Cordova, Maryland. The
rumors were prevalent in the community that New Zion had broken away from the merger
because they did not want their church building to be sold. When a call was made to one of the
leaders to inquire about their absence from NLCUMC worship service, the pastor was informed
that their attorney would answer that question soon.
On August 14, 2006, a copy of a letter addressed to the DS from the Law Office of
Campen & Cornwell, L.L.C., was also sent to the pastor. Part of this letter stated, “No merger
18
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Campen & Cornwell, L.L.C., letter to author, Re: Dissolution/Merger of United Methodist Church, May
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documents have been filed in the State of Maryland involving New Zion . . . As a merger has
never occurred under the State law, it is abundantly clear that an ecclesiastical merger, whose
process must bow and be subordinate to the state law under the Book of Discipline has not
occurred."19 Members of New Zion, especially those who were part of the charge merge
taskforce, became negative and demonstrated characteristics that were very unbecoming of
Christians. Now, with the legality of the merger in question, it was obvious that mistakes were
made during the merger process. Also, with a threat of lawsuit and negative reactions from New
Zion, on Sunday, May 23, 2004, the DS returned to hold Charge Conferences for each church on
the charge to vote on the merger resolution separately, something that should have been done at
the beginning of the process.
According to the Book of Discipline, (1) the merger must be proposed to the charge
conference of each of the merging churches by a resolution stating the terms and conditions of
the proposed merger, and (2) the plan of the merger as proposed to the charge conference of each
of the merging churches shall be approved by each of the charge conferences in order for the
merger to be effected, except that for a charge conference that includes two or more local
churches, the required approval shall be by the church local conference of each local church in
accordance with the requirements of ¶ 2526.20 After two weeks of notification, the DS returned
on October 7, 2005, to conduct a Charge Conference for each church on the charge to vote on the
merger resolution. He first stopped at New Zion at 3:00 P.M. to hold a Charge Conference for
them to vote on the merger resolution, which they unanimously voted against. At 4:00 P.M., he
held a Charge Conference at Earle’s Chapel for them to vote on the merger resolution. Before the

19

Campen & Cornwell, L.L.C., letter to author, Re: New Zion United Methodist Church, August 4, 2005.
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United Methodist Church, 700.
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vote, the DS informed the members of Earle’s Chapel that New Zion had already voted against
the merger resolution; therefore, the merger could possibly happen only between Charles Wesley
and Earle’s Chapel if both churches vote yes. He then gave Earle’s Chapel members the
opportunity to ask questions for clarification.
After that, the resolution stating the terms and conditions of the proposed merger
between Charles Wesley and Earle’s chapel was read. When the reading was over, Rev.
Donnachie, III, asked for the motion for Earle’s Chapel to merge with Charles Wesley to form a
new church called New Life Community United Methodist Church. Harry Demby, III made the
motion that Earle’s Chapel merge with Charles Wesley to form the new church. Andrea Hawkins
seconded the motion, after which the DS asked each member present to stand up and verbalize
his or her vote with yes or no. All twelve members present from Earle’s Chapel unanimously
voted yes for the merger.
Immediately after the Earle’s Chapel vote, the DS met with the members of Charles
Wesley to conduct a Charge Conference for them to vote on the merger resolution. Again, before
voting, the DS informed the members of Charles Wesley that New Zion had already voted
against the merger resolution; therefore, the merger could possibly happen only between Charles
Wesley and Earle’s Chapel if both churches voted yes. He then gave Charles Wesley’s members
the opportunity to ask questions for clarification. After that, the resolution stating the terms and
conditions of the proposed merger between Charles Wesley and Earle’s chapel was read. When
the reading was over, Rev. Donnachie, III, asked for the motion for Charles Wesley to merge
with Earle’s Chapel to form a new church called New Life Community United Methodist
Church. John F. Andrews made the motion that Charles Wesley merge with Earle’s Chapel to
form the new church. Madelyn Hollis seconded the motion, after which the DS asked each
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member present to stand up and verbalize his or her vote with yes or no. All twenty-two
members present from Charles Wesley unanimously voted yes for the merger.
With each of the merging churches unanimously voting in favor on resolution stating the
terms and conditions of the proposed merger, it was time to put “the plan of the merger”
together. In order for the merger to be effected, “the plan of the merger” must be approved by the
charge conference for each of the merging churches. With the help of the Law Office of Price
and Price, L.L.C., the plan of the merger was prepared. The DS again conducted charge
conferences for Charles Wesley and Earle’s Chapel separately to approve the proposed plan of
the merger. Each of the merging churches unanimously voted in favor of the proposed plan of
the merger. All these charge conferences happened in October 2006 in order to enable NLCUMC
to remain as merged church.
Post-Merger Evaluation
Until the pastor decided on his thesis project, the church had not thought of evaluating the
merger process to find out whether it was successful. Thus, when the pastor decided on the
project for his thesis, he informed the PPRC21 of NLCUMC about the need to plan for a postmerger evaluation in partnership with his thesis project with the hope that the merger experience
would be helpful to other churches. The PPRC agreed to work with the pastor on this endeavor
and at the same time be his accountability partner. As a result, the PPRC and the pastor agreed to
include the plan for a post-merger evaluation as part of the Church’s Ministry Covenant. The
21

PPRC is an abbreviation for Pastor Parish Relations Committee. The PPRC is the administrative unit in a
local church where staff and congregational interests are integrated to focus on the mission of the church. “The
committee shall reflect biblically and theologically on the role and work of the pastor(s) and staff as they carry out
their leadership responsibilities. The committee shall assist the pastor(s) and staff in assessing their gifts and setting
priorities for leadership and service. It is the responsibility of the committee to communicate with the committee on
lay leadership and/or the church council when there is a need for other leaders or for employed staff to perform in
areas where utilization of the gifts of the pastor(s) and staff proves an inappropriate stewardship of time” (United
Methodist Church, ¶ 259.2 ).
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Ministry Covenant deals with the agreement of goals the pastor and church focus on in a
particular church year. It was decided that after the post-merger evaluation the result would be
shared with the church council. It was also agreed that the pastor would formulate the postmerger evaluation criteria and questions and share it with the PPRC for feedback, suggestions,
revisions, and approval before it was given to respondents. The PPRC and the pastor agreed that
between July 1, 2011, and June 30, 2012, the merger process would be evaluated and a healthy
church assessment would be completed to determine the healthy growth of NLCUMC.
In June 2011, the pastor presented a draft copy of the post-merger evaluation to the PPRC
for feedback and suggestions. The feedback and suggestions for the post-merger evaluation took
two meetings; meetings were held monthly. After further revision, the survey questionnaire was
approved by both the PPRC and the pastor, and it was ready to be distributed to members of
NLCUMC who were actively involved in the churches that merged. The survey questionnaire
had to be developed to reflect the stages of the merger process. Seventy-two questions were
developed with some having multiple parts.22
These seventy-two questions were divided into six sections. In section one, comprised of
questions one through eleven, the respondents had to provide information dealing with
demographics. Questions in section two, beginning from twelve through twenty-three, collected
information on how and why decisions were made by the churches involved in the merger. In
section three, questions twenty-four through forty dealt with information concerning the
negotiation of the merger. Section four, comprised of questions forty-one through forty-seven,
dealt with the implementation of the merger. Section five, which consisted of questions forty22

See Appendix D-1, for a copy of the post-merger survey questionnaire. Some of the survey questions
were adopted from Roger D. Weisner, “Church Renewal by Merging: Developing a Proactive Strategy for Merging
Maintenance Churches within the Western North Carolina Conference” (DMin diss, Hood Theological Seminary,
2007), 161-166.
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eight through sixty, dealt with district, charge, and pastoral leadership; while section six dealt
with unity and conflict management during and after the merge. Twenty-five questionnaires were
prepared to be given to members who were part of merger process. On Sunday, November 6,
2011, the twenty-five questionnaires were given to respondents to be returned within ten days.
Twenty-two questionnaires were returned within the ten days. The response on each
questionnaire was entered into Kwik Survey23 until all twenty-two were entered for result and
analysis.24
Analysis of Post-Merger Survey Results
Section One: Demographic of Survey Respondents
As shown in figure 1 below, the demographic information collected in section one reveals
that of the twenty-two respondents, ten were members of formerly Charles Wesley, while both
formerly Earle’s Chapel and New Zion had six respondents each. Again, the figure indicates that
eighteen respondents were women, and four were men; six respondents were between 40 and 59
years of age, fifteen were within 60 and 79 years of age, while one respondent was over 89 years
old. Furthermore, figure 1 disclosed that twenty-one of those who responded to the post-merger
survey were active participants in regular worship services; however, one respondent did not
attend worship services regularly.

23

Kwik Surveys is an online survey builder, http://legacy.kwiksurveys.com/members.php

24

See Appendix D-2, for the result of the post-merger survey.
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Survey respond
dents from th
he three
formeer churches

Gender oof survey resp
pondents

M
Male, 4

New
Zion, 6

Charles
Wesley,
W
10

Female,
18

Earle's
Chapel,
6

Respondeents Age Ran
nge

N ot
Reguular,

Respoondents Worship Attendeence

1

+, 1
80+
40-59, 6

60-79,
15

Regulaar ,
21

Figure 1.
1 Demographic inform
mation of surrvey respon
ndents.
When
W
respon
ndents were asked to cheeck the one aaspect of thee following cchurch activiities
that they appreciated
d most about their church
hes, they inddicated the foollowing. (1)) Worship:
Seventeeen responden
nts valued prreaching and
d seven valueed singing thhe most. (2) Relationshipp:
Nineteen
n respondents valued relaationship witth God and eeight valuedd fellowship the most. (3)
Personall growth: Ten
n responden
nts valued prayer and sevven valued bboth commitm
ment and
leadershiip most. (4) Programs:
P
Twelve
T
respo
ondents valuued educatioon promotingg growth andd
understan
nding, whilee four valued
d both missio
on and comm
munication m
most. (5) Othher: Sixteen
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valued heealthy church growth wh
hile three listed financiall stability/seecurity. The rresults of
activitiess that survey respondentss appreciated
d most aboutt their churcches are show
wn in the figgure
2.
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Figure 2.
2 Church acctivities thatt survey resspondents aappreciated most aboutt their churcches.
Section Two:
T
Decidin
ng to Merge
Motivatio
ons for the Merger
M
According
A
to the post-meerger survey results, therre were four main motivaations that
contributted to the deccision for the merger, ass indicates byy figure 3. F
First, 92% off respondentss
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strongly agreed or ag
greed that gro
owth and efffective minisstries were tthe main motivation for tthe
merger. Second,
S
80%
% of respond
dents strongly
y agreed or aagreed that tto expand efffective
ministries was main motivation
m
for
f the mergeer. Third, 700% of responndents stronggly agreed oor
agreed th
hat financial stability was main motiv
vation for thhe merger. Fiinally 66% oof respondennts
strongly agreed or ag
greed that beecoming a staationary chuurch was maiin motivatioon for the meerger.
Two of th
he motivatio
ons for the merger
m
are sh
hown in the ccharts below
w.25
Grrowth and Effective Miniistries

Fiinancial Prob
blems In On
ne Or
More C
Churches
%
10%

8%

40%

2 0%

30%
62%

30%
%

Strrongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Stronggly Agree

A
Agree

Neutraal

Disagree

Figure 3.
3 Motivatio
ons for the merger.
m
Benefits of
o the Mergeer
Concerning
C
th
he main benefits of the merger,
m
the rresult of the survey reveals four main
benefits, as indicates by figure 4.. First, 100%
% of the twennty-one respondents stroongly agreedd or
agreed th
hat they expeected the maain benefit off the merger to be creatinng healthy ggrowing churrch
opportun
nities. Second
d, 100% of the
t seventeen
n respondennts agreed orr strongly agrreed that in tthe
merger th
hey were seeeking to beco
ome effectiv
ve in ministryy. Third, 82%
% of the sixtteen responddents
25

For more grap
phical analysis of motivationss for the mergeer, see Appenddix D-3, figure 15.
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strongly agreed or ag
greed that to create a long term finanncial stabilityy was the maain benefit fo
for
the merger. Fourth, 75%
7
of the siixteen respondents stronngly agreed oor agreed thaat the main
benefit of the mergerr was to increase the min
nistries offerred in the chuurch.26
Become E
Effective In M
Ministry

Create A Heallthy Growing
g
Church Opp
portunities

47%

33%
53%
67%

Strongly Agrree

Agreee

Strongly A
Agree

Aggree

Figure 4.
4 Benefits of
o the mergeer.
Again
A
figure 5 reveals thaat during thee decision m
making process, nineteen of the twenttytwo respo
ondents stron
ngly agreed or agreed th
hat they weree seeking a ffocused visioon, mission, and
more members. Fifteeen respondeents strongly
y agreed or aggreed that booth churchess shared a
gly agreed orr agreed thatt God's gracee was in the
common vision, whille sixteen off them strong
merger process.
p
Elev
ven respondeents strongly
y agreed or aagreed that prrior to the m
merger they kknew
each otheer well and had
h a healthy
y foundation
n for the merrger. When sstated “I do nnot know whhy
we mergeed,” only tw
wo responden
nts agreed; tw
wo remainedd neutral, whhile seventeeen disagreedd or
strongly disagreed to
o that statemeent.27

17.

26

For more grap
phical analysis of the Benefits of the Mergeer, see Appendiix D-3, figure 16.

27

For more grap
phical analysis of the decision
n making proceess during the merger, see Apppendix D-3, ffigure
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In
n our mergerr, we were seeeking a
fo
ocused vision
n/mission and
d more
members

I do not knoow why we m
merged
5

2

2

3
7
12

12

Strrongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

A
Agree

Neutraal

D
Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Figure 5.
5 Deciding to
t merge.
Section Three:
T
Negottiating the Merger
M
According
A
fig
gure 6, the post-merger survey
s
resultt further reveealed that w
when stated thhat
the merger was an eaasy process, eighteen surrvey responddents disagreeed or stronggly disagreedd,
while fou
ur remained neutral. In other
o
words, the merger w
was not an eeasy process. However,
twenty reespondents agreed
a
or stro
ongly agreed
d with the deecision to merge. Moreoover, sixteen
respondeents agreed or
o strongly ag
greed that th
hey were exccited about thhe merger. R
Regarding hoow
decisionss were made during the merger
m
nego
otiation proceess, thirteen survey resppondents agreeed
or strong
gly agreed that decisions were made based on faccts rather thaan perceptionns. When staated,
“I really did not care about the merger
m
one way
w or anotheer,” nineteenn of the twennty-two peopple
he survey diisagreed or strongly
s
disaagreed. Withh regard to thhe compatibiility
who participated in th
of the chu
urches that merged,
m
only
y ten survey respondentss agreed or sstrongly agreeed that the
churches were compaatible; howeever, sixteen of them disaagreed or strrongly disaggreed that thee
merger was
w a takeoveer.28
28

For more grap
phical analysis of negotiating
g the merger, seee Appendix D
D-3, figures 18.
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Th
he merger was
w an easy prrocess

Agreed witth the decisioon to merge
2

4

8

5
12
13

Neu
utral

Disagrree

Storngly
y Disagree

Strongly Agreee

Agreee

Neutrall

Figure 6.
6 Negotiatin
ng the merg
ger.
The
T survey an
nalysis of merger negotiation furtherr reveals thaat thirteen resspondents
disagreed
d or strongly
y disagreed th
hat it was eaasy for all chhurches to giive up controol or positionns;
only fourr respondentts agreed to that
t statemen
nt. Nine resppondents dissagreed or strrongly disaggreed
that the churches
c
cam
me to the merger as equaal partners; oonly five of tthem stronglly agreed or
agreed th
hat the churcches came to the merger as equal parrtners. Only four survey respondentss
agreed th
hat “there weere no attemp
pts to protecct the sacred cows (progrrams, activitties, politicall,
and faciliities attachm
ments).” Seveen responden
nts disagreedd or stronglyy disagreed w
with the sam
me
statemen
nt, while ninee remained neutral.
n
Wheen stated, “w
we were objecctive in the m
merger process
by consid
dering what was best forr the organizzation rather than taking a personal sstance,” twellve
respondeent s strongly
y agreed or agreed.
a
The same
s
numbeer of responddents stronglly agreed or
agreed th
hat time was taken to soccialize and get
g to know oone another dduring the m
merger proceess.
Howeverr, only nine respondents
r
agreed that pockets of rresistance weere identifiedd and supporrtive
memberss were used to
t reduce ressistance.
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Concerning
C
openness
o
and
d honesty of communicaation during tthe negotiatiions of the
merger, figure
f
7 reveeals that eigh
hteen respon
ndents agreedd or stronglyy agreed thatt enough
informatiional session
ns were held
d to help deteermine if thee merger wass the right thhing to do. A
Again
sixteen reespondents agreed
a
or strrongly agreed
d that the linnes of comm
munication w
were opened aand
honest in
n the local ch
hurch. At thee same time, seventeen rrespondents aagreed or strrongly agreeed
that a meeaningful waay to commu
unicate to meembers that kkept them coonnected andd provided innput
was estab
blished and that
t all churcches were heeard during tthe merger pprocess. Fouurteen
respondeents agreed or
o strongly ag
greed that th
here were meerger taskforrce memberss representinng the
positionss of each chu
urch, while difficult
d
nego
otiation poinnts were deteermined by ssoliciting thee
support of
o the majoriity of peoplee rather than points shareed by only a few. Concerrning the
mission of
o the proposed merged church, eigh
hteen surveyy respondentss agreed or sstrongly agreeed
that they talked abou
ut the mission
n of the prop
posed mergeed church duuring the merrger process.29
Enough
E
information sessio
ons were
held to help determine if the
merger.
m
..

Meaningfull way to communicate
to m
members . . .
2

2
3

1

2
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14
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Stron
ngly Agree

Agree
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Disagree

Strrongly Agree
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Neuutral
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7 Communiication during merger negotiations
n
s.
Figure 7.
Section Four:
F
Implem
menting the Merger
M
29

For more grap
phical analysis of communicaation during thee negotiations,, see Appendixx D-3, figure 199.
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According
A
to figure 8, thee survey anaalysis of impplementationn of the mergger reveals thhat
all the tw
wenty–two peeople who participated in
n the surveyy strongly aggreed or agreeed that theyy
wanted NLCUMC
N
to
o grow health
hily. Only tw
wo responde nts strongly agreed or aggreed that thhey
were not heard during the mergerr process, wh
hile sevente en disagreedd or stronglyy disagreed to the
same stattement. Wheen asked wheether a pre-m
merger evaluuation wouldd have helpeed the mergerr
process, seven respon
ndents agreeed or strongly
y agreed, sevven were neeutral, while seven disagreed.
Howeverr, figure 8 also indicates that seventeeen respondeents stronglyy agreed or aagreed that once
churches had been id
dentified to merge,
m
the co
onference annd district reppresentativee should havee
come in and
a explaineed the situatiion. Again, seventeen
s
re spondents sttrongly agreed or agreedd that
the churcch is able to offer more programs
p
and
d ministries now as a meerged churchh. Only threee
survey reespondents strongly agreeed or agreed
d that they feelt the districct or confereence was
dictating to them, wh
hile twelve disagreed
d
or strongly disaagreed.30
I want
w
my churrch to grow healthy
h

6

Once cchurches havve been
identified too merge, . . . explain the
situation
2

Agreee

6

111

16

Strongly Agrree

2

Strongly Agrree

Agreee

Neutral

Disagrree

8 Implemen
nting the meerger.
Figure 8.

30

For more grap
phical analysis of merger imp
plementation, ssee Appendix D
D-3, figure 20.
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Section Five:
F
Leaderrship during the Merger
As
A indicated by
b figure 9 concerning
c
leadership
l
duuring the meerger processs, the analyssis of
the surveey result indiicates that fiffteen respon
ndents stronggly agreed orr agreed thatt they trustedd the
leadershiip of the charge and distrrict. Thirteen
n respondentts indicated that they truusted the
conference leadership
p. Furthermo
ore, seventeeen respondennts strongly agreed or aggreed that
conference and distriict leadership
p should be approachablle during a m
merger. Fifteeen of them
strongly agreed or ag
greed that on
nce strugglin
ng churches aare identifiedd, the conferrence or disttrict
leadershiip needs to provide
p
early
y disclosure and
a decisivee leadership. However, ffigure 9 also
indicates that fifteen respondentss agreed or sttrongly agreeed that the ppastor shouldd have a keyy
leadershiip role in thee merger process.31
During the merrger, I trusted our
leeadership on
n the charge and
a
disstrict

The pastoor should havve a key
leadership
p role in the merger
process
1

2
4

5

5

5

10

11

Strongly Agreee

Agree

Strongly Agreee

Aggree

Neutral

Disagree

Neutral

Sttrongly Disagreee

Figure 9.
9 District, ch
harge, and pastoral
p
lea
adership du ring the meerger.
Concerning
C
current
c
churcch council leeadership, figgure 10 indiccates that eigghteen
respondeents agreed or
o strongly ag
greed that th
he current chhurch counciil members w
were lookingg out

31

For more grap
phical analysis of leadership during
d
the merrger process, seee Appendix D
D-3, figure 21.
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for the beest interest of
o the vision,, mission, orrganization, aand memberrship. Fourteeen respondeents
agreed orr strongly ag
greed that thee current chu
urch councill members coommunicateed a confidennt
knowledg
ge of the heaalth and cond
dition of thee church at alll times. Agaain, figure 10 discloses tthat
seventeen
n respondents agreed or strongly agrreed that thee church’s viision, missioon, goals, andd
operation
ns were clearrly defined and
a commun
nicated. How
wever, only tten respondeents agreed oor
strongly agreed that the
t current church
c
counccil represent s all churchees that merged. Sixteen
respondeents strongly agreed or ag
greed that th
hey see a cle ar track to leeadership.32
Our church co
ouncil members were
lo
ooking out fo
or the best intterest of
thee vision, misssion, origination, and
membership
3

1

Our church
h vision, misssion, goals,
and operrations weree clearly
defined and communicated
2

3

Agreee

Neutral

3

14
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Strrongly

2
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Sttrongly Agree
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Neuutral
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Figure 10. Church Council
C
lead
dership durring the merrger.
S Unity an
nd Conflict Management
M
t
Section Six:
According
A
to figure 11, th
he post-merg
ger survey annalysis againn discloses tthat twenty-oone
respondeents agreed or
o strongly ag
greed that th
he merger prrocess createed some confflict among tthe
three chu
urches that in
nitially agreeed to merge. However w
when asked iff all conflictts were resollved
peacefullly over time,, eleven resp
pondents agrreed or stronngly agreed, ffive were neeutral, while six
disagreed
d or strongly
y disagreed. At
A the same time, figuree 11 reveals tthat sixteen respondentss
32

For more grap
phical analysis of leadership during
d
the merrger process, seee Appendix D
D-3, figure 22.
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agreed orr strongly ag
greed that thee merger had
d brought peeople togetheer. Again, seeventeen agrreed
or strong
gly agreed that they felt good
g
about the merger; aand fifteen ddisagreed or strongly
disagreed
d that they liike things as they were before
b
the meerger. Fourteeen respondents disagreed or
strongly disagreed th
hat they foun
nd it easy to deal
d with coonflict; howeever, fifteen of them agreeed
or strong
gly agreed that they can communicat
c
e their feelinngs to otherss. Twenty off the twenty--two
respondeents agreed or
o strongly ag
greed that th
hey can sharee their ideas with others, agreed andd
disagreed
d in love, and listen befo
ore they spok
ke. Howeverr, only eleveen respondennts agreed orr
strongly agreed that everyone
e
in the merger process
p
felt hheard, underrstood, and iincluded.33
Th
he merger prrocess createed some
co
onflict among
g the three ch
hurches
who initially
y agreed to merge
m

The mergeer has brough
ht people
together
2
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12
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y
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S
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A
Agree

Neutrral
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Figure 11. Unity and conflict management
m
t.
After
A
consideering the posst-merger surrvey analysis, the PPRC
C and the passtor agreed thhat
compatib
bility of the churches
c
sho
ould have beeen exploredd deeper. New
w Zion’s deccision to bacck
away from the mergeer caused greeat disappoin
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concerning all decisions including properties and programs. As a result of all the legal issues
involving in the merger process, an attorney with knowledge about church merger must be
consulted to advice on all the legal issues. In addition, retaining an outside consultant to help
guide the merger process would be a profitable investment for the church. Since all the
respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the ultimate goal of the merge was to create a healthy
Christ-centered New Testament church, the plan to bring about the healthy church should have
been part of the merger conversation process. It is therefore recommended that churches
considering merger should also include a plan to lead the church to become healthy during the
negotiation process.
The PPRC and the pastor agreed after analyzing the survey result that overall since the
merger, the church is vision and mission-minded. The merger of Charles Wesley and Earle’s
Chapel United Methodist churches brought people together who can now communicate their
feelings to others and share their ideas with each other. There are more effective ministries to
give members greater opportunities to become involved in the church. Furthermore, the merger
has already achieved three of the motivations that brought about the merger. NLCUMC has been
financially stable, the membership has been growing, and the church has more effective
ministries for its members. The NLCUMC is a station church whose membership has grown
from fifty-three at the time of the merger to about one hundred people on the church’s roll. The
average weekly worship attendance is about sixty adults and thirteen youth and children. This
progress and these achievements do not mean that NLCUMC is a healthy church. An intentional
effort has to be made to lead NLCUMC to become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament
church.

CHAPTER FOUR
FACTORS OF CHURCH GROWTH AND CHARACTERISTICS OF HEALTHY CHURCH

Factors of Church Growth
The goal of church merger is not to smash two or three unhealthy churches around under
one roof to become friendly cotenants. The unhealthy habits that cause churches to plateau or
decline in membership and effective ministry do not automatically end after church merger. In
order to reverse these unhealthy tendencies, a newly merged church must deliberately kill the old
sacred cows and think outside the box to make some good changes to develop healthy
characteristics that will help the merged church to grow to become a healthy Christ-centered
New Testament church. The Lord of the Church, Jesus Christ expects local churches to exhibit
characteristics that promote healthy growth.
Assuming from the information presented on the life cycle on a congregation in chapter
two, five of the seven churches named in the second and third chapters of Revelation were
probably on a plateau or had declined in ministerial vitality. The church in Ephesus did not love
Jesus or each other as they did at first.1 The church in Pergamum tolerated false teachers who
“taught them to sin by eating food offered to idols and by committing sexual sin”2 The church in
Thyatira was permitting a Jezebel-like woman who “calls herself a prophet” to lead them astray
by “teaching them to commit sexual sin and to eat food offered to idols.”3 The church in Sardis
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had a “reputation for being alive,”4 but the church was spiritually dead. The church in Laodicea
was “like lukewarm water, neither hot nor cold.”5
The risen Lord did not directly criticize the other two churches; He encouraged the
church in Smyrna to “remain faithful even when facing death”6 and the church in Philadelphia to
take advantage of an “opened door . . . that no one can close.”7 The stories of these first century
churches show that since its foundation, the church has exhibited a tendency to drift toward a
plateau, decline, and then enter an unhealthy period of stagnation. These stories also show that
throughout history, the Lord who builds His church expects it to grow healthily.
In a class note titled “Spiritual Factors of Church Growth: A Work Text”8 provided to his
church growth class, Elmer Towns, a professor and a well-known expert on church growth at
Liberty University, outlines a brief history of popular healthy church growth methods employed
over the decades beginning with two forerunners of church growth, Charles Wesley and Arthur
Flake. Charles Wesley was the founder of Methodism during the eighteenth century. His
innovative pioneering healthy church growth method emphasized holiness, discipline, classes,
and societies. Arthur Flake, one of the Southern Baptist leaders, developed a formula built
around "scientific" principles intended to grow Sunday schools and churches. His method
emphasized the following ten principles: (1) church relationship (offices and pastors, (2)
enlargement through visitation, (3) grading (age group classes), (4) Baptist literature, (5) use of
the Bible as text, (6) preaching attendance, (7) evangelism (attempts to lead pupils to Christ), (8)
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standard for meetings, equipment, and records, (9) training worker, and (10) stewardship and
mission promotion for living.9 Flake’s principles of effective Sunday school and church growth
are still applicable to modern church growth principles.
The modern church growth concepts and principles in the North American context were
originally defined by Donald McGavran in the mid to late 1950s and grew in emphasis over the
past five decades. According to Towns, McGavran’s method for church growth includes the
following: (1) biblical mandate: importance of numerical growth, (2) focus on receptive groups,
(3) be aware of people movements, (4) science is a valid tool, and (5) right method guarantees
large response.10 Through this method and others, the modern church growth movement sought
to change how missions, evangelism, and church growth were done in North America and all
over the world. In order to begin this process, McGavran and the modern church growth
movement had to identify the reason(s) why church growth was not happening. They following
key problem were discovered in regard to the lack of church growth:
However, engaged in many good activities, Christians often take the growth of the church
for granted. They neither pray earnestly for it nor work systematically at it. They assume
it will take place automatically as Christians study the Bible, do good to others, and
worship God. As a result, in the midst of huge numbers of receptive men and women,
many churches stop growing and become static enclaves of comfortable middle-class
Christians. These feed the hungry, visit the sick, clothe the naked, and build attractive
houses of worship, train leaders, and influence society for good, but they do not grow.
The dynamism of the early church does not dwell in them. . . . Church growth has been
assumed and is, alas, not occurring.11
According the above statement, church growth is more than churches getting busy doing many
good things. Church growth happens when churches rediscover the vitality of the early church.
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Though McGavran was the father of the modern church growth movement, the person
who developed the principles of church growth in the North American context was Peter
Wagner, a disciple of McGavran. According to Wagner, church growth referred to “all that is
involved in bringing men and women who do not have a personal relationship to Jesus Christ
into fellowship with Him and into responsible church membership.”12 While both McGavran and
Wagner agreed that churches that wanted to grow had to be committed to be intentionally
evangelistic, Wagner believes that if churches are going to grow they must have effective leaders
to lead the growth. Wagner identifies seven areas that indicate the level of church health: the
pastor, the people of the church, church size, structure and functions, homogeneous unit,
methods, and priorities.13
Towns identifies the following pastors and their methods of church growth in the modern
decades as the anointed method, as shown in table 4. In addition, he recognizes these pastors and
their paradigms of growing churches are shown in table 5. Although these pastors and their
churches are known for what they did best to help their churches grow, all these methods and
paradigms are components of a healthy church.
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Table 4. Pastors and their methods of church growth in the modern decades as the
anointed method.
Periods

Pastors

Church Growth Methods

1950’s

Lee Roberson

House-to-house visitation

1960's

Jack Hyles

Bus ministry

1970's

Jerry Falwell

1980’s

John MacArthur

Saturation Evangelism/media. Saturation
Evangelism means “Using every available means to
reach every available person at every available time”
Preaching evangelism

1990’s

Bill Hybels

Seeker-driven church

2000’s

Jack Hayford

Praise and worship church. Praise and Worship
Methodology is that “If you worship Him, He will
come”
David Yonggi Cho: Small cell groups. Cell Groups
Methodology is that “The body grows by the
division of cells.”14

2010’s

Table 5. Pastors and their paradigms of growing churches.
Pastors

Paradigms of Church Growing

Bill Hybels

Evangelistic—intentional outreach.

John MacArthur

Bible expositional—teaching

Jack Hayford

Renewal—to touch God and be touched by God

David Yonggi Cho

Body Life—Kononia fellowship

D. James Kennedy

Liturgical—Worship.

John Maxwell

Congregational—member driven.15
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Thom Rainer defined church growth as “that discipline which seeks to understand
through biblical, sociological, historical, and behavioral study, why churches grow or decline.
True church growth takes place when ‘Great Commission’ disciples are added and are evidenced
by responsible church membership.”16 Rainer is right; true church growth happens when those
who become believers in Jesus Christ as a result of hearing the gospel are developed to reach
their full potential so that they can multiply themselves.
Characteristics of a Healthy Church
Over the past fifty years, volumes have been written to determine the foundations and
characteristics of church growth. The kingdom of God has benefited greatly from many of these
studies. Whereas these volumes have increased growth and spiritual effectiveness of the Church,
there are others who believe that church growth is not the essential theme of the teachings of
either Jesus or Paul. Those who do not believe this have a different theory. The church growth
movement believes that numerical records are a significant feature of the growing church,
particularly demonstrated in Acts when the church grew by three thousand in one day, and later
increased to five thousand men, excluding women and children.17
Since the early 1990s, key writers and leaders within the church growth movement began
to question the importance given to church growth theory in the evangelical church. Voices from
all denominations began to call the Church to expand its emphasis by rediscovering the biblical
Christ-centered church. This call has led to the present shout for “healthy church growth.” The
healthy church growth movement proposes that developing healthy churches is the key to
growth. As Rick Warren notes, “the key issue for churches in the twenty-first century will be
16
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church health, not church growth.”18 Unlike the church growth movement that believes that
numerical records are a significant feature of the growing church, the healthy church growth
movement believes that churches that balance the biblical message and mission, and learn from
the disciplines of the early church will grow healthily.
Many of these experts on healthy church growth serve as full-time pastors, seminary
professors, and church researchers on the subject. Dave Earley, professor of Healthy Church
Leadership at Liberty University asserts that “the issue is church health . . . not church growth. If
you have church health you will always get church growth. Healthy living organisms grow and
multiply. This is true of individuals, groups, and churches.”19 Most healthy church growth
experts agree with Earley; for example, Warren, assets that “church growth is the natural result
of church health.”20 Healthy church growth is matter of balanced biblical message and mission,
and learning from the early church. Listed below is what some of the experts in healthy church
growth say about the characteristics of healthy church.
George Barna
George Barna is the founder of Barna Group, “a visionary research and resource
company located in Ventura, California. The firm is widely considered to be a leading research
organization focused on the intersection of faith and culture.”21 In his book, The Nine Habits of
Highly Effective Churches, Barna defines “highly effective” as “churches that are doing a great
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job in regard to the” six dimensions that “characterized the Early Church: worship, evangelism,
Christian education, community among the believers, stewardship, and serving the needy.”22 He
says churches that do an excellent job in each of these elements of ministry are actually being the
church Christ planned it to be.
Barna identifies the following nine habits of highly effective churches. First, rely upon
strategic leadership. Second, organize to facilitate highly effective ministry. Third, emphasize
developing significant relationships within the congregation. Fourth, congregants invest
themselves in genuine worship. Fifth, engage in strategic evangelism. Sixth, get people involved
in systematic theological growth. Seventh, utilize holistic stewardship practices. Eighth, serve
the needy people in their community. Lastly, equip families to minister to themselves.23 Since
this author’s research deals with merging two or more unhealthy churches and leading the
merged congregation to become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church, he was
interested in what Barna had to say to help him learn about the practices of churches that are
extremely effective to help him lead NLCUMC to become a healthy Christ-centered New
Testament congregation.
Stephen A. Macchia
After several months of visiting 100 churches to conduct field-testing, and a major
computerized, self-directed survey of 1,899 Christians, Stephen A. Macchia, the president of
Vision New England, the largest regional church renewal association in the country writes
Becoming A Healthy Church to present 10 characteristics of a healthy church. According to
Macchia, knowing these 10 characteristics of a healthy church will provides pastors and church
22
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leaders serving unhealthy churches an approach that will give their ministries a new lease of life.
The 10 characteristics of a healthy church ranked from first to tenth according to the survey are
show in table 6.
Table 6. Macchia’s 10 characteristics of a healthy church.
10 Characteristics of A Healthy Church
1. God's Empowering Presence
2. God-Exalting Worship
3. Spiritual Disciplines
4. Learning and Growing in Community
5. Commitment to Loving and Caring Relationships
6. Servant-Leadership Development
7. An Outward Focus
8. Wise Administration and Accountability
9. Networking with the Regional Church
10. Stewardship and Generosity24
Demographics, behaviors, religiosity, and church involvement of those who participated
in the survey did not seem to have any impact on how they responded to the ten characteristics.25
Macchia’s survey also revealed that “Scripture and prayer” are vital components for the personal
lives of Christians and for their community worship, ministry, and life together. At the heart of
every healthy church are Scripture and prayer.26 When Barna and Macchia’s findings are
compared, they are very much in agreement with most of their characteristics; their differences
are very minor.
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John MacArthur
John MacArthur is the pastor-teacher of Grace Community Church in Sun Valley,
California, as well as an author, conference speaker, and president of The Master’s College and
Seminary. MacArthur is also president and featured teacher with the Grace to You media
ministry. In his booklet, Marks of a Healthy Church, MacArthur outlines twelve characteristics
of a healthy church. These characteristics are listed in table 7.
Table 7. MacArthur’s twelve marks of a healthy church.
Marks of a Healthy Church
1. An Emphasis on Godly Leaders
2. An Emphasis on Functional Goals and Objectives
3. An Emphasis on Discipleship
4. An Emphasis on Penetrating the Community
5. An Emphasis on Active Church Members
6. An Emphasis on Concern for One Another
7. An Emphasis on Devotion to the Family
8. An Emphasis on Bible Teaching and Preaching
9. An Emphasis on a Willingness To Change
10. An Emphasis on Great Faith
11. An Emphasis on Sacrifice
12. An Emphasis on Worshiping God27
In judging the success of any church, size is not a factor to consider since God has
blessed some churches that are very small, while some very large churches have little to no
spiritual fruit. A church's spiritual health cannot be measured by its numbers because it is far
more difficult to make disciples than attracting people. According to McArthur, God maybe fully
honored when the twelve marks of an effective church become the basis of every Christian
church.
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Thom Rainer
Thom S. Rainer is the president and CEO of LifeWay Christian Resources. He was the
founding dean of the Billy Graham School of Missions, Evangelism, and Church Growth at The
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. He is the author of many books including Surprising
Insights from the Unchurched, The Unexpected Journey, and Breakout Churches. Rainer has
researched over 2,000 healthy churches in North America to find unifying features of healthy
churches. From his research, he has determined seven major principles that healthy churches
pursue. According to Rainer, the North American Church is unhealthy. Thus, his prayer is that
God may provide the churches with everything they need to be effective and healthy for God’s
glory. Table 8 below shows Rainer’s “Seven Secrets of Healthy Churches.”28
Table 8. Rainer’s “Seven Secrets of Healthy Churches.”
Seven Secrets of Healthy Churches
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The church’s leadership and laity have a high view of Scripture
The churches and their leaders seek to be relevant.
The church leaders hold to the primacy of preaching.
The churches have a healthy small group structure.
Healthy churches emphasize corporate prayer and church prayer ministries.
Churches that are healthy take membership seriously.
The healthy churches are highly intentional about evangelism.

Rick Warren
Rick Warren is a pastor, global strategist, theologian, and philanthropist. In 1980, he
founded Saddleback Church in Lake Forest, California, with one family. Today, Saddleback
Church is an evangelical congregation averaging 22,000 weekly attendees, a 120-acre campus,
and has more than 300 community ministries to groups such as prisoners, CEOs, addicts, single
parents, and those with HIV/AIDS. Recently, the church fed 42,000 homeless people – three
28
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meals a day – for 40 days. He also leads the Purpose Driven Network of churches, a global
coalition of congregations in 162 countries. He is the author of The Purpose Driven Church,
which is listed in “100 Christian Books that Changed the 20th Century.” Forbes magazine called
it “the best book on entrepreneurship, management, and leadership in print.”29
According to Warren, a healthy church will naturally grow. When a church has a biblical
message and balanced mission, church health will occur. Warren also asserts that the main issues
to consider in the area of Church Health and Growth are the following. First, who is our master?
Second, what is our message? Lastly, what is our motive? There is also a secondary issue of
Church Health and Growth, which include: (1) who is our market, (2) what are our models, and
(3) what are our methods?30 Referring to Acts 2:42-47, Warren records the following five
dimensions of healthy church growth, as shown in table 9.
Table 9. Warren’s five dimensions of healthy church growth.
Five Dimensions of Healthy Church Growth
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Churches grow warmer through fellowship.
Churches grow deeper through discipleship.
Churches grow stronger through worship.
Churches grow broader through ministry.
Churches grow larger through evangelism.31

Warren believes that the foundation for a healthy church is a clear purpose that is biblical,
specific, transferable, and measurable. Therefore based on the Great Commandment found in
Matthew 22:37-40, the Great Commission found in Matthew 28:19-20, and other scriptures,
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Warren proposes five purposes Christ has given to His Church that, when followed faithfully,
will grow a healthy church. Christ’s five purposes for His Church are shown in table 10.
Table 10. Christ’s five purposes for His Church.
Christ’s Five Purposes for His Church
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Love the Lord with all your heart
Love your neighbor as yourself
Go and make disciples
Baptizing them
Teaching them to obey

Hence, table 11 shows five key words used at Saddleback church to summarize Christ’s
five purposes for His Church. According to Warren, when churches exhibit the five purposes
Christ has given to His Church, they will become healthy and grow the way God has planned.
Table 11. Five key words used at Saddleback to summarize Christ’s five purposes for His
Church.
Five Key Words to Summarize Christ’s Five Purposes for His
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Magnify: We celebrate God's presence in Worship
Mission: We communicate God's Word through Evangelism
Membership: We incorporate God's family into our Fellowship
Maturity: We educate God's people through Discipleship.
Ministry: We demonstrate God's love through Service32

This writer agrees with Warren who started Saddleback church and led the church to
apply the above five purposes Christ has given to His Church to the ministries at Saddleback to
enable the church to become a healthy growing congregation with an average weekly attendees
of 22,000 people. In order to become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church,
NLCUMC must learn to exhibit the five purposes Christ has given to His Church.
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Leith Anderson
Leith Anderson is an author, conference speaker, and the senior pastor of the Wooddale
Church in Eden Prairie, Minnesota. In his book A Church for the 21st Century, Anderson
proposes six signs of a healthy church in the chapter entitled, “Is This Body Healthy?” These six
signs of a healthy church are displayed in table 12.
Table 12. Anderson’s six signs of a healthy church.
Six Signs of A Healthy Church
1. Glorify God—is what the church is supposed to do.
2. Producing disciples—is what a healthy church seeks to do to obey the
commandments of God.
3. Exercising of spiritual gifts—is one of the clearest New Testament characteristics of
church health.
4. Relating positively to one’s environment—healthy people do not live in isolation.
5. Reproduction—is an evidence of health in the animal life and in church life.
6. Incorporation of newcomers—may be one of the most identifiable and measurable
signs of health in a church. Healthy churches assimilate new people into the life and
leadership of the congregation.
7. Openness to change—is more difficult to measure. We should assume that . . .
churches are resistant to change.
8. Trusting God—The unhealthy extremes are self-dependence and corporate
pessimism.33
Christian Schwarz
Christian Schwarz is the author of Natural Church Development which discusses eight
characteristics for healthy church growth. In this book, Schwarz asks the following: What makes
a church grow? What creates church growth? Are members responsible for growth of the body of
Christ? He states that when Christians focus on removing the barriers to church growth and
reproduction within the church, “then church growth can happen ‘all by itself.’ God will do what
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he promised to do. He will grant growth (I Corinthians 3:6).”34 His growth principle is assumed
from Jesus’ analogy from farming in Mark 4:26-29, which explains the method by which the
kingdom of God grows. Once the farmer sows the seed, it grows by itself. Although fruit comes
mysteriously from the planted seed, the farmer has to work hard to prepare the ground for
productivity. So, like the farmer, how do Christians plant and water so that God would cause
growth in his kingdom? In Natural Church Development, Schwarz helps answer this question
based on research from more than 1,000 churches in 32 countries. He identified the following
eight characteristics that must exist in a church to experience healthy growth. Table 13 displays
these eight quality characteristics.
Table 13. Schwartz’s eight quality characteristics of a healthy church.
Eight Quality Characteristics of A Healthy Church
1. Empowering leadership—church leaders who concentrate on multiplying themselves
by preparing others for Christian ministry.
2. Gift-oriented ministry—a ministry where Christians served according to their gifts,
3. Passionate spirituality—a situation where church members lived committed lives and
practiced their faith with joy and enthusiasm.
4. Functional structures—development of structures which promotes an ongoing
multiplication of ministry.
5. Inspiring worship service—the effect of the Holy Spirit has on how a worship service is
prepare and conducted which includes the entire atmosphere of a gathering which
enable believers to show that it fun to go to church.
6. Holistic small groups—groups that do more than just discussion of Bible passages and
apply what they learn to their everyday lives by ministering to the needs of its
members.
7. Need-oriented evangelism—Christians using their spiritual gifts to serve unbelievers
with whom they have personal relationship whilst sharing the gospel with them and
inviting them to church.
8. Loving relationships—church members sincerely spending time with each other outside
official church sponsored events, caring, supporting, and laughing with each other.35
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The above mentioned eight characteristics of a healthy church have been universally
found to positively correlate to numerical church growth. In order to provide a quantitative
measure for these characteristics, Schwarz developed a number of questions for each of the eight
areas to fulfill two criteria: (1) they had to show an empirically demonstrable connection (as
determined by factor and time analysis) to the other questions for the same quality characteristic,
and (2) they had to show a demonstrably positive connection to the quantitative growth of the
church (criteria validity).36 The combined scores from each set of questions produced an index
value for each characteristic. According to the study, an index value of fifty or more would
represent the combined score for an “average” (mean) or growing church, while an index value
below fifty would represent the combined score for a declining church. Index values for all eight
characteristics were used to calculate a quality index.37
In order to study the effect of quantity and quality on church growth, Schwarz identified
four distinct categories of churches: (1) high growth/ high quality: churches with a growth in
worship attendance of 10 percent or more per year for 5 years and a “quality index” (QI) of over
56, (2) high growth/low quality: churches with a growth in worship attendance of 10 percent or
more per year for five years and a QI of less than 45, (3) low growth/high quality: churches with
declining worship attendance and with a QI of 56 and (4) low growth/low quality: churches with
declining worship attendance and a QI below 45.38 These four different categories of churches
were used by Schwarz to test selected questions related to church health.
Based on his studies, Schwarz reported the following conclusions that he thought were
important to church health: (1) the variable that has the most significant relationship to church
36
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health is “holistic small groups;”39 (2) there is no single factor that leads to healthy church
growth because church health depends upon the interaction of all eight characteristics;40 (3)
church quality is an important factor in church growth; (4) the “65 hypothesis,” which states that
when the index values of all eight characteristics go up to sixty-five, the probability that a church
is in the process of growing is 99.4 percent;41 (5) on the average, small churches win just as
many people to Christ as large churches;42 (6) the “minimum strategy” that presumes “the
growth of a church is blocked by the quality characteristics that are least developed;”43 (7) the
best way to raise a church’s quality index is to improve the minimum factor;44 and (8)
contextual, institutional, and spiritual dimensions were all important factors in church health.45
According to Schwarz, healthy church growth is only possible as churches focus on qualitative
growth within the present membership by investing effort and energy to make sure that the life of
the members of the church is in agreement with God’s principles and leaving the quantitative
growth to God, according to 1 Corinthians 3:6.
Many other books have been written on the subject; however, for the purpose of this
research the above cited characteristics are sufficient. Through their studies, practices, and
research, these experts and many others of like mind have promoted their characteristics of
healthy church. As much as these characteristics may be biblically based and theologically
informed, a careful comparison of these characteristics reveals some similarities and differences.
39
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What constitutes a healthy church for one author is different from what is to be a healthy church
by another.
However, this author agrees with Schwarz. When members of a local church focus on
growing qualitatively by studying the principles God has given in the Scripture and apply those
principles to their everyday lives, God would produce the numerical growth. The quantitative
growth God would produce would be healthy. Growing a healthy church is not a new concept.
The concept of healthy church growth in implied in what Jesus said in Matthew 16:18: “Now I
say to you that you are Peter [which means 'rock'], and upon this rock I will build my church, and
all the powers of hell will not conquer it.” Jesus promised to build a Church that the power of
Satan could not stop its growth.
The Book of Acts teaches how God brings into being the numerical healthy growth of
His Church when believers focus on obeying His Word and applying it to their daily lives. Luke
writes:
All the believers devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching, and to fellowship, and to
sharing in meals (including the Lord's Supper), and to prayer. A deep sense of awe came
over them all, and the apostles performed many miraculous signs and wonders. And all
the believers met together in one place and shared everything they had. They sold their
property and possessions and shared the money with those in need. They worshiped
together at the Temple each day, met in homes for the Lord's Supper, and shared their
meals with great joy and generosity – all the while praising God and enjoying the
goodwill of all the people. And each day the Lord added to their fellowship those who
were being saved.46
The challenge is for church leaders and church communities to rediscover the characteristics of
such a Christ-centered New Testament church and learn to apply them prayerfully, diligently,
and faithfully. As demonstrated in this chapter, this author has researched the characteristic of
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healthy church from pioneers in healthy church growth to help him lead NLCUMC to become a
healthy Christ-centered New Testament church.
Since Scripture must be the primary reference for determining the characteristics of
church health, all the characteristics of healthy church mentioned in this chapter must be
compared to the characteristics of Christ-centered New Testament church found in the book of
Acts. According to the book of Acts, the characteristics of the Christ-centered New Testament
church are as follows: (1) obedience to the Lord (1:4-5, 12, 13), (2) commitment to prayer (1:14;
2:42) , (3) empowered by the Holy Spirit (2:4), (4), saved and baptized members (41,47) , (5)
devotion to teaching the Word (42), (6) commitment to community (42, 44, 46), (7) devotion to
the ordinances (42) , (8), radical generosity (45), (9) large corporate gatherings (46), (10)
lifestyle of praise and worship (47), (11) effective evangelism (47), (12), spirit-filled leadership
(6:2-4), and (13) natural healthy growth (1:8; 2:47; 6:1, 7) .
After comparing all the characteristics of a healthy church noted in this chapter with the
aforementioned Christ-centered New Testament characteristics of a healthy church gleaned from
the book of Acts, this author noticed that the eight quality characteristics of a healthy church
identified by Schwarz and Natural Church Development are the most consistent with the
characteristics of a healthy church found in the book of Acts. In his research, the author observed
that a number of healthy church researchers have developed assessment tools to help churches of
all sizes to evaluate church health.47 After examining samples of most of these instruments, he
concluded that the instrument developed by Schwarz and Natural Church Development provides
the most evidence for reliability based on the above-mentioned Christ-centered New Testament
characteristics of a healthy church found in the book of Acts. Therefore, this assessment
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instrument will be used in this research to assess the health of NLCUMC. However, before
assessing the health of NLCUMC, the plan to lead the merged church to become a healthy
Christ-centered New Testament church must be examined.

CHAPTER FIVE
A MINISTRY PLAN FOR A HEALTHY CHRIST-CENTERED
NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH
Introduction
The merger process and the years after the merger have convinced the author that
merging two unhealthy churches does not make that church healthy. The healthy growth of a
local church is ultimately God’s responsibility as described in one of His parables of the
Kingdom:
The Kingdom of God is like a farmer who scatters seed on the ground. Night and day,
while he's asleep or awake, the seed sprouts and grows, but he does not understand how it
happens. The earth produces the crops on its own. First a leaf blade pushes through, then
the heads of wheat are formed, and finally the grain ripens. And as soon as the grain is
ready, the farmer comes and harvests it with a sickle, for the harvest time has come.1
Also, in his assessment of the roles that leaders play in church growth, the Apostle Paul writes, “I
planted the seed in your hearts, and Apollos watered it, but it was God who made it grow. It's not
important who does the planting, or who does the watering. What's important is that God makes
the seed grow.”2 These two scriptural texts plainly show that although healthy growth of a local
church is ultimately God’s responsibility, God uses people in the process.
Thus, it is appropriate for NLCUMC to have a plan to nurture the church to become a
healthy Christ-centered New Testament church. Through his research of studying what others
have written about the characteristics of a healthy church, this writer concluded that the plan to
lead a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church should include strategic prayer, godly
vision, the pastor’s personal leadership development plan, small group leaders’ development, an
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intentional and need-oriented evangelism plan, connection of people through small groups, giftbased ministry, and engaging and inspiring worship. The author’s research indicates that all of
the above mentioned characteristics of a healthy church are agreed upon by most experts, though
not all of them are mentioned specifically in their writings.3Leading NLCUMC to become a
healthy Christ-centered New Testament church is a spiritual work that demands powerful
spiritual tools. Prayer is the key implement that could enable the pastor and the congregation to
align their wills and lives with God to lead the church to become a healthy Christ-centered New
Testament church.
Strategic Prayer
Historically, the Church started while the early disciples of Jesus Christ were praying in
the Upper Room at the command of the Lord to wait for the Holy Spirit to come and empower
them for ministry. Luke writes:
Then the apostles returned to Jerusalem from the Mount of Olives, a distance of half a
mile. When they arrived, they went to the upstairs room of the house where they were
staying. . . . They all got together and were constantly united in prayer along with Mary
the mother of Jesus, several other women, and the brothers of Jesus. . . . Suddenly, there
was a sound from heaven like the roaring of a mighty windstorm, and it filled the house
where they were sitting. Then, what looked like flames or tongues of fire appeared and
settled on each of them. And everyone present was filled with the Holy Spirit and began
speaking in other languages, as the Holy Spirit gave them this ability.4
Apart from the Word of God, prayer is the most powerful tool available to Christians. Like those
early disciples of Jesus Christ, in order for members of NLCUMC to be prepared to be involved
in God’s transformational ministry through congregations, they must first pray. Prayer is the only
means of communicating with Jesus Christ, the Lord of the Church. The necessity of prayer is
commanded throughout the New Testament. Christians are commanded to “pray about
3
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everything.”5 Jesus, who is one’s example in ministry prayed often before critical events in His
life (see Luke 3:21-22, 5:16). He prayed from the beginning of His public ministry to the end. He
demonstrated dependence upon His Father by praying before, during, and after He ministered to
people. Jesus prayed early in the morning, late at night, and throughout the night (see Mark 1:35,
Luke 6:12, Luke 22:39). He prayed during his baptism and at the beginning of His ministry (see
Luke 3:21-22). Before He chose the men who would carry on His ministry after His death,
resurrection, and ascension, He sought God the Father in prayer (see Luke 6:12-13).
Jesus prayed before Peter’s confession that He was the Christ and before His
Transfiguration (see Luke 9:18-20, 28-29). Jesus prayed as He ministered to others. He prayed
before healing the crowds, feeding over 5,000 people, healing the man who was deaf and mute,
bringing the dead back to life, before going to the cross, and even while He was on the cross (see
Mark 6:41,7:34, John 11:41-43, Luke 22:39-42, 23:34). Jesus prayed for others. He prayed for
His friends, His disciples, for all Christians, and for His enemies who nailed Him to the cross
(see Luke 22:32; 23:34; John 17:9-16, 20). Jesus instructed and commanded His disciples to pray
always and not give up. He still intercedes for us (see Matthew 6:9-13; Luke 18:1; 11:2-4;
Hebrews 7:25). Jesus’ prayer life sets as an example for His followers. He started His earthly
ministry with prayer, ended with prayer, and commanded those who follow Him to always pray.
Thus, a plan to lead NLCUMC to become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church must
begin with strategic prayer.
It is through deliberate prayer that the power and the presence of the Holy Spirit are
released to empower God’s people for ministry. As the angel of the Lord told the prophet
Zechariah to tell “Zerubbabel: Not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, says the LORD of
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hosts.”6 When the early believers in Jesus Christ gathered together to pray, they experienced
power, boldness, wisdom and guidance for ministry through the Holy Spirit (cf. Acts 1:14-26,
2:41-47, 4:23-33, 6:3-7). Prayer is the most powerful tool used by spiritual leaders now and
through the ages. Therefore, prayer is the vital duty of every Christian spiritual leader. When
used faithfully, prayer makes everything work together effectively. John Wesley, the founder of
Methodism said, “God will do nothing on earth, except in answer to believing prayer.”7 Billy
Graham said, “Today the world is being carried on a rushing torrent of history. There is but one
power available to redeem the course of events, and that is the power of prayer.”8 The examples
of the early church, eighteenth century church founders, and current Christian leaders stress the
importance of prayer.
Healthy church growth experts like Dave Earley agree that strategic prayer is the most
important tool in growing a healthy church.9 Thom Rainer writes, "Prayer is the power behind
the principles. There simply is no more important principle in church growth than prayer. The
prayers of the early church unleashed the power of God to add thousands to the church. It
happened then. It is happening in some churches today. And it can happen in your church.” 10
The same Jesus who sent the Holy Spirit to empower those 120 believers to witness boldly to
Him is the One who tells the church to pray to Him, the Lord of the harvest, and He will produce
workers for the harvest.
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Therefore, to lead the merged church to grow healthy to become a Christ-centered New
Testament church, the pastor and members of NLCUMC must follow the prayerful examples of
Jesus Christ, the early church, proven effective leaders, and proven research of contemporary
healthy churches. Prayer must become the first and most important task for the pastor and
members of NLCUMC in their plan to become a healthy church. Through systematic and
strategic prayers, the members of NLCUMC and the pastor will receive power, boldness,
discernment, and direction to become a healthy Christ-Centered New Testament church.
Godly Vision
The prophet Amos relates, “Indeed, the Sovereign LORD never does anything until he
reveals his plans to his servants the prophets.”11 In order for a church to become a healthy Christcentered New Testament church, it must have godly vision for its ministry. Proverbs 29:18
states, “Where there is no prophetic vision the people cast off restraint.” If a leader does not
know where he is going, he cannot lead his congregation to get there because they will not know
when they have arrived. Thus, having a godly vision helps the leader and his church to know
where they are going and how to get there.
In his book, The Power of Vision, George Barna defines vision as a “clear mental image
of a preferable future imparted by God to His chosen servants and is based upon an accurate
understanding of God, self and circumstances.”12 Barna states that pastors grow their churches
when they have a well-defined vision and are able to communicate it to their congregations
convincingly. When an inspired pastor shares and integrates a clear vision into the effort of those
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who are involve in the ministry of the church, the “ministry’s effectiveness is enhanced.”13 This
is exactly what the pastor of NLCUMC sought to accomplish. Through faithful prayer and
careful study of God’s Word, seriously considering the circumstances of the church, and
understanding of God, the pastor working with other leaders, has sought God’s vision and
painted a clear mental image of that preferable future for the church. A godly vision shared
clearly with the members of NLCUMC will enable them to serve God and others as a healthy
Christ-centered New Testament church.
Personal Leadership Development
The healthy growth of a local church is ultimately God’s responsibility. However, God
uses prepared and diligent godly leaders to grow a healthy Christ-centered New Testament
church. Based on the qualification given by the Apostle Paul in 1Timothy 3:1-7, it is important
that every local church has qualified leaders to teach and set the example for the rest. These
leaders must be chosen from the spiritually mature men of the congregation. A pastor must have
a blameless reputation in the unbelieving community, even though people there may disagree
with his moral and theological stands.
In the same letter, Paul encourages Timothy to work hard, explain the Word of truth
correctly to the believers, and train himself to be godly: “If you explain these things to the
brothers and sisters, Timothy, you will be a worthy servant of Christ Jesus, one who is nourished
by the message of faith and the good teaching you have followed. Do not waste time arguing
over godless ideas and old wives' tales. Instead, train yourself to be godly.”14 God expects
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pastors and other Christian leaders to work hard, train themselves to be healthy and godly, and
equip others to reach their full potential of what God created them to become.
Lee Roberson, pastor of Highland Park Baptist Church and founder of Tennessee Temple
Schools, once said, “Everything rises or falls on leadership.”15 Leadership ability is the
determining factor of every pastor’s ministry. Leadership will determine the size of his ministry,
the quality of people produced by that ministry, the number of leaders produced in his ministry,
the morale of that ministry, the long term impact of his ministry, and the rate of his ministry
multiplication. Leadership will enhance the pastor’s ability to handle changing and challenging
times.16 Leading two unhealthy churches to merge and nurturing the new congregation to
become healthy requires patience and the ability to handle demanding situations in changing
times.
Following the Apostle Peter’s encouragement to “grow in the grace and knowledge of our
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ,”17 the pastor of NLCUMC put together a personal leadership
development plan. This plan was to help him sharpen his leadership skills to give the appropriate
guidance to the church for healthy growth. This plan included utilizing daily devotion and
prayer, engaging in physical exercise and healthy eating, and pursuing continuing education.
The continuing education led the pastor to study healthy church growth at Liberty University in
Lynchburg, Virginia.
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Small Group Leaders’ Development
In the process of learning to become a better leader, the pastor came to a real
understanding of what it means to be an empowering leader. Pastors who lead healthy growing
churches believe that one of the most vital responsibilities is to empower others for ministry.
These leaders equip, coach, mentor, motivate, and support potential leaders to become leaders
who in turn multiply themselves. Empowering leaders speak life, hope, and truth into the heart of
others, which causes the power of the Holy Spirit to be released in them. In his book, Soul Talk,
Larry Crabb writes,
Visionaries call us to religious action. Entrepreneurs figure out how to get the action
going. Marketing geniuses brand the action till everybody's talking about it. Gifted
performers speak or sing us into action. Again, all good things with [significant] place—
but not first place. More important is that each leader be known by someone, not by a
crowd or a committee, but by a person, a close friend, an intimate companion. And not
merely held accountable, but genuinely known in an intimate, vulnerable, painfully real,
long-term relationship.18
Crabb’s comment is not just contemporary; empowering leaders have done so for thousands of
years. There are many examples in the Bible that describe leaders who were genuinely known in
an intimate way by persons and what happened when these godly leaders spoke life, hope, and
truth into the lives of regular people and developing those who showed potential to become
leaders.
Moses mentored Joshua by providing on-the-job training that eventually enabled Joshua to
lead the people of Israel across the Jordan River into the Promised Land after the death of Moses.
Jesus called Peter and the rest of the apostles to become His mentees. Learning from Jesus, a true
master of leadership for a period of three years, Peter found encouragement and love from His
Master to enable him to overcome his past failures and became the rock-solid foundation of the
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early church. Recruited by Paul in the business of tent-making, Priscilla and Aquila went on to
accompany him in his church-planting ministries.19 Soon Priscilla and Aquila found themselves
training the great speaker Apollos, a communicator who taught some questionable doctrine. Even
though he was a gifted teacher, Priscilla and Aquila guided and coached Apollos and released him
back into ministry.20
After he became a believer in Jesus Christ, Paul took young Timothy under his wings and
travelled with him during his second missionary journey. Paul and Timothy “went from town to
town, instructing the believers to follow the decisions made by the apostles and elders in
Jerusalem. So the churches were strengthened in their faith and grew larger every day.”21 This
on-the -job training enabled Timothy to grow and speak boldly as the pastor of the church at
Ephesus at the height of cultural disarray and doctrinal confusion. When Paul challenged him,
Timothy rose to the occasion to become the leader Paul trained him to become.22 Potential
Christian leaders need seasoned mentors to build into their lives; speak life, hope, truth, and
encouraging words into their hearts; and support and love them. In so doing, the Holy Spirit
works to stir up the potential leader to be motivated to serve and rise to occasions.
According to Earley, the most significant ministry of Jesus Christ was not feeding the
multitudes or teaching the crowds; His most significant ministry was training the few to reach
the many.23 Schwarz and Natural Church Development research also agrees with Earley:
“Leaders of growing churches consider it one of their most important tasks to empower others.
19
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They equip, support, motivate, and mentor individuals to become all that God wants them to
be.”24 This is the plan the pastor and members of NLCUMC want to follow to lead the church to
become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church to fulfill the Great Commission given
by Jesus Christ in Matthew 27:19-20, to go and make disciples of Jesus Christ.
In addition to teaching members the Word of God and developing them to reach their full
potential for Christ, an intentional effort was made to identify a few potential small group
leaders. These leaders were trained to reach those who were moved from the worship service to
the small group, Bible studies, or Sunday school. The method of training and developing these
potential small group leaders was based on model, mentor, motivate, and multiply steps outlined
by Earley.25 This plan involved actions that must be performed outside the group meetings. For
example, envisioning, praying for members of the group, contacting those who did not attend
group meetings, inviting new people to join the group, preparing the group meeting, and
planning for outreach and social activities. Other activities included leading the actual group,
welcoming group members, leading worship, leading Bible study, praying, and witnessing.26 The
pastor effectively trained and developed the potential leaders to do all the aspects of the small
group ministry using the following steps.
Modeling Phase
Jesus taught that when modeling is effective, as it should be, the apprentice will
eventually become like his teacher: “Students are not greater than their teacher. But the student
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who is fully trained will become like the teacher.”27 In his letters to the churches, Paul urged his
readers to follow his example.28 He also told Timothy, “Be an example to all believers in what
you say, in the way you live, in your love, your faith, and your purity.”29 Furthermore, Paul said
to Titus, “And you yourself must be an example to them by doing good works of every kind. Let
everything you do reflect the integrity and seriousness of your teaching.”30 The above cited
scriptures reveal that people do what they see, and since modeling provides the basis of all true
pastoral leadership, the pastor of NLCUMC had to set an example for those he trained to become
small group leaders.
Like Jesus and all great leaders who came before Him and have come after Him, the
pastor must model Christ-likeness “in such a way that no one will stumble because of [him], and
no one will find fault with [his] ministry.”31 The pastor must model spirit-filled leadership as he
firmly ground his faith in God’s Word and depend on the power of the Holy Spirit since ministry
can only be done through the strength and the power given to by God's Holy Spirit.32 The pastor
must model spiritual fitness through Bible study, prayer, worship, and solitude where he sets
aside time alone to commune with God, feeding his soul while God builds into him. In addition,
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the pastor must model community by being actively connected to community in a small group to
benefit his integrity and personal spiritual health.
Mentoring Phase
The next step in small group leaders’ development is mentoring. During Jesus’
development of the twelve disciples, He took on the role of a mentor. As a mentor, Jesus
considered His relationship with the twelve to be very important; therefore, He invested in their
times together to build stronger relationship with them. Jesus called the twelve his friends: “You
are my friends if you do what I command. I no longer call you slaves, because a master doesn't
confide in his slaves. Now you are my friends, since I have told you everything the Father told
me.”33 As a mentor, the pastor followed Jesus’ example by building a genuine relationship with
his apprentices in both one-on-one time and during group times. During conversations, the
mentor practiced good listening skills by listening more than he spoke, actively engaging in their
stories, asking for clarification, and listening beyond their words. During mentoring, the mentor
gave the potential small group leader opportunities to practice leading icebreakers on him first
and praying with him as if it were a live meeting. During one-on-on meetings, the potential
leader practiced leading Bible discussion first with the mentor, before being given the
opportunity to lead part of the actual sessions. The mentoring process took about two months.
Motivating Phase
Motivation is the third step in developing small group leaders at New Life Community
United Methodist Church. In this phase of small group leadership development, the mentor
affirmed and encouraged potential leaders. Examples of godly leaders who modeled
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encouragement in the Bible are Moses who encouraged his apprentice Joshua34 and Barnabas
who encouraged the churches.35 During his missionary journeys and ministry, Paul encouraged
the churches he visited.36 During the motivation step, the mentor allowed the apprentice to lead
the group while he either watched from a distance, or stepped away from the group meeting.
The mentor became an encourager to the potential leader through different life situations
and ministry opportunities. He encouraged the apprentice for things he did well, even little
things. He praised the potential leader when he attempted difficult issues and challenges, even if
he did not complete every detail perfectly. The potential leader was encouraged to continue in
the tough times and not get tired of doing the right things because “at just the right time [he] will
reap a harvest of blessing if [he doesn't] give up.”37 Through his faithfulness and effectiveness,
one of the mentees of this author who was leading his own small group was called in July 2012
to become a local pastor of a small United Methodist congregation.
Multiply Phase
The final step in developing potential small group leaders is for the potential leaders to
multiply themselves. During this process, potential leaders are allowed to lead small groups
without the mentor’s direct supervision, making phone calls, visiting homes, nursing homes, and
hospitals, leading all the aspects of the group meetings. The mentor’s goal was that all potential
leaders would eventually lead their own groups and train their own prospective leaders after one
year. He stayed in touch with those who were deployed into leadership by contacting them often,
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and he continued to pray for them regularly. He encouraged these leaders to keep the dream of
multiplication before their groups and whenever they sought advice, the mentor was ready to
advise accordingly.
Developing small group leaders is a process that takes time and several steps, including
prayer and cooperation with God. During this process, the mentor meets with potential leaders
often to help train and equip them. Whenever they meet, the mentor does at least one step of
training development with them. Earley suggests that before every meeting, the mentor must ask
himself, “What can I do to help my potential leaders be better prepared to lead a healthy,
growing multiplying group?”38 In his book, 8 Habits of Effective Group Leaders, Earley suggests
eight habits of effective small group leaders, as shown in table 14.
Table 14. Earley’s eight habits of effective small group leaders.
Eight Habits Of Effective Small Group Leaders
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Dream of leading a healthy, growing, multiplying group.
Pray for group members daily.
Invite new people to visit the group weekly.
Contact group members regularly.
Prepare for the group meeting.
Mentor an apprentice leader.
Plan group fellowship activities.
Be committed to personal growth.39

This book is a good resource to be used in potential small group leaders’ development
because it contains some universal, easy to understand and remember, realistic, and doable
principles for small group leaders. Some of the other resources available are Earley’s books, The
Small Group Leader’s Toolkit; Turning Members Into Leaders; The Pocket Guide To Leading A
Small Group; and Bill Donahue and Greg Bowman’s book, Coaching Life-Changing Small
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Group Leaders. All these resources contain principles and methods that are relevant to small
group leadership development.
Connecting People through Small Groups
Studies show that churches that are growing healthily have developed a system of small
groups where their members can find intimate community, genuine help, and passionate spiritual
interaction.40 Also much of the healthy church literature reviewed for this research project agrees
that a healthy small group structure is one of the quality characteristics of a healthy church. Jesus
Christ was a small group leader. In his ministry, He called twelve men, met with them, taught,
equipped, and sent them out to make disciples: “Jesus went up on a mountain and called out the
ones he wanted to go with him. And they came to him. Then he appointed twelve of them and
called them his apostles. They were to accompany him, and he would send them out to preach.”41
In his plan to lead NLCUMC to become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church, the
author followed Jesus’ example and the example of churches that are growing healthily to
develop a system of small groups where members can find intimate community, genuine help,
and passionate spiritual communication.
In small groups, Bible studies, and Sunday school, believers learn how to connect with
each other. They also learn how to develop intentional relationships to enhance their spiritual
growth. Through the study of God’s Word, discussing it, and most importantly applying the
Word to their lives, the group builds on a solid foundation of God’s Word. Since being witnesses
of Jesus Christ is what believers are called to do, the group members learn to witness to each
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other to help them become skillful at how to communicate the truth of the gospel to reach people
for Jesus Christ.
According to Ed Stetzer and Thom S. Rainer, the values that support small groups are
that “a small number of people provide a greater opportunity for personal discovery”42 that lead
to relationships that provide the environment for transformation. Next, “smaller communities are
just that . . . communities. . . . through a variety of expressions.” 43 Those who are part of the
small community find team spirit in their desire to better experience Jesus Christ. Therefore, they
learn together how God connects to every aspect of their lives. Lastly, “small groups are the best
way to genuine life change through the local church.”44 Whether the structure is home or church
based small group, Sunday school, or Bible study, the key to transformational small groups is
relational intentionality. The Apostle Paul instructed Timothy to pass on what he had learned to
faithful people who would “be able to teach others also.”45 The goal of small group ministry is
the multiplication of leaders. Therefore, in small groups at NLCUMC, members learned to
prepare to become group leaders for another small group.
Intentional and Need-Oriented Evangelism
A healthy Christ-centered New Testament church must have a strong emphasis on
penetrating the community to bring people to Jesus Christ. In His Great Commission, Jesus said
to “his disciples, ‘I have been given all authority in heaven and on earth. Therefore, go and make
disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy
42
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Spirit. Teach these new disciples to obey all the commands I have given you. And be sure of this:
I am with you always, even to the end of the age’.”46 This is the mandate of the Church. It is
unthinkable for a local church to become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church
without reaching people for Christ by sharing the gospel with them. In fact, all the healthy
church experts whose writings were reviewed for this project agree that evangelism is one of the
characteristics of a healthy church. However, the styles of evangelism and the words these
authors use to promote evangelism are different.
The book of Acts teaches that the 3,000 people who were saved on the Day of Pentecost
saturated their community with the gospel. This caused the church to grow so fast that the Jewish
leaders said to the apostles, "Ye have filled Jerusalem with your doctrine."47 The members of the
new church did not use manipulative methods to make people commit their lives to Jesus Christ.
They used an intentional and need-oriented method to penetrate the community with the gospel.
Intentionally, “All the believers devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching . . . and to prayer.”48
They “worshiped together at the Temple each day . . . all the while praising God and enjoying
the goodwill of all the people.”49 In so doing, the believers were equipped to “do his work [of
evangelism] and build up the church, the body of Christ.”50 An intentional and need-oriented
evangelism happens when prayer, caring, and sharing relate to each other strategically.
While being equipped through teaching, praying, worshiping, and praising God, the
members of the early church were also fellowshipping, sharing their “meals (including the Lord's
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Supper),” and sharing their resources with those in need.51 Even as the members of the early
church were learning, praying, worshiping, praising God, caring, and sharing with those in need,
“the Lord added to their fellowship those who were being saved” daily.52 The Lord caused the
early church to grow each day through their intentional and need-oriented evangelism. People
were drawn to Jesus Christ by an invincible power of prayer, caring, and sharing. The message
of the gospel immediately made sense to people the moment they were exposed, because they
had already experienced the power of the gospel through the prayer, the caring, and the sharing
of the Christian community.
Thus, in order for NLCUMC to fulfill the Great Commission, there needed to be an
intentional and need-oriented evangelism process in place to communicate the truth of Jesus
Christ and show His love to those who had not yet believed in Him as their Savior and Lord. God
has given New Testament believers in Jesus Christ the responsibility to reconcile people to Him:
And all of this is a gift from God, who brought us back to himself through Christ. And
God has given us this task of reconciling people to him. For God was in Christ,
reconciling the world to himself, no longer counting people's sins against them. And he
gave us this wonderful message of reconciliation. So we are Christ's ambassadors; God is
making his appeal through us. We speak for Christ when we plead, ‘Come back to
God!’53
When the congregation of NLCUMC learned to practice intentional and need-oriented
evangelism through learning, praying, caring, sharing, and reproducing themselves in their
everyday lives, they were successful in penetrating their communities to reconcile people to
Christ. Every believer in Jesus Christ is responsible for using spiritual gifts to share the gospel
and faith stories with unbelievers to bring them back to God.
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Gift-Based Ministry
Some of the healthy church expects agree that the healthy churches are ministering on the
basis of gift-based ministry teams. These churches have intentionally put systems in place to help
their members to identify and develop their Spiritual Gifts and organize their ministries to
function in teams according to those gifts. In those churches, leaders are not just program
planners and event coordinators, but true equippers of God’s people. However, a study
conducted by Natural Church Development reveals that 80 percent of respondents had no idea
what their spiritual gifts were. Only 20 percent of those surveyed agreed that they knew what
their spiritual gifts were and used them.54
The New Testament teaches that every believer in Jesus Christ has received at least one
spiritual gift. It is assumed that there are some Christians who have received two or more
spiritual gifts (see Rom 12:4-8; 1 Cor. 12:1 7-20 1 Cor. 14:2-5; Eph. 4:12; 1 Pet. 4:10).
According to Schwarz, a well-received definition of a spiritual gift by a wide variety of Christian
groups is that “a spiritual gift is a special ability that God gives, according to his grace, to each
member of the body of Christ to be used for the development of the church.”55 According to all
the scriptures that relate to spiritual gifts, the context for possessing a gift is always for the
growth and the health of the body of Christ, the church.
The primary purpose of spiritual gifts is to benefit others, not just for the growth of
individual believers. For example, in Ephesians 4:11-12 Paul writes, “Now these are the gifts
Christ gave to the church: the apostles, the prophets, the evangelists, and the pastors and
teachers. Their responsibility is to equip God's people to do his work and build up the church, the
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body of Christ.” Peter also affirms that “God has given each of you a gift from his great variety
of spiritual gifts. Use them well to serve one another.”56 The spiritual gifts that Christ has given
to every believer to be used to build the church are not for the benefit of the individual with the
gift, but the gifts are to be excised in love to benefit other believers in the church.
God does not call believers to ministries for which He has not gifted them with the
matching special abilities. Therefore, intentionally NLCUMC put systems in place to help
members to identify and develop their spiritual gifts. When they discovered their spiritual gifts,
they knew to which areas of ministry God was calling them to best serve. This enabled the pastor
to organize the church’s ministries to function in teams according to those gifts for greater
effectiveness. Gift-based ministry enabled NLCUMC to become a healthy Christ-centered New
Testament church because it is God's system of operation for His church.
Engaging and Inspiring Worship
No church can become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church without valuing
worship that exalts God, while engaging and inspiring worshipers. Scripture is full of
exhortations to worship God. For example, Paul writes the following:
But God shows his anger from heaven against all sinful, wicked people who suppress the
truth by their wickedness. . . Yes, they knew God, but they wouldn't worship him as God
or even give him thanks. And they began to think up foolish ideas of what God was like.
As a result, their minds became dark and confused. . . And instead of worshiping the
glorious, ever-living God, they worshiped idols made to look like mere people and birds
and animals and reptiles. So God abandoned them to do whatever shameful things their
hearts desired. As a result, they did vile and degrading things with each other's bodies.
They traded the truth about God for a lie. So they worshiped and served the things God
created instead of the Creator himself, who is worthy of eternal praise! Amen.57
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According to Paul, God has revealed His power and divine nature through the created world, but
humanity has disregarded the evidence and turn to worship idols. As a result, God’s anger is
against humanity’s wickedness for refusing to honor God by worshiping Him and giving Him
thanks. Ignorance of God and worship due Him is the consequence of the human race’s original
rebellion. Failure to worship God is the fundamental nature of sin.
Worship is humanity’s appropriate response to God’s self-revelation. It is through
worship that believers are able to express their status as created beings in the most truthful of
ways. Worship “is an activity God initiates with His creation in order to maintain a relationship
with them.”58 Therefore, Christians worship is a way for believers in Jesus Christ to keep
themselves in harmony with God. Through genuine worship, Christians maintain intimacy with
God, while facing their sinful condition, confessing, and repenting. As believers worship, they
edify the body of Christ, which is the church. Through worship they respond to God for His act
of grace; they participate in prayer which is the most direct way of expressing their thanks and
praise to God for what He has done and what He is doing.
In the course of worship, Christians respond to God by remembering, anticipating,
celebrating, and serving. According to Macchia, “The healthy church gathers regularly as the
local expression of the body of Christ to worship God in ways that engage the heart, mind, soul,
and strength of the people.”59 However, the structures of worship in healthy churches can be very
different, and yet have a common characteristic. Worship in healthy growing churches exhibits
high quality in areas of liturgy, teaching, and praise. In other words, the three components of an
inspiring and engaging worship service are liturgy, praise, and teaching.60
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Liturgy refers to the form and practice of public worship. Praise can be practiced in
countless different ways. Depending on the culture of the church, God can be praised with an
organ, piano, trumpet, saxophone, tambourine, guitar, drum, cymbals or with a choir or a band,
with clapping of hands or folded hands, with arms lifted up or stretched wide, with heads lifted
up or bowed down. Christians can praise God standing up or sitting down and by the classic
singing of hymns, contemporary gospel songs, praise songs or worship songs, with upbeat songs,
or low beat songs. Whatever a church's style may be, the secret to an inspiring and engaging
worship service is that every believer seeks to bring balance between liturgy, teaching, and praise
to display a high quality and holistic experience of God in worship.61
The pastor and members of NLCUMC did everything they could to honor God by setting
their complete focus on God as they sought to create an environment where worship would be
inspiring and engaging. This kind of worship enabled people to experience God intimately to
move them from the worship service to the small group or Sunday school. The small group
community strengthened the fellowship of the congregation and helped them reach out in
ministry to the world. Through an inspiring and engaging worship experience, worship becomes
a lifestyle through which believers connect with God for transformation and power for ministry.

Implementation of the Plan
Implementing the Process for a Personal Leadership Development Plan
Just merging two or more churches to become one church does not automatically create a
healthy church. Often the result is combining two unhealthy churches to become one unhealthy
church, and an unhealthy leader cannot lead an unhealthy church into becoming a healthy
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church. Thus, the author had to initiate a personal leadership development plan to keep him
holistically healthy. This plan helped sharpen his skills, refuel his spiritual tank, and re-charge
his spiritual batteries to enable him to be healthy to lead NLCUMC to become healthy Christcentered New Testament Church. Nothing happens without action; thus, the implementation of
the pastor’s personal leadership development plan begins with prayer.
As already stated, prayer is the most powerful tool used by a spiritual leader. Jesus Christ,
the ultimate example, prayed before and during critical events in His life (sees Luke 3:21-22;
5:16). It was through prayer that the early church received power to become a healthy Christcentered church (see Acts 4:23-32; Eph. 6:18-19). The pastor is, therefore, following that same
model in his effort to lead NLCUMC become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church
today.
The author’s daily devotional life for many years has begun with a time of Bible reading,
usually from the MacArthur Daily Bible62 which is arranged to help readers to read through the
Bible in a year or two. After reading the Word of God, he also reads other devotional books, for
example, Experiencing God Day-By-Day by Henry T. and Richard Blackaby63 or GRACE FOR
TODAY: DAILY READINGS from the Life of CHRIST.64 After these readings, he spends some
time to meditate and reflect on them before entering into a time of prayer. The pastor usually
spends an hour or more daily praying for his church members and their specific needs, ministries
of the church, healthy growth of the church, church and small group leaders, the sick and shut-
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ins, national, state and local leaders, family, personal, and spiritual needs, and other prayer
requests. During his daily activities, he continues to be in an attitude of prayer.
Leading a fairly newly merged unhealthy church to become a healthy Christ-centered
New Testament church is an increasing challenge. It requires the combined strength of mind,
body, and spirit to meet the changing demands of the ministry in a challenging world. Therefore,
improving the physical health of the pastor is very important to maintaining the strength and
energy to fulfill the mission and ministry of the church. According to research on clergy health
conducted by the United Methodist Church, “Clergy members reflect the lack of healthy
disciplines in the general U.S. population. . . . the prevalence of disease and obesity in UMC
clergy exceeds the national averages.”65 The same research reports that “there is growing
evidence that when a clergyperson is healthy, the congregation also benefits. Clergy members
have demanding and complex jobs—they need to make a commitment to balance the demands of
work and personal life and to demonstrate healthy lifestyles.”66 A leader must remain physically
healthy in order to continue to lead others to become healthy.
Another study shows that those who are involved in physical activities are 55% less
likely to develop Type 2 diabetes and 35% less likely to develop heart disease. Those who eat a
healthy diet are 30% less likely to develop Type 2 diabetes and 28% less likely to develop heart
disease.67 Therefore, in addition to his devotion and prayer life, the author has also been
engaging in physical exercise and healthy eating for the past three years. His physical exercise
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plan consists of four to five days of forty-five to sixty minutes of workout per week. During this
exercise routine, he spends some time to walk and run on a treadmill, ride a stationary bike, and
do some strength training. The strength training consists of light weight training, sit-ups, and
push-ups. The pastor has also improved his eating habits; he stays away from high fatty and high
calorie food and eats a healthy diet instead.
In order to continue to improve his health, the pastor takes his quarterly, bi-annual and
annual doctor’s appointments and follow-ups seriously and follows doctor’s orders. To keep him
accountable, the pastor has for the past two years enrolled as a member of Virgin HealthMiles.
Virgin HealthMiles is a company that provides the means for people to actually measure the
quantifiable impact of their physical activities on their health. Members of Virgin HealthMiles
can track their daily physical activities with GoZone activity tracker or other compatible devices
such as Polar heart rate monitors for swimming, cycling, running, or other sports. These devices
are plugged into a computer or a personal program portal, the LifeZone, to monitor their
validated physical activities. As a result of putting a higher priority on his time with God through
His Word and prayer, and improving his physical health through physical activities, healthy diet,
and keeping his doctor’s appointments, the pastor has lost over forty pounds and feels healthier
to face daily challenges in ministry.
In addition to this doctoral study, this author attends conference trainings, seminars, and
workshops to keep him abreast on contemporary trends, energize his ministry, and enable him to
grow healthily, spiritually, and intellectually. He also reads books pertaining to life and ministry
to acquire information that is essential for the effectiveness of his life, leadership, and ministry.
This leader strives to love his wife, children, and grandchildren by telling them he loves them
and showing it in action. This personal leadership development plan outlined above is not just for
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a season; it is a lifelong developmental plan to enable him to serve God effectively and bring
people into His kingdom.
Implementing Strategic Prayer
While the pastor privately devotes himself to prayer and the Word, he also models prayer
and living out his faith before the congregation of NLCUMC. Strategically, prayer is woven
through the Sunday worship service, small group ministries, and Bible study groups. There are
opportunities during Sunday worship service for everyone to pray, for the worship leader to pray,
and for the pastor to pray. The pastor often teaches and preaches about prayer and encourages
members to practice praying for themselves, each other, and others. Since 2009, all the members
of NLCUMC have been encouraged to pray the same prayer points in addition to their personal
daily prayers to enable the members to pray specifically on the same issues concerning the
church.
The following are the prayer points NLCUMC members are encourage to pray daily.
First, pray that the pastor will keep on speaking boldly for God (Ephesians 6:20) and proclaiming
the message as clearly as he should (Colossians 4:4). Second, pray for the pastor and his family
that God will sustain them and supply their every need. Third, pray and ask God to raise
potential small group leaders to be trained and empowered to make disciples of Jesus Christ by
leading other small groups. Fourth, pray that “the Lord's message will spread rapidly and be
honored” by the congregation (see 2Thessalonians 3:1). Fifth, “pray to the Lord who is in charge
of the harvest [and] ask him to send more workers into His fields” (Luke 10:2). Sixth, pray and
ask God to open the eyes of the members of the church to see the harvest and the needs He is
calling us to fulfill in our community. Seventh, “pray that [we] will understand the incredible
greatness of God's power for us who believe Him” (Ephesians 1:19). Eighth, “pray that from
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[God’s] glorious, unlimited resources He will empower [us] with inner strength through His
Spirit” (Ephesians 3:16). Ninth, pray that all the members of the congregation will renew their
“belief in Jesus Christ and the mission of the church,” and gain a “renewed attitude for
servanthood,” and strategic prayer effort.”68 Lastly, pray for the salvation of the unchurched and
unbelievers in the community, especially the ones you know.
These prayer points have become a regular Sunday worship service bulletin insert to
encourage the members of NLCUMC to pray together. The insert also contains a space for those
who attend worship to write their names and specific prayer request(s) if so desired and put it in
the basket during the offering time. After the offering, ushers bring these prayer requests around
in a basket for people to pick one and pray for the requests throughout the week.69
In addition, through the process of spiritual inventory, the pastor has recruited about
twenty members to whom God has given the gift of prayer. Their responsibilities are to pray
regularly for the pastor, intercede on behalf of the church, and pray for specific prayer requests
whenever they are called upon. During the season of Lent, the pastor leads the whole church in
40 days of fasting and prayer to pray for specific church wide requests. Since 2007, there has
been an active prayer ministry at NLCUMC that meets bi-weekly to pray for most of the things
mentioned above and more. The pastor is actively involved in the church’s prayer ministry; he
attends almost every meeting. With prayer strategically woven through the Sunday worship
service, small group ministries, and Bible study groups, it is the hope of the pastor that the Holy
Spirit through the Word and prayer enable members of NLCUMC to live Christ-like lives in the
word with passion and enthusiasm. The degree of spiritual passion of members of NLCUMC
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will evidently be the point that sets the church apart as a healthy growing Christ-centered New
Testament church.
Implementing Godly Vision
As already stated in Chapter 3, the vision of the church was developed during the
strategic planning phase of the merger. The following is the mission, which is always printed on
the church’s Sunday service and other bulletins to help those who attend services and programs
at NLCUMC to remember and receive direction: “To love God and love one another, and bring
people to Jesus Christ, develop them to reach their full potential for Christ and multiply
themselves in order to magnify God.” God’s vision for NLCUMC was first cast in January
2005. This vision is already stated in chapter three of this thesis.
In order not to get sidetracked from the vision, the pastor and other leaders of the church
constantly communicate the vision during church business and team meetings to encourage
people to continue to buy into it. Small group leaders, Sunday school teachers, the choir
director, and worship leaders are encouraged to communicate the church’s vision at every
opportunity to help members of their groups to buy into it. The pastor constantly clarifies this
vision and shares it with the congregation. He also encouraged those who are involved in the
ministry of the church to integrate the vision into their individual ministries to enhance
effectiveness and health. Thus, NLCUMC is becoming a Christ-centered New Testament church
to fulfill the Great Commission and the Great Commandment.
Implementing Gift-Based Ministry
God does not call believers to ministries for which He has not gifted them with the
matching special abilities. In order to put systems in place to help members of NLCUMC to
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identify and develop their spiritual gifts for service, the pastor has led the church community in
several spiritual gift assessment workshops. In addition to the gift assessment done in 2005, the
pastor has since 2008 conducted spiritual gifts assessment workshops every year for the
congregation. Through Network, the pastor has taken most of the members of NLCUMC through
a wonderful journey that helped them to discover their spiritual gifts, their style, and their
passion for ministry. 70
As a result of spiritual gifts assessments, most of the members of the church have an idea
of how God has wired and gifted them for service. For instance, there are members with gifts of
faith and intercession who are involved in prayer ministry, while there are others with gifts of
encouragement, mercy, and hospitality serving in care ministry. There are members with gifts of
leadership, administration, teaching, and shepherding serving as small group leaders. There are
others with gift of evangelism serving in outreach ministries.
Engaging the congregation in spiritual gifts assessments has enabled the pastor to
organize the church’s ministries to function in teams according to those gifts for greater
effectiveness. For example, the hospitality team of the church comprises of members with gifts
of helps and hospitality who serve by entertaining, preparing, and serving meals. The lay
speaking ministry team is made up of members with gifts of teaching, creative communication,
or encouragements who lead worship, give announcements, lead in prayer, read Scripture, preach
sermons, or teach Bible study groups. The care ministry team sends cards and flowers for special
occasions; they visit sick and shut-ins, and make telephone contacts to members.
Spiritual gifts assessment has also helped to identify, recruit, coach, and develop potential
leaders for leadership positions, including small group leaders in the church. Implementing a
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gift-based ministry by placing the right team members with the right gifts, skills, and passion in
the right ministry enable people to serve with confidence. Thus, in this season of seeking to
become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church, it is vital for NLCUMC to help its
entire membership to identify their spiritual gifts and encourage every member to use their gifts
in service. Gift-based ministry allows the church to continue to breathe and grow and reach
people for Jesus Christ.
Implementing the Process for Small Group Leaders Development
Learning from Jesus’ ministry method of training a few disciples to reach many people
for the Kingdom, the author began the implementation of the small group leaders development
plan with prayer. Before he asked the church to pray and ask God to raise potential small group
leaders to be trained and empowered to make disciples of Jesus Christ by leading other small
groups, the pastor was already praying for God to raise up leaders in the church, including small
group leaders. Immediately after the merger in 2005 until 2011, the pastor conducted spiritual
gifts assessment workshops every year for the congregation to help them identify how God had
wired and gifted them for service. While this process was to help the members to identify and
develop their spiritual gifts for ministry, it was also to help identify and recruit potential small
group leaders and other leaders for the church.
Through prayer, results of spiritual gifts assessment, and participation in small group
meetings, six potential small group leaders (two men and four women) were identified and
recruited by the pastor. These potential small group leaders were coached to gain an accurate
picture of their gifts and abilities. They were helped to understand their strengths, growth points,
their God-given potential as leaders, and what God could do through them in their groups. Each
of these leaders received copies of The Pocket Guide to Leading a Small Group and 8 Habits of
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Effective Small Group Leaders by Earley to read. Following Earley’s “four steps for developing
others,” the pastor trained these six small group leaders. 71
During the modeling process, the pastor gave the potential leaders opportunities to
observe him lead the group icebreaker, prayer time, songs, planning and running a small group
Bible study. Some of the apprentices were given the opportunity to accompany the pastor during
nursing home visitations. He created opportunities for apprentices to develop conversation and
ministry questions for a small group meeting and share them with him as if they were in an
actual meeting.72 This modeling phase took about three months.
After the modeling phase, the pastor shifted to the mentoring stage of the training. This
stage included building a genuine relationship with his apprentices on both one-on-one time and
during group times. While the pastor had more one-on-one relational building time with the two
male apprentices, mentoring trainings with the four female apprentices were mostly done in
group settings. This was done to protect the reputation and the integrity of the pastor and
potential leaders. In order to pursue purity and loyalty in the leadership training process, Paul’s
advice to Timothy was followed: “Never speak harshly to an older man, but appeal to him
respectfully as you would to your own father. Talk to younger men as you would to your own
brothers. Treat older women as you would your mother, and treat younger women with all purity
as you would your own sisters.”73 During our conversations, the pastor practiced good listening
skills by listening more than he spoke. He also actively engaged in the apprentices’ stories by
asking for clarification and listening beyond their words. People feel loved when they know they
are being heard.
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The mentoring process included giving the potential leaders opportunities to practice
leading icebreakers and prayer during one-on-one times with the pastor or during leadership
gatherings. Apprentices were giving opportunities to select worship and praise songs as if they
were live meetings and practice leading Bible discussions first with the pastor. Potential leaders
practiced making phone calls to absent group members by doing role-plays. They also roleplayed hospital, nursing home, and home visitations with the pastor. Apprentices were given
opportunities to lead part of the sessions live. They started with leading the icebreaker one time,
prayer another time, and then leading the Bible discussion while the pastor was present. Some
apprentices were taken as a group to the nursing home and allowed to carry on with the
visitation. During group leadership gatherings, the Pocket Guide to Leading a Small Group and 8
Habits of Effective Small Group Leaders by Earley were used to guide conversations. The
mentoring process took about three months.
Motivating the apprentices was the third step employed to develop them to become small
group leaders at NLCUMC. Motivation included encouraging potential leaders, seeing their
potential, pointing it out to them, affirming it, and applauding it. During the motivate it step,
apprentices were allowed to take over and lead the group while the pastor either watched from a
distance or step away. The pastor encouraged his apprentices through different life situations
and ministry opportunities. He encouraged them for things they did well, even little things. He
praised them when they attempted difficult issues and challenges, even if they did not complete
every detail perfectly. Apprentices were encouraged to continue in the tough times and not get
tired of doing the right things because “at just the right time [they] will reap a harvest of blessing
if [they] don't give up.”74 The motivating steps also took about three months.
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During leadership training gathering, the pastor did at least one step of training
development with the apprentices. He often asked the potential leaders to tell him the role they
most needed him to play for them at any given time. Every week the author asked what could
help potential leaders be better prepare to lead a healthy and growing multiplying group. The
pastor’s goal was that all potential leaders would eventually lead their own groups and train their
own prospective leaders one year later.
The final step taken to develop the potential small group leaders at NLCUMC was
multiply it. During this process, potential leaders were allowed to practice everything they were
trained to do, making phone calls, visiting homes, nursing homes, and hospitals, and leading all
the aspects of the group meetings without the pastor’s direct supervision. Currently all four
women who were trained are leading small groups. Two of them are teaching Sunday school for
primary and middle school students. Another one is leading a reading circle small group. This is
a group for some of the women in the church who like to read. They meet bi-weekly to discuss a
book they are reading together. The fourth woman is leading a bi-weekly small group Bible
study for some women of the church who live in her community. One of the trained men is also
leading a weekly small group Bible study for church members in his community. The second
trained man though has not begun a small group; he helps the pastor to lead a men’s small group.
When these leaders were initially deployed into leadership, the pastor stayed in touch
with them by contacting them every week during the first few months, called on the new small
group meetings a time or two in the first few months, and continued to pray for them regularly.
With these small group leaders, the pastor celebrates every success the small groups experience.
He also challenges these leaders to keep the dream of multiplication before their groups. The
pastor is available to consult the issue whenever the leaders seek advice. Through the small
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group leaders’ development, the pastor has multiplied himself in other leaders who are leading
their own small groups. These leaders are also developing their potential leaders to enable
NLCUMC become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church.
Implementing the Process to Connect People through Small Groups
Before the small group leaders development began in 2009, there was only one Adults
Bible study and children‘s Sunday School. The pastor’s goal was to encourage at least 50% of
the adult church membership to get involved in a small group or a Bible study group by the end
of his research study. In order to fulfill this goal of connecting people through small groups, they
must be moved from the worship service to the small group, Bible study, or Sunday school.75
Since it was also the pastor’s goal that all potential leaders would eventually lead their own
groups, he helped the apprentices to dream about the kind of small group they would like to lead.
Prayerfully and scripturally, the pastor coached the apprentices to clarify their vision and align
them with the overall vision and mission for the small groups in the church. In order to keep each
potential leader’s small group vision alive and translate it into action, the pastor helped them to
cast their vision and encouraged church members to sign up to join a small group of their choice.
Bulletin inserts and sermons were used to help promote the formation of new small groups in the
church.
Two of the groups that were formed were based upon the geographical area where people
lived. This model enabled people to get to know fellow church members near where they lived
and study God’s Word together. There were two other small groups that were formed based on
common interest. One of these groups was the Men’s Bible study group. Most of the members of
this group are also members of the Men’s Choir; therefore, every Wednesday they met at 6:00
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P.M. and had a Bible study for one hour, followed by choir practice. The other common interest
small group was made up of women who like to read; therefore, every other week they met to
have devotions and discuss the book they read together. There were three other Bible study
groups the met weekly at the church on different days and different times. Therefore, in addition
to the one small group that was in place before the beginning of this research, there were six
other adult small groups or Bible study groups at NLCUMC that help people to receive love and
care from one another, form a community, and build friendship to enhance their spiritual growth.
There are also primary, middle, and high school Sunday school classes at the church.
In every small group meeting there is worship. Through worship, members experience the
life changing power of the presence of God.76 In small group meetings there is witness to
participants to learn how to reach people for Christ. There is the Word of God in every group
meeting; group members study the word and discuss it. Most importantly, group members are
always encouraged to apply the Word to their lives; thereby, the group will be built on a “firm
foundation of the Word of God.”77 Small group members are encouraged to engage in works of
ministry. A work of ministry is the service the group members give in their group to each other,
and through their group to others. Since the goal of a small group is multiplication of leaders,
small group activities are designed to help members to prepare to be group leaders for another
small group. Currently, there are ninety-nine adult members on the membership roll at
NLCUMC; out of that number, fifty are participants in small group ministries. This translates to
50.5% of the current adult membership who are involved in small group ministries.
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Implementing the Process for Intentional and Need-Oriented Evangelism
Thus, in order for NLCUMC to gain greater health to be a Christ-centered New
Testament church, there must be an intentional and need-oriented evangelism process in place to
communicate the truth of Jesus Christ and show His love to those who have not yet accepted
Him as their Savior and Lord. In order to put a high priority on intentional and need-oriented
evangelism, the leadership had to continually re-cast the church vision to encourage and
persuade leaders and the congregation to seriously buy into it. In the process, the vision for
evangelism had to emphasize, to enable, and to empower the congregation to organize for it.
Since 2008, the church had been reaching out to the community through a five night outdoor tent
revival service where the community is invited to attend. The congregation had been taught and
provided with resources to encourage them to invest in the unchurched and unbelievers by
praying for them, showing care to them, and sharing with them when possible. In the process,
they should intentionally establish relationships with them, share the gospel story and their own
faith stories with them, and invite them to church.
The church also engaged in need-oriented evangelism by caring and sharing with people.
Sometimes people would come to the church’s office to ask for help with their rents, utility bills,
groceries, gas, and other issues. Upon assessing the situation to make sure of the legitimacy,
usually the church helps to take care of the situation. In most cases, the pastor had the
opportunity to share the gospel message or words of encouragements with the people in need.
Some people have been led to accept Jesus Christ as their Lord and Savior through this needoriented evangelism. Others have been invited to worship service at the church, while most were
prayed with and for, depending on their circumstances.
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The church’s evangelism team partnered with the Department of Social Service and the
Department of Aging for the past two years to host workshops to educate senior citizens about
Medicare, Medicaid, and the resources available to them. During Christmas seasons, members of
NLCUMC sponsor a toy drive to collect toys and other gifts for the children in the community.
On Christmas Eve, the church invites the community to attend a candlelight service after which
all the children are invited to pick up toys and other donated gifts. Also for the past two years,
the United Methodist Men’s Ministry of the church has been providing a free monthly hot
breakfast to the community as outreach ministry. The average attendance of this free breakfast is
about 75 people. During these free community outreach breakfasts, the gospel is shared, people
are encouraged to make requests, and prayers are offered for those requests, for the community,
and those present. Through an invincible power of prayer, caring, and sharing, people are drawn
to Jesus Christ. Those who visit the church are made to feel welcome and comfortable by the
church’s usher’s ministry who welcome and encourage guests to connect with the church
family to become disciples and, eventually, leaders.
Implementing Engaging and Inspiring Worship
As the overall worship leader of the church, the pastor has the responsibility to protect
worship against the hijacking of service by an individual or cliques within the church. Therefore,
in order to lead NLCUMC to gain greater health to be a Christ-centered New Testament church,
the pastor was involved in planning of the entire worship service. According to Schwarz,
worship in healthy growing churches exhibits a high quality of liturgy, teaching, and praise.
Hence, the pastor with the worship leaders, choir, and musicians discovered the best ways to plan
inspiring worship to enhance liturgy, praise, teaching, and preaching to engage the people and
help them cope with their everyday lives.
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Based on the spiritual gift assessment, some people have been selected and trained to
help the pastor as worship leaders. These people have gone through the lay academy courses
offered by the Easton District Board of Laity. These courses are designed to equip the laity of the
United Methodist Church to serve in the areas of their call. During worship services on Sundays
at NLCUMC, these trained worship leaders lead the congregation to follow the liturgy through
which the Holy Spirit and the love of God are experienced to inspire the worship community.
During the preparation for worship, every effort is made to make sure that all the liturgical
elements that surround the message prepare the hearts and minds of the congregation for God’s
Word. In so doing, it is hoped that people will hear the message and at the same time experience
it with their emotions. The goal is to engage and inspire the congregation.
In his effort to lead the church into greater health, the pastor preaches prophetically,
biblically, practically, and in culturally relevant ways to appeal to people’s hearts and minds.
During his preaching, the pastor focuses on the questions and needs of the congregation and
offers practical help that comes from the Word of God. He also encourages the congregation to
understand that the corporate worship on Sunday is a continuation of praise, thanksgiving,
worship, adoration, submission, humility, and obedience that should characterize the everyday
lives of all genuine followers of Jesus Christ. This kind of worship is what God seeks.
Through the implementation of the plan that includes strategic prayer, godly vision, the
pastor’s personal leadership development plan, small group leaders’ development, intentional
and need-oriented evangelism plan, connecting people through small groups, gift-based ministry,
and engaging and inspiring worship, he would entrust ministry into the hands of the congregation
of NLCUMC. In so doing, the congregation would be placed on the front line of effective
ministry where they can reproduce themselves. When reproduction begins to occur, then this
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project will be deemed successfully completed. Thus, this author’s goal to lead a healthy church
growth through merging by developing a practical strategy for merging two unhealthy churches
and leading the merged congregations to a Christ-centered New Testament church would also be
achieved.
Healthy Church Assessment
After the implementation of the plan to lead the merged churches to become a healthy
Christ-centered New Testament church, an assessment had to be done to determine whether
NLCUMC is a healthy growing church. Several healthy church researchers have developed
assessment instruments to help churches of all sizes to evaluate church health.78 After examining
samples of most of these instruments, this writer believes that the instrument developed by
Christian Schwarz and Natural Church Development provides the most evidence for reliability
based on the above mentioned Christ-centered New Testament characteristics of a healthy
church. Therefore, this assessment instrument was chosen to be used in this research to assess the
health of NLCUMC.
The Pastor Parish Relations Committee of NLUMC had been aware of their pastor’s
doctoral studies since 2008 and the project for his thesis ever since 2010. Therefore, for
accountability purposes, parts of this thesis project, especially the ministry plan for leading a
healthy Christ-centered New Testament church became part of the Church’s Ministry Covenant.
The Ministry Covenant deals with the agreement of goals the pastor and church focus on in a
particular church year. The Pastor Parish Relations Committee and the pastor agreed that
between July 1, 2011, and June 30, 2012, the merger process would be evaluated and a healthy
78
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church assessment would be completed to determine the healthy growth of NLCUMC.
Therefore, when the decision was made in December 2011 to use and Natural Church
Development survey to evaluate the health of NLCUMC, the pastor explained the benefit of the
profile to the Pastor Parish Relations Committee. The Natural Church Development church
profile is used to accomplish the following: (1) help the church discover its critical factor for the
growth of the church and its current situation, (2) focus limited resources (human, financial, etc.)
at the critical points, (3) identify the church's strengths and the weaknesses, (4) save time and
eliminate the risk of an inaccurate analysis, (5) apply a scientific and exact process developed by
social scientists, and (6) provide the church with an outside perspective—how does NLCUMC
compare with other churches?79
On December 20, 2011, an order was placed to purchase the Natural Church
Development survey questionnaires from ChurchSmart Resources. ChurchSmart is an
independent Christian publishing company and training organization whose focus is on church
planting, church health, and leadership development. This company is the national partner for
Natural Church Development (NCD) in the USA.80 The survey package arrived two weeks later.
In order to inform the congregation about the church’s decision to complete the survey
and help those who would be chosen to fill out the questionnaire, the pastor preached a series of
three sermons on “Quality Characteristics of a Healthy Church” on January 8, 15, and 22, 2012.
During the sermon series, the pastor summarized the most important principles of natural church
development, the importance of a church profile, the reason, purpose, and the process of the
survey, and the congregation’s responsibility in fulfilling each of the eight “Quality
79
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Characteristics of a Healthy Church.” One week after the sermon series, the surveys were given
out to twenty-nine members of the church to be completed and given to the pastor by February 5,
2012. The survey consisted of thirty green questionnaires to be filled out by thirty members of
the church including the pastor, and one purple pastor’s survey form to be filled out by the
pastor.81 The twenty-nine members who filled out the questionnaires were considered by the
pastor to be actively involved in the life of the church. Most of these members were either in lay
leadership positions, members of small groups or Bible study groups, or on a ministry team in
the church.
When all twenty-nine completed questionnaires were received, the pastor mailed them
together with his survey questionnaire and the pastor’s form to ChurchSmart Resources for
results of the survey, the interpretation, and the profile. Three weeks later the church profile
including answers from the pastor's form, survey participants’ answers, calculations, totals,
codes, results, comparisons summary, and recommendations for improving the minimum factor
was received by the pastor.82 The profile of the eight quality characteristics of NLCUMC have
been plotted on the graph shown in figure 12.

81
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50 with a standard deviation of 15. The standardization itself is built on a national database of
churches to give the profile greater contextual accuracy. The average score of a quality
characteristic for an average church is 50, but a deviation of plus or minus 15 is common.
Scoring less than 50 is not a failure for that quality characteristic. The health of NLCUMC was
measured against other churches in this country. This database covers a wide range of churches–
different denominations and movements, traditions, liturgical styles, theological positions,
locations, leadership, etc. The Natural Church Development Institute's software has three main
categories for scoring each of the Quality Characteristics, as shown in table 15.
Table 15. NCD’s three main categories for scoring each of the Quality Characteristics.
Three Main Categories for Scoring Each of The Quality Characteristics by NCD
1. 70% of churches will score between 35 and 65
2. 15% of churches will score less than 35
3. 15% of churches will score more than 6583
According to the scoring of each of the eight quality characteristics of NLCUMC by the
NCD’s software, the quality characteristic of inspiring worship service with a score of 49 is the
minimum factor of the church. The fact that NLCUMC has a minimum factor does not suggest
that the church is unhealthy. Even the best churches have a minimum factor. The minimum
factor only shows that the quality characteristic of inspiring worship service with a score of 49
should receive special attention in the church’s efforts to continue to strengthen its growth to
become a healthy Christ-centered New testament church.
Radical Quality Balance/The Octagon Diagram
The quality balance means that not only the absolute height of a church's quality is an
indicator of its health, but also the balance of the eight quality characteristics indicates health. A
83
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church with huge differences between the Minimum and Maximum Factors shows less
sustainable health and growth potential than a church that has both at basically the same level.
The degree of quality balance is shown in two different ways. First, according to the octagon
diagram shown in figure 13, the more the qualities of a church are balanced, the more the
diagram looks like a perfect octagon, not like a star or any other form. It is possible, however, to
get a balanced diagram, but with low results in the eight qualities. That is why a healthy church
does not only have an octagon in this diagram, but an octagon that covers as much of the
diagram area as possible.84
The shaded octagon in figure 13 representing the health of NLCUMC is not perfect. In
order to increase the church’s health by making the octagon perfect, the quality characteristic of
inspiring worship service must be increased. Since all the individual quality characteristics are
connected to each other in a larger system, increasing inspiring worship service will affect the
quality characteristics of other ministries in the church; therefore, balancing the octagon to cover
as much of the diagram area as possible.
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energy to sustain any growth being achieved. A good RQBI starts at 50.85 As shown in figure 14,
The Radical Quality Balance Index for NLCUMC is 42. Since a good RQBI starts at 50, more
energy is required at NLCUMC to sustain growth over the long term as the church becomes a
healthy Christ-centered New Testament church.
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Figure 14. The RQBI (Radical Quality Balance Index).
Analysis of Healthy Church Assessment Results
On May 14, 2012, the pastor, PPRC, and the Church Council met together to analyze the
results and determine the root causes of the minimum factor to develop a plan that will increase
the church’s health (and score) by addressing the root causes and not just the symptoms. The
team read through the NDC profile of the eight quality characteristics of NLCUMC to
understand the church’s minimum factor. The minimum factor shows that the quality
characteristic of inspiring worship service scored 49, which is less than the average score of 50.
After reviewing the NCD process (profile) and what the score in the minimum factor area meant,
85
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the team agreed to form a church health team that involved people in different ministries of the
church in the process of diagnosis by reading through the minimum factor and identifying
strengths, concerns, or weaknesses, in the minimum factor area and discerning the major issues
that needed to be addressed.86 The church health team agreed that inspiring worship should
receive special attention in the church’s efforts to strengthen its growth to become a healthy
Christ-centered New Testament church; therefore, listening to the experiences of the members of
the church health team can help recognize key topics and issues contributing to the minimum
factor area.87
According to Natural Church Development, an inspiring worship service is described as
“a personal and corporate encounter with the living God. Both personal and corporate worship
must be infused with the presence of God resulting in times of joyous exultation and times of
quiet reverence. Inspiring worship is not driven by a particular style or ministry focus group . . .
but rather the shared experience of God's awesome presence.”88 There are four main areas of
inspiring worship services: (1) personal transformation in worship—services that transform and
personal transformation, (2) visitor friendly church—logistical considerations, relational issues
and relevant communication, (3) anticipation for worship—individual anticipation and corporate
anticipation, and (4), relevance of message—style and content of preaching, and preparation for
preaching.89 In order for NLCUMC to make worship more inspirational, these four main areas
and the sub-parts of the church’s worship service, from how the seats are arranged to the music,
86
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welcome, and the sermon, should become increasingly the media through which the Holy Spirit
of God and the love God can be experienced in the faith community.90
The church health team and the pastor will take the following necessary practical steps to
enable the worship service at NLCUMC to become more inspiring and engaging. First, the
church health team will use the “summary evaluation questions”91 to evaluate each of the above
four major areas and sub-areas of inspiring worship to help address which of the four major areas
and sub-areas contributing to a minimum factor. Then, after evaluating each of the four major
areas and sub-areas of inspiring worship, the results will be used to help the church to take
decisive action to address issues to increase healthy growth and release greater potentials for
discipleship.
The following three questions will be used to guide the action process. First, what are the
strengths that you have in inspiring worship services? Second, what are the key issues to address
in order to increase health and release greater potential? Lastly, who needs to be involved in the
action planning process? How will we move forward?92 Answers to above questions will be used
to take action steps to increase the quality characteristic of inspiring worship service from 49 to
50 or better. For example, if the action process reveals that the church is weak in the major area
of “visitor friendly church,” then, people with appropriate gifts and skills will be chosen to take
part in the action planning process to help increase the minimum factor. A sample inspiring
worship checklist has been developed to help in the implementation of action steps.93 While all
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action plans are being taken, the church health team and the pastor will keep a holistic
perspective throughout implementation to strengthen the future healthy growth of the church. In
order to monitor the steps towards improving the minimum factor, the church will take another
NDC survey after about 10-12 months.

CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION
Through research, biblical faithfulness, and discernment, this writer has learned from
experts, leaders, and thinkers who care about healthy church growth and applied the outcome to
his local context. While there are many struggling and declining small churches in the PeninsulaDelaware United Methodist Annual Conference, there is little or nothing being done to help
these declined and dying churches to become healthy. A strategic plan to help merge two or
more of these local churches and lead the merged congregations to a Christ-centered New
Testament church may be a more practical option to grow healthy churches than to close those
declined and dying churches. The author does not advocate that every small church in the
Conference should merge with another church, but those declined, unhealthy, and dying
churches should consider merging to help them become healthy and better fulfill the biblically
driven mission to better extend God’s kingdom in their communities. Merging two or more
unhealthy dying churches to create a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church is a more
effective way to use the resources God has provided.
Church mergers must not be used as an approach for maintaining the status quo or as a
means of survival. Mergers that are motivated by self-interest, maintaining the status quo or as a
means of survival would not be effective to produce a healthy growth of the church. Churches
considering merging would benefit from a well thought out strategic plan intentionally developed
to help in the process. At the time this writer was leading a merger process that initially consisted
of three churches in the Peninsula-Delaware Annual Conference, the Conference did not have
any well thought out strategic plan intentionally developed to help in the process. He had to do
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his own research in order to lead Charles Wesley United Methodist Church and Earle’s Chapel
United Methodist Church to merge in 2005.
This project examined and evaluated the merger process of Charles Wesley United
Methodist Church and Earle’s Chapel United Methodist Church to become a new congregation
called New Life Community United Methodist Church. The evaluation of the merger process
was done to find out whether the merger was successful to help solve the problems that initiated
the merger. This merger process examination and evaluation was achieved through a post-merger
questionnaire that was used to conduct surveys of church members of NLCUMC. The following
three questions posted in the “Statement of Purpose,” to help determine the success of the merger
were among the survey questions. First, are there vital ministries in the church to engage the
community for God’s kingdom? Second, are church members growing spiritually? Lastly, has
the church grown numerically and financially?
According to the post-merger evaluation, NLCUMC has been financially stable. Since
the merger the church has been able to pay its apportionment in full to support missions, the
District, Annual, and General Conferences. The church also supports local missions and pays all
its bills on time with reserved saved for future expenses. The church’s financial support comes
mainly through tithes and offering given by members and those who regularly attend worship
service and special day’s programs. NLCUMC has also remained a station church whose
membership has doubled from fifty-three at the time of the merger to over one hundred members
on the church’s role. The average weekly worship attendance is about sixty adults and thirteen
youth and children. Since the merger, more effective ministries give members greater
opportunities to become involved. The post-merger evaluation also revealed that people are
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better able to communicate their feelings to others and share their ideas with each other for the
cause of God’s kingdom.
This project also used Natural Church Development survey questionnaires to evaluate a
ministry plan developed to help lead the merged church to become a healthy Christ-centered
New Testament church. A healthy Christ-centered New Testament church is a church whose
foundation is Jesus Christ, in whom alone is salvation of humankind (see 1 Corinthians 3:11;
Acts 4:12). The apostle Paul affirms this in Ephesians 2:20 when he writes, “Together, we are his
house, built on the foundation of the apostles and the prophets. And the cornerstone is Christ
Jesus himself.” In order to continue building on this foundation, there must be a functional
leadership structure that guides the development of vision and goals and promotes an ongoing
multiplication of ministry to make disciples of Jesus Christ.
The leadership in a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church models Christcentered life from the pulpit and in small group ministries. They teach the members of the
congregation to understand that the church is not the building or a place where people go. Rather,
together, they are the church in flesh whose mission fields are their homes, workplaces, schools,
and neighborhoods where the good news about Christ is share both in deeds and in words. The
membership is taught to understand that the main purpose of the church is evangelism that
happens through multiplication of authentic disciples who worship Christ in “spirit and in truth.”
1
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Testament church as leaders identify potential leaders and mentor them so that they will in turn
do the same through small groups, Bible studies, or Sunday school.
A healthy Christ-centered New Testament church has a vision that guides the leadership
and the membership to fulfill the Great Commission. What happened on the Day of Pentecost
and throughout the early church teaches that prayer is the key tool that unleashed the power of
God to draw thousands of people to believe in Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior and become
members of the Church. Thus, in a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church, Holy Spirit
empowered prayer is the key instrument that makes all other tools work effectively to produce
growth. Prayer enables the pastor and the congregation to align their wills and lives with God’s
plan for the church.
In a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church, members are taught and encouraged
to discover their spiritual gifts, their style, and their passion for ministry. Knowing their gifts,
styles, and passions for service, members engage in ministries designed to reach inside and
outside the church to make disciples of Jesus Christ. Inspiring worship that exalts God,
celebrates salvation, while engaging worshipers is valued in a healthy Christ-centered New
Testament church.
The healthy church survey questionnaires developed by Christian Schwarz and Natural
Church Development provides the most evidence for reliability based on the above mentioned
Christ-centered New Testament characteristics of a healthy church. After using this instrument to
assess the eight quality characteristics of healthy church growth identified by NDC, it was
discovered that the quality characteristic of inspiring worship is the only minimum factor for
NLCUMC. The average score of a quality characteristic for an average church is 50 with a
deviation of plus or minus 15. The quality characteristic of inspiring worship service at
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NLCUMC scored 49. This minimum factor does not suggest that NLCUMC is unhealthy. Again,
according to the survey analysis, the Radical Quality Balance Index (RQBI) for NLCUMC is 42;
a good RQBI starts at 50. RQBI is like a summary of all the information a church profile has.
The quality characteristic of inspiring worship service score of 49 and RQBI of 42 does not
imply that NLCUMC is unhealthy. These numbers mean that more energy is required by
NLCUMC to sustain a healthy growth over the long term.
Therefore, considering the analysis of the results of the post-merger and healthy church
survey questionnaires, the hypothesis of this project, which is merging two local churches is a
practical option to grow a healthy church than to close those declined and dying churches and
leading the merged church to become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church has been
proved to be valid. However, more energy is required to sustain a healthy growth over the long
term. Leading two or more churches to merge and nurturing the merged church to health requires
the pastor to invest many years, energy, and willingness to learn and grow with the congregation.
This project has developed a practical strategic plan for merging two or more declined,
unhealthy, and dying churches and leading the merged church to becoming a healthy Christcentered New Testament church.
After spending about a year to lead three unhealthy churches in a merger process that
eventually ended with a merger of two of the churches, this writer has learned much about what
it takes to develop a strategic plan to merge two or more churches together. Merging two or more
churches does not necessary make the merged church a healthy Christ-centered New Testament
church. Therefore, he has spent almost five years since the merger leading NLCUMC to
becoming a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church. While he is not an expert on
merging two or more churches and leading the newly merged church to become a healthy Christ-
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centered New Testament church, this author has learned through the process information that
would benefit other unhealthy churches seeking to start conversation on how to merge with
another church or other churches to become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church.
Based on his experience and research, this writer suggests that churches considering
merger must first prayerfully consider McIntosh’s ten key signs for church closure to objectively
evaluate the church’s conditions to give church leaders helpful assessment of the church’s
future.2 This resource will help church leaders to decide whether to consider merger talk with
another church, to close the church, or to find another means to help the congregation take the
necessary steps to be healthy and to do vital ministry. If a merger conversation is considered
after the assessment, a Merger Exploration Team consisting of an equal number of
representatives from each church considering the merger must be formed. This team’s
responsibility should be to explore the possibility of the churches entering into a merger
conversation. This team must prayerfully consider the problems of each church and honestly
examining their motives to discern whether merging would be truly a mission-driven merger.
The Merger Exploration Team’s recommendations should be made to the council or the decision
making body of each church for their consideration. Church merger is a very difficult venture
that possesses so many challenges. However, with God merger is possible among some churches
to fulfill Christ’s Great Commission (see Matt. 18:19–20) to bring glory to God.
Once the Merger Exploration Team recommends merger conversation, each church must
vote on the recommendation. If all the churches involved agree to begin a merger conversation,
they should not rush the process. Instead, they should prayerfully spend enough time in
conversation about things they have in common and how to take care of their differences. One of
2
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the pastors of the churches, or if the churches are already on a charge, the pastor must be
knowledgeable about the merger process in order to lead a successful, effective, and healthy
merger. Otherwise, all churches involved in the merger must agree to consider a consultant to
guide them through the process. Under the leadership of a knowledgeable pastor or consultant,
there must be a formation of a Merger Team or Taskforce made up of an equal number of
members from each congregation. The churches can choose to use the members of the Merger
Exploration Team to form the Merger Team/Taskforce. The pastor or consultant should guide the
team to develop shared core values, mission mind-set, godly vision, shared goals, a strategic plan
for leading the proposed merged church to become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament
church, and a process for evaluating the anticipated measurable results.
During the merger conversation process educating the church members to ensure the
unity of the proposed newly merged church will be vital. This unity will not depend on sacred
cows, memories of the past or sentimental attachments to properties and traditions. Churches
considering merger must understand that unity of the proposed merged church depends on the
foundation of God’s Word, absolute trust and love for God and each other, as well as the
commitment of the pastor, staff, volunteer leaders, and congregation. This unity will empower
and motivate all future ministries and advances.
Churches considering a merger should understand that during the negotiation process
there are no win-lose situations, no trade-offs and no exclusions. Everything must be laid on the
table by all churches involved. Negotiations would not be about preservation of glory days,
survival, former churches’ names, church buildings, bank accounts, programs, and annual days
no matter how valuable they might be emotionally or economically to people in any given
congregation. Decisions about properties, finances, and programs must be prayerfully made to
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enhance the fulfillment of the mission and God’s vision for the proposed new faith community to
become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church. Merger negotiations should be about
creating a single new healthy faith community with a new name. The new name of the church
must be different from the previous names. The chosen new name should reflect the new identity
and emerging mission of the church.
The Merger Team/Taskforce must create a process to help them maintain a regular
communication with all the churches involved in the merger conversation. Preferably, Merger
Team/Taskforce representatives from each church must be tasked with this responsibility. If
these churches are not already fellowshipping and worshipping together, effort must be made to
create opportunities for all of them to get to know one another. This can be done through joint
worship services, special events, and celebrations that are not related to the discussion of the
proposed merger.
The Merger Team/Taskforce must develop a Merger Document that explains in detail the
future of the new church. The Merger Document should include but is not limited to a brief
history and future intent of the proposed merged church; new vision and mission statements of
the proposed merged church; a timeline and process for executing the proposed merger; and a
resolution identifying the merging churches and outlining the intents and conditions of the
proposed merger. The document must include who may vote for the proposed merger and the
percent of vote required for passage of the resolution. Each of the churches involved in the
proposed merger must be given enough time to study the Merger Document and separately vote
on the resolution. In the United Methodist Church, the voting takes place during a charge
conference of each of the churches involved in the proposed merger conducted by the District
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Superintendent.3 The deliberations of all meetings involving the merger must be officially
recorded by designated secretaries of each church.
Once the churches involved in the proposed merger have voted to approve the resolution
for merger, the Plan of Merger must be completed by the Merger Team/Taskforce. The Plan of
Merger should include but is not limited to a new name for the proposed merged church; a
process for leadership structure and staffing for the proposed merged congregation; plans for the
location of the new church; and a plan for the transfer of all current property, real and personal.
If one or all of the churches’ properties will be sold, the denomination’s guidelines must be
followed in the sale of the property. The Plan of Merger must include a process for financial
review involving an internal audit of all accounting, statements, and contents of safety deposit
boxes of all churches involved in the merger. The audit should also include all outstanding
obligations to ascertain whether there are any liens or unsettled items against the assets of the
merged church. It is advised that the Merger Team/Taskforce seeks legal help to ensure
compliance with all the conditions of any and all laws of the state in which the churches involved
in the merger are located.
Upon the completion of the Plan of Merger, copies must be given to each church
involved in the merger to study before voting on it. In the United Methodist Church, a copy of
the Plan of the Merger must also be given to the District Superintendent who will authorize a
church or charge conference for each church involved in the merger to separately vote on the
Plan of Merger. Once the Plan of Merger has been approved by all the churches involved, the
merger has legally taken place. The leadership of the newly merged church must immediately

3

United Methodist Church, ¶2545
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begin the process of incorporating the newly merged church’s name, obtaining a new tax
identification number, selling buildings, and purchasing a new site for construction, if applicable.
Finally, before the newly merged church holds its first service, each church involved in
the merger should hold a final service to celebrate the ministry of the church. The first service of
the newly merged church should be a celebration of the merger and inauguration of the new
church. The pastor and the leadership should immediately begin to implement the strategic plan
for leading the newly merged church to becoming a healthy Christ-centered New Testament
church. They should also implement a process for evaluating the anticipated measurable results
between the second and the third year after the merger.4

4

See Appendix H for steps for a practical strategic plan for merging two or more declined, unhealthy, and
dying churches and steps for leading the merged church to becoming a healthy Christ-centered New Testament
church.

APPENDIX A
McIntosh’s Ten Key Signs for Church Closure
Evaluation
If you are faced with a declined church you think should possibly be closed, the following
questionnaire may prove helpful in giving you and objective evaluation.
Circle Yes or No for each question.
1. Does this church have an average public worship attendance of over 50 adults?
yes no
2. Does this church have twenty-five faithful giving units?
yes no
3. Does this church have a least one competent lay leader for every ten adults?
yes no
4. Does this church have at least one ministry for which it is known in the community?
yes no
5. Does this church have a positive growth rate over the past ten years?
yes no
6. Does this church demonstrate a healthy spiritual life?
yes no
7. Does this church have an average membership tenure of less than twenty years?
yes no
8. Does this church talk about its future goals of ministry?
yes no
9. Does this church actively spend 5% of its budget on outreach to the local community?
yes
no
10. Does this church have hope that God can renew its growth and vitality?
yes
no
Tally the Yes answers
7-10: excellent—this is a church with great potential.
4-6: fair—this is a church with unclear direction. It may grow or may decline.
1-3: poor—this is a church with a limited future. 1

1

McIntosh, 80-81.
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APPENDIX B
Appendix B-1
Charge Merger Taskforce Meeting Agendas
Devotion
EPHESIANS 4:11-16
• Take a few minutes to meditate on these verses
• What do these verses say to you about the value of coming together as one church?
• What action might you take to increase the power of this merger as a result of meditating
on this passage from Ephesians?
Prayer
Reason for the Meetin g: Our purpose is to talk about the proposed merger, come up with a
strategic plan, and help work out the details of the merger. This may include the following:
• Developing a vision
• Mission, or purpose
• Resolution
• Plan of merger
• Location for worship
• Possible date for the merger for the proposed merged church and report to the Charge
Council.
Question for Reflection
• What advantages can you see in the merging of the three churches?
• What tensions and anxieties do you feel as you consider the possibility of these three
churches merging?
• Which seems greater to you, the advantages or the tensions?
What Is the Mission of the Church?
• To make disciples of Jesus Christ (Matthew 28:19-20). As United Methodists, the way
we fulfill this mission is to do the following:
o Reach out to people in the name of Jesus
o To relate people to God
o To nurture and strengthen people in their journey of discipleship
o To send people into the world to be the church and live transformed lives, and
o To invite and receive others in the name of Jesus Christ.
Recall Your Memories of Your Church
• How has your life been shaped by these memories?
• How might these memories affect you decision about the merger?
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Answers to the Question for Reflection
What advantages can you see in the merging of the three churches?
• Focus one goal—one church.
• Utility expenses and everything else will decrease.
• Everyone will be traveling in one direction not three different locations.
• Do away with confusion where we are to worship.
• Increase growth of members.
• One set of officers and will reduce having so many meetings.
• Easier to plan programs for calendar.
• More to draw from in order to follow the guidelines because the same people are wearing
so many hats.
• Free us to minister to the unchurched—free us to do ministry.
• One apportionment whether positive or negative.
What tensions do you feel as you consider the possibility of these three churches merging?
• Loss of power for those who have served for a long time.
• Giving up a historical landmark.
• Old versus New (instead of working together).
• Fear of confusion because of the unknown.
• Don’t want to step outside the box, fear of letting go of the past.
• Commitment through to the end (Following through with it).
• Financial burdens for rebuilding.
• Location for the new church.
• Won’t listen to people’s opinions because we don’t agree.
• Fear of changing of pastoral leadership during this transformation.
Which seems greater to you, the advantages or the tensions?
• If we allow God to lead, the advantages will be greater.
• If we allow ourselves to lead, the tension will be greater.
According to Matthew 28:19-20, what is the Mission of the Church?
• Help bring the unchurched to church and spread the Word.
• Show the unchurched how to have a relationship with God through Jesus Christ.
• Church people to be an example.
• Saving souls.
• Making disciples for Jesus Christ.
• Share the good news.
• Establish ministry to conform to the mission of the church.
Recall your memories of the church. How has your life been shaped by these memories?
• Foundation was formed; we are products of the church
• Greater determination to stay connected to God
• Christian education, Sunday school, Vacation Bible School
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Older gave guidance and encouragement
Help go through difficult trials with determination
Elderly would correct the young and offer encouragement
There was commitment and lots of encouragement
Church taught history lesson
Church shape relationship with God
Church was center of attraction, socially and spiritually
Church and school interconnected

How might these memories suggest models for ministry in the merging congregation?
• Use as the background foundation; as a footing and model to go where we want to go
• Financially we are better than our ancestors
• Elders & younger people complimenting each other and working together
• We want a church to teach and educate us about life of who we are
• We should concentrate on educating the children and younger people
• We want a family ministry because that’s where our background started.
• Seeing younger people fellowship with others and participate more in the ministry
• Have positive impact in the community
Defining the concept of Vision: Vision for ministry is “a clear mental image of a preferable
future imparted by God to His chosen servants and is based upon an accurate understanding of
God, self and circumstances.”1
God’s Vision and Mission
1. What does Proverb 29:18 say about why we need God’s vision for our ministry?
2. According to Matthew 28:18-20 and Acts 1:18, what vision or mission for ministry
does God gives to His church?
3. What in the world is God up to in our day and community?
4. What is our part in God’s continuing ministry and mission?
5. How can this vision be realized in the ministry of the church?
Our Identity
With words, symbol, or picture, express your own reality and reality your church.
1
2
3

1

Words or a symbol of our church is who we are as a church at this time.
Words or a symbol of our mission as a church is what we do as a church at this time.
Words or a symbol about the difference we make in our community is the result we
can see as an outcome.

Barna, The Power of Vision, 28.
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For a homework, taskforce members were asked to prayerfully read Luke 9:1-6, 9:10-17, Acts
2:42-47, Romans 12:1-2, 1 Corinthians 12, Hebrews 10:23-25, and 1 Peter 4:8-11, then meditate
and record connections they see between the scriptures and the merger and also do the
“Activities for Reflection and Interaction” worksheet.
Answers to Question Relating to God’s Vision and Mission for the Proposed Merged
Church
1. What does Proverb 29:18 say about why we need God’s vision for our ministry?
•
•
•
•

Where there is no vision, the people will perish.
If the proposed merger does not follow God’s vision, it won’t work.
If we don’t know where we are going, how are we going to get there?
If we don’t receive God’s guidance, we will go wild!

2. According to Matthew 28:18-20 and Acts 1:18, what vision for ministry does God
give to His church?
•
•
•

We must be taught first, then go into the world and teach others all that and make
disciples, and baptize them.
Don’t go into the world until you have received the power from Him.
We must be empowered by the Spirit before we go and make disciples and
baptize them.

3. What in the world is God up to in our day and community?
• He is giving us a wakeup call to show us that we can do what others have been
holding on to.
• Reminding us of what is important and that we need to come and do his will
• We need to get out of saying “that’s how we use to do it”
• Paradigm shift
• Explore new ways of doing things
• Know our obligations and make changes
4. What is our part in God’s continuing ministry and mission?
• Buy into God’s mission
• Availability and commitment
• Be in close relationship with God in order to be equipped; not by our own
strength
• Develop more ministries for young adults and youth (children).
• Make the ministries be more interesting and attractive to them so they will want to
become involved
• Be loving to them and to one another
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5. How can this vision be realized in the ministry of the church?
• Praise dancing services for young and old
• Singing for youth
• Gospel Café Night- consisting of games, fellowship, videos, discussions
• Step Groups, Ushering, Acolyte training
• Children participating in service to help learn church protocol
• Youth Sundays (let them run Sunday service)
• Be more part of community involvement not just on a faith based issue
• Being a light and salt to people in the community
• Need to make friends in the community and be more neighborly, get to know
them
• We need to show more love among ourselves in the church, community
• Be more nurturing to one another because if we don’t, others will not want to be
part of us
Answers to Question Relating to Our Identity
With words, symbol, or picture, express your own reality and reality your church?
1. Words or a symbol of our church is who we are as a church at this time.
• We are a light under a bushel but the light is only showing on the inside
• Waiting for someone to come in, instead of going out to bring people in
• We are inwardly maintaining our ministry
• Church that is dying and divided (locally)
• A church who is serving God and acknowledging God (locally & Charge)
• We are like the children of Egypt lost in the wilderness, lost our focus and
waiting for someone or something to lead us
• Afraid to step out on faith
• Afraid to have a closer relationship with each other
• Struggling and striving to become one church and doing this in faith
2. Words or a symbol of our mission as a church is what we do as a church at this time
•
•
•
•
•

A church that is making efforts in the community but we are partially
committed to go and do what God has called us to do
We host several programs to help financially for different things that are
needed in the church
Been able to sit at the table to eat
We procrastinate, shrug responsibilities, have no commitment, rarely
cooperate and support
Community activities are dwindling because of lack of commitment, support,
planning and people are clutching their purses
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3. Words or a symbol about the difference we make in our community is the result we
can see as an outcome.
•

We are a church that is wearing a mask. We need to be more relaxed within
ourselves and let the Lord lead us.

Scriptures: Matthew 16:18; 22:37-40; Mark 2:17; Luke 4:18-19
According to Matthew 16:18, who owns the church?
•

Jesus owns the church.

Has the owner already established the purpose/mission of the church?
• Yes, Jesus has already given us the purpose.
What then is our responsibility?
•

Understand that purpose and implement that purpose for the church and encourage each
other to obey.

What does Mark 2:17 says about Jesus’ ministry?
•

Jesus did not come to call the righteous; He came not to call those who are whole. Jesus
came to save sinners and heal them from spiritual sickness.

According to Matthew 22:37-40, what commandment does Jesus give to His followers?
•

Love the Lord God with all your soul, all your heart, and all your mind, and love your
neighbor as yourself.

According to Luke 4:18-19, what did Jesus came to do?
•

Jesus came to preach the Good News to the poor, to release captives, and to heal.

According to John 14:12 what did Jesus came to do?
•

Jesus came to do certain works and anyone who believes him will do the same works,
and even greater works.

Answers for Questions Relating to Activities for Reflection and Interaction
The Ministry values that were important to the members of Merger Taskforce are:
•

Good pastor, Making disciples, Faith formation, Spiritual nurture, Active laity, Open
decision-making, Trust, Ability to change, Sharing responsibilities, Clear vision, and
Unity.
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What have we learned from one another?
•

We have learned that we have different opinions; we place values and importance on
things differently; we accept and respect each other’s opinions; there is no right or
wrong but there are some essentials we have to follow.

What do our word choices say about our understanding of God?
•

We know it takes faith to please him, we understand his mission and what he requires us
to do.

What do our word choices say about our understanding of ourselves?
•

We know God’s word speaks to us and carries power. It encourages us to look at
everything we do within the church form our vision and mission statement point of
view.

What do our word choices say about our understanding of the church?
•

We need to be a healthy church that attracts other people to God.

What do our word choices reveal about the identity of our group?
•

Our group has different identities
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Appendix B-2
Activities for Reflection and Interaction
Table 16. Activities for reflection and interaction2
Review the list in the left column; they are names and things that are important in an effective
ministry. Use this process to determine which things are most important to you. Do not expect
the choices to be easy.
Instructions
Ministry Values
1. Cross off ten words that are not as important to you as the
Good pastor
others.
Making disciples
2. Of the words that are left, circle the ten words that are most
Worship
important.
Accurate information
3. Cross through five of the circled words to remove the least
Faith formation
important of those ten from the list.
Location
4. Place a star beside the two most important circled words
Spiritual nurture
that remain.
Affordability
5. Eliminate one word; circle the other.
Creativity
Outreach to
Questions
community
Harmony
1. What have we learned from one another?
Maintenance
Being of service
Survival
Leadership
2. What do our word choices say about our understanding of
Active laity
God? of ourselves? of the church?
Ministry resources
Independence
Interdependence
Trust
3. What do our word choices reveal about the identity of our
Ability to change
group?
Sharing responsibilities
A family feeling
More people attending
Clear vision
4. Point out that the words that guide us have power and
Strong relationships
meaning—even though we have chosen some different words.
Effective structure
Tradition
Adequate finances
Team approach
Open decision-making
2

Adopted from Edward A. Kail and Julia Kuhn Wallace, Partnership: Developing Cooperative Ministries
Today (Nashville, TN: Discipleship Resources, 2003), 34-35.
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Connections between Beliefs and Actions
Based on what we scripturally believe about God, what we believe as disciples of Jesus Christ,
and how we respond to these beliefs, we can come up with a biblical purpose and ministries for
the proposed merged church. With these scriptures (Matthew 4:10, 28:19-20, Mark 16-15, Luke
24:47-49, John 20:21, Acts 1:8, 2:42-47, Ephesians 1:12, 2:19, 4:12-16, Psalm 34:3) connect
between your beliefs and actions.
Table 17. Connections between beliefs and actions.3
WHAT

GOD

BEING A
DISCIPLE

PURPOSE OF
CHURCH

WE

BELIEVE

ABOUT

GOD

AND
HOW I
RESPOND
(Practice,
Action, and so
forth)

3

Kail and Wallace, Partnership: Developing Cooperative Ministries Today, 20-21.

MINISTRY
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Connections between Beliefs and Actions
Based on what we scripturally believe about God, what we believe as disciples of Jesus Christ,
and how we respond to these beliefs, we can come up with a biblical purpose and ministries for
the future merged church. With these scriptures (Matthew 4:10, 28:19-20, Mark 16-15, Luke
24:47-49, John 20:21, Acts 1:8, 2:42-47, Ephesians 1:12, 2:19, 4:12-16, Psalm 34:3) connect
between your beliefs and actions.
Table 18. Connections between beliefs and actions.

•
•

WHAT

WE

•

•
•
•

BELIEVE

•
•
•

ABOUT
•

•

•

GOD
Everlasting
life through
his Son
Go to God
through Jesus
All things
come from
God; He is the
source of all
resources
God is
beyond our
understanding
God works in
mysterious
ways
He is the
supernatural
He guides our
footsteps
He is the light
and the source
of our faith
We are all
God’s
children
He is in
control
whether good
or bad
He is beyond
our
understanding
God has a
purpose for
all of us

•
•
•
•
•

•

BEING A
DISCIPLE
To reach out
to the
unchurched
Work in
obedience to
God’s Word
To make
more disciples
Trust God in
all situations
Do God’s
will: loving,
giving,
worship,
trusting,
following
Jesus Christ,
Unity, and
obeying
Strong and
encouraged
(those who
believe in
him)

PURPOSE OF
CHURCH
• To share the
good news
and new life
with others
• Bring together
people of
God.
• Strengthen
and encourage
them.
• Gathering
children of
God
• Unify talents
for
discipleship
• Be a positive
influence in
society. Salt
in the world
• Prepare us for
all situations
• To reach out
to those in
need
• To go and
make
disciples

MINISTRY
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Show
examples of
the teaching
of God
Volunteer our
talents, time,
and energy to
help others.
Teach God’s
word
Be a listeners
to others
Prayer &
Intervention
Making
Disciples
Singing in the
choir
Leadership
positions,
committees
Being a
worship
leader,
speaking to
the young
Anything we
do in the
church; we
are
ministering
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Connections between Beliefs and Actions
Table 19. Connections between beliefs and actions.

HOW

•
•

DO

•
•

WE

•
•

•
RESPON
D
(Practice,
Action, and •
so forth)

•

•

BEING A
GOD
DISCIPLE
Do
• Witnessing
God’s
• Invite
will
people to
worship
Fellowsh
ip with
with you
God
• Tell others
Love
what you
God
know about
Christ
Prayer to
God
• Share your
story
Praise &
Worship • Faithfulness
God
to his
teaching
Reading
God’s
• Showing
Word
love to
others
Giving to
God’s
• Study the
work
Word
Meditati • Pray always
on on the
word of
God
through
how we
live our
lives
Loving
others as
God has
loved me
Give
thanks to
God for
all things

PURPOSE OF CHURCH
WORSHIP
• Fellowship with God
• Love God
• Prayer to God
• Praise God
• Bible Reading
• Giving to God’s work
• Meditation on the word of
God
• Give thanks to God for all
things
• Loving others as God has
loved me
• Singing in choir
EVANGELIZE/OUTREACH
• Witnessing
• Invite people to worship
with you
• Tell others what you know
about Christ
• Share His & your story
• Pray always
FELLOWSHIP
• Showing love to others
• Encourage others
• Live in unity
NURTURE/DISCIPLESHIP
• Study the Word
• Use gifts, talents & skills to
serve
• Pray always
• Faithfulness to his teaching

MINISTRY
MINISTRY
• Homebound
and Nursing
Home
• Seniors
• Adults
• Young
Adults
• Youth
• Children
• Family
• Singles
• Prison
• Counseling
• Drug &
Alcohol
• Music
• Ushering
• Acolyte
• Outreach
• Parking lot
• Greeters
• Hospitality
• Care
• Visitation
• Drama
• Praise Dance
& Stepping
• After School
• Men’s
• Women’s
• E-mail
• Mission
Area
• Prayer
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Appendix B-3
Resolution for Merger
Whereas: We the members of Charles Wesley, Earle’s Chapel, and New Zion United Methodist
Churches have been on the same charge (The Centreville-Newtown Charge) for the past 30 years
sharing one pastor, and
Whereas: We the members of Charles Wesley, Earle’s Chapel, and New Zion United Methodist
Churches have been worshiping together by rotation for the past 20 years, and Whereas: This
rotation has negatively affected the spiritual, physical, and economic growth of our churches and
the ministries in our communities, and
Whereas: We are called to be in effective ministry in Christ, and
Whereas: We must prepare ourselves to respond to this the call,
Therefore be it resolved: That starting January 1, 2005, Charles Wesley, Earle’s Chapel, and
New Zion United Methodist Churches will merge to become one church to be named later.

APPENDIX C
Church Building Facts Collection Questionnaire
Table 20. Site and exterior facility.
Site and Exterior Facility
1. Where are the church signs in the
neighborhood or area located?
2. Are the church signs visible from a vehicle
traveling the speed limit and from a distance
sufficient for a driver to adjust direction
toward the church?
3. Are they well maintained and updated?
4. How much land is owned by the
congregation at the site of the church
building?
5. Is there room to expand the building without
basement if needed?
6. Is there other land owned by the
congregation in another location?
7. Can vehicles discharge and pick up
passengers directly at a church door that has
no steps?
8. Is parking adequate?
9. How much on-street parking is available
within a 3-minute walk of the church?
10. Are handicapped spaces clearly marked and
located nearest to the door?
11. In the opinion of guests and newcomers, are
the exterior grounds and building well
maintained?
12. Is the building secure?
13. Are parking areas and doorways well
lighted?
14. Is the entire building accessible by ramp or
elevator?
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Charles
Wesley

Earle’s
Chapel

New
Zion
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Church Building Facts Collection Questionnaire
Table 21. Building facility.
Building Facility
1. Does the vestibule (or narthex) area allow
room for greetings and conversations before
and after worship?
2. Are all rooms, including washrooms,
handicap accessible?
3. Is there a large room for refreshments
(fellowship hall) near the sanctuary that
does not require access by elevator or
stairways?
4. If not, where is it located, and how do people
get there?
5. What percentage of a full worshiping
congregation can comfortably share
fellowship standing in this room?
6. Describe the sanctuary and furnishings.
7. Does the chancel area allow room for drama,
projection screens, dance, and so forth?
8. Is the chancel area accessible for the
physically challenged?
9. Will the electrical supply sustain extra audio
amplification or video equipment?

Charles
Wesley

Earle’s
Chapel

New
Zion
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Church Building Facts Collection Questionnaire
Table 22. Interior facility.
Interior Facility
1. Is the lighting for both day and nights
sufficiently and bright?
2. Is there a quality flow of air?
3. Can the sound system be used by
people with soft voices and heard by
people with hearing loss in all parts of
the room?
4. Are there at least two cordless
microphones available?
5. Are all parts of the sanctuary
accessible?
6. Can people enter late or leave early
without calling attention to themselves?
7. Are there Christian education rooms
and furnishings?
8. Are the rooms and furnishings equal in
quality to the public school space in
your community?
9. Are rooms adequately heated or cooled,
with adequate flow of clean air?

Charles
Wesley

Earle’s
Chapel

New
Zion

APPENDIX D
Appendix D-1

Centreville-Newtown Charge United Methodist Churches
Post-Merger Survey Questionnaire

Post-Merger Questionnaire
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Section One:
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YaVR
YdQ
ZlYgY^SSV][V[_s^WS\h\s^SV[Y\]Yhf[WhfYV`V]SR`
YaVR
YdQ
[lYgY^SSV][V[_s^WS\h\s^SV[Y\]Y_[][^aY_hfQQc_b\ncVYRS[[aY\]YmaYhf[Whf`
YaVR
YdQ
\lYPcV^RVYhfVhcYSfVYnQdYQoYSfVYQ]VYSf\]XY^nQ[SYeQWRf\sYaQ[Y`^c[VYSfVYmQRSY\]YaQ[W
hf[Whfl
Y_\]X\]X
Y_V`VWV]hV
YPWV^hf\]X
YbQmm[]\Q]_efVYfQW[rRY_[ssVW
Yb^sS\Rm
YpV[[\]X
YbQ]o\Wm^S\Q]
Y\[]VW^cR
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]lYPcV^RVYhfVhcYSfVYnQdYQoYSfVYQ]VYSf\]XY^nQ[SYWVc^S\Q]Rf\sRYaQ[Y`^c[VYSfVYmQRSY\]
aQ[WYhf[Whfl

Y_Vc^S\Q]Rf\sYe\SfYZQ[
Y\VccQeRf\s
Y\W\V][R
Y\^m\ca
Y\W\V][c\]VRR
alYPcV^RVYhfVhcYSfVYnQdYQoYSfVYQ]VYSf\]XY^nQ[SYsVWRQ]^cYXWQeSfYaQ[Y`^c[VYSfVYmQRSY\]
aQ[WYhf[Whfl
YfV^[VWRf\s
YbQmm\SmV]S
YPW^aVW
Y^hhVsS^]hV
Ye\Sf\]X
Y_VRsVhS
Yg]\SaY^][YRs\W\S
YhQ]VRSa
Y_[ssQWS
YbVcQ]X\]X
YbQ]oc\hSYU^]^XVmV]S
Y\cVd\n\c\Sa
kYlYPcV^RVYhfVhcYSfVYnQdYQoYSfVYQ]VYSf\]XY^nQ[SYsWQXW^mRYaQ[Y`^c[VYSfVYmQRSY\]YaQ[W
hf[Whfl
Y\[][YW^\RVWR
Yq[[h^S\Q]YsWQmQS\]XYXWQeSf_[][VWRS^][\]X
YaQ[Sf
YbcV^WYU\RR\Q]Y^][YVdsVhS^S\Q]R
YeW[RS
YbQmm[]\h^S\Q]
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kklYPcV^RVYhfVhcYSfVYnQdYQoYSfVYQ]VYQSfVWYSf\]XYaQ[Y`^c[VYSfVYmQRSY\]YaQ[WYhf[Whfl
YeW^[\S\Q]
Ybf[WhfYn[\c[\]X
Y\\]^]h\^cYRVh[W\Sa_RS^n\c\Sa
Yh[mQW
Yh\RSQWa
YhV^cSfaYhf[WhfYXWQeSf
kul

UaYmQS\`^S\Q]YoQWYmVWX\]XYe^Rj
_SWQ]Xca
^XWVV
^l
nl
hl
[l
Vl

Deciding to Merge
Section Two:

^XWVV

dV[SW^c

i\R^XWVV

_SWQ]Xca
i\R^XWVV
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k]lYUaYmQS\`^S\Q]YoQWYmVWX\]XYe^Rj

_SWQ]Xca
^XWVV
^lYeQYscV^RVYSfV
hQ]oVWV]hV
cV^[VWRf\s
nlY\\]^]h\^c
hQ]R\[VW^S\Q]R
hlYbf^]XVY\]
bQmm[]\Sar^XVs
[\ooVWV]SYVSf]\h
XWQ[sRx
[lYZWQeSfY^][
qooVhS\`V
U\]\RSW\VR
VlYqds^][
VooVhS\`V
m\]\RSW\VR
olYZQ\]XYRS^S\Q]
rP^RSQWYRVW`\]X
Q]caYQ]V
hf[Whfx
XlYefVYmVWXVW
e^RYm^][^SV[

^XWVV

dV[SW^c

i\R^XWVV

_SWQ]Xca
i\R^XWVV
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k`l

gYVdsVhSV[YSfVYm^\]YnV]Vo\SrRxYQoYSfVYmVWXVWYSQYnVj
_SWQ]Xca
^XWVV

^XWVV

dV[SW^c

i\R^XWVV

dV[SW^c

i\R^XWVV

_SWQ]Xca

i\R^XWVV

^lYg]hWV^RVYSfV
m\]\RSW\VRYeV
QooVW
nlYbWV^SVYcQ]X
SVWmYo\]^]h\^c
RS^n\c\Sa
hlYbWV^SVY]Ve
XWQeSf
QssQWS[]\S\VR
[lYgmsWQ`VYQ[W
o[][W^\R\]X
VlYg]hWV^RV[

Vdh\SVmV]SY^][
V]VWXa
kZl
gYVdsVhSV[YSfVY[\R^[`^]S^XVYrRxYQoYSfVYmVWXVWj
_SWQ]Xca
^XWVV
^lYfQRVYQ[W
\[V]S\Sa
nlYfQRVYmaYyQn
QWYhQ[]h\c
sQR\S\Q]
hlYfQRVYSQ[hf
e\SfYma
hQmm[]\Sa
[lYfQRRYQoYQ[W
o^h\c\S\VR
VlY_V[[hVYSfV
z[^c\SaYQoYQ[W
m\]\RSW\VRl

^XWVV

_SWQ]Xca
i\R^XWVV
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k[l

g]YQ[WYmVWXVWYeVYeVWVYRVVc\]XYo\]^]h\^cYRS^n\c\Sal
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
k\l
g]YQ[WYmVWXVWsYeVYeVWVYRVVc\]XYmQWVYmVmnVWRl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
k]l
g]YQ[WYmVWXVWsYeVYeVWVYRVVc\]XYmQWVYcV^[VWRf\sl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
kal
g]YQ[WYmVWXVWsYeVYeVWVYRVVc\]XY^YoQh[RV[Y`\R\Q]_m\RR\Q]l
Y
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV

uYl

gYnVc\V`VYnQSfYhf[WhfVRYRf^WV[Y^YhQmmQ]Y`\R\Q]l
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
ukl
PW\QWYSQYQ[WYmVWXVWsYeVYc]VeYV^hfYQSfVWYeVccl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
uul
pVYf^[Y^YfV^cSfaYoQ[][^S\Q]YoQWYQ[WYmVWXVWl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
u]l
gY[QY]QSYc]QeYefaYeVYmVWXV[l
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
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u`l

gYnVc\V`VYZQ[rRYXW^hVYe^RY\]YQ[WYmVWXVWl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV

Y

Section Three:
Negotiating the Merger

uZl
efVYmVWXVWYe^RY^]YV^RaYsWQhVRRl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
u[l
gYe^RYVdh\SV[Y^nQ[SYSfVYmVWXVWl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
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u\l

gY^XWVV[Ye\SfYSfVYhQ[]h\crRY[Vh\R\Q]YSQYmVWXVl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
u]l
gYWV^ccaY[\[Y]QSYh^WVY^nQ[SYSfVYmVWXVWYQ]VYe^aYQWY^]QSfVWl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
ual
efVYc\]VRYQoYhQmm[]\h^S\Q]YeVWVYQsV]Y^][YfQ]VRSY\]YSfVj
_SWQ]Xca
^XWVV
^lYg]YSfV
hf[Whf
nlYg]YSfV
[\RSW\hS
hlYg]YSfV
hQ]oVWV]hV

^XWVV

dV[SW^c

i\R^XWVV

_SWQ]Xca
i\R^XWVV

]Yl

191

pVYfVc[YV]Q[XfY\]oQWm^S\Q]^cYRVRR\Q]RYSQYfVcsY[VSVWm\]VY\oYSfVYmVWXVWYe^RYSfVYW\XfS
Sf\]XYSQY[Ql

Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
]kl
i[W\]XYSfVY]VXQS\^S\Q]RsYeVYS^ccV[Y^nQ[SYSfVYm\RR\Q]YQoYSfVY]VecaYmVWXV[Yhf[Whfl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
]ul
pVYf^[Y^YmVWXVWYS^RcoQWhVYWVsWVRV]S\]XYSfVYsQR\S\Q]RYQoYV^hfYhf[Whfl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
]]l
gSYe^RYV^RaYoQWY^ccYhf[WhfVRYSQYX\`VY[sYhQ]SWQc_sQR\S\Q]Rl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV

]`l

192

pVYh^mVYSQYSfVYmVWXVWY^RYVz[^cYs^WS]VWRl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
]Zl
gYR^eYSfVYmVWXVWY^RY^YS^cVQ`VWl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
][l
efVWVYeVWVY]QY^SSVmsSRYSQYsWQSVhSYSfVYR^hWV[YhQeRYrsWQXW^mRsY^hS\`\S\VRsYsQc\S\h^c_
o^h\c\S\VRY^SS^hfmV]SRxl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
]\l
pVYSQQcYS\mVYSQYRQh\^c\{VY^][YXVSYSQYc]QeYQ]VY^]QSfVWl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
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]]l
pVYeVWVYQnyVhS\`VY\]YSfVYmVWXVWYsWQhVRRYnaYhQ]R\[VW\]XYef^SYe^RYnVRSYoQWYSfV
QWX^]\{^S\Q]YW^SfVWYSf^]YS^c\]XY^YsVWRQ]^cYRS^]hVl
Y

Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
]al

pVY[VSVWm\]V[Y[\oo\h[cSY]VXQS\^S\Q]YsQ\]SRYnaYRQc\h\S\]XYSfVYR[ssQWSYQoYSfVYm^yQW\SaYQo
sVQscVYW^SfVWYSf^]YsQ\]SRYRf^WV[YnaYQ]caY^YoVel
Y
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
`Yl
pVYm^[VY]VXQS\^S\Q]Y[Vh\R\Q]RYn^RV[YQ]Yo^hSRYW^SfVWYSf^]YsVWhVsS\Q]Rl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV

`kl

194

pVY\[V]S\o\V[YsQhcVSRYQoYWVR\RS^]hVY^][Y[RVYR[ssQWS\`VYmVmnVWRYSQYWV[[hV
WVR\RS^]hVl

Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV

Section Four:
Implementing the MergerY

Y

`ulYpVYVRS^nc\RfV[Y^YmV^]\]Xo[cYe^aYSQYhQmm[]\h^SVYSQYmVmnVWRYSf^SYcVsSYSfVm
hQ]]VhSV[Y^][YsWQ`\[V[Y\]s[S
SQYSfVY]VecaYmVWXV[YV]S\Sal

Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV

`]l

i[WYhf[WhfVRYeVWVYhQms^S\ncVl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
``l
pVY^WVY^ncVYSQYQooVWYmQWVYsWQXW^mRY^oSVWYSfVYmVWXVWl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
`Zl
gYoVcSYSfVY[\RSW\hS_YhQ]oVWV]hVYe^RY[\hS^S\]XYSQY[Rl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
`[l
pVYeVWVY]QSYfV^W[Y[[W\]XYSfVYmVWXVWYsWQhVRRl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
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`\l

196

^YsWVTmVWXVWYV`^c[^S\Q]YeQ[c[Yf^`VYfVcsV[YSfVYmVWXVWYsWQhVRR`
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
`]l
i]hVYhf[WhfVRYf^`VYnVV]Y\[V]S\o\V[YSQYmVWXVsYSfVYhQ]oVWV]hVY^][Y[\RSW\hSYRfQ[c[
hQmVY\]Y^][YVdsc^\]YSfVYR\S[^S\Q]l
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV

Section Five:
Leadership during the Merger

`al
i[W\]XYSfVYmVWXVWsYgYSW[RSV[YQ[WYcV^[VWRf\sYQ]YSfVYhf^WXVl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV

ZYl
i[W\]XYSfVYmVWXVWsYgYSW[RS[YSfVYcV^[VWRf\sY\]YSfVY[\RSW\hSl

197

Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
Zkl

i[W\]XYSfVYmVWXVWsYgYSW[RSV[YQ[WYcV^[VWRf\sY\]YSfVYhQ]oVWV]hVl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
Zul
i]hVYRSW[XXc\]XYhf[WhfVRY^WVY\[V]S\o\V[sYSfVYhQ]oVWV]hV_[\RSW\hSYcV^[VWRf\sY]VV[RYSQ
sWQ`\[VYV^WcaY[\RhcQR[WVY^][Y[Vh\R\`VYcV^[VWRf\sl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
Z]l
gYoVVcYSfVYhQ]oVWV]hVY^][Y[\RSW\hSYcV^[VWRf\sYRfQ[c[YnVY^ssWQ^hf^ncVY[[W\]XY^YmVWXVWl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV

Z`l

198

efVYm\]\RSVW_s^RSQWYRfQ[c[Yf^`VY^YcVaYcV^[VWRf\sYWQcVY\]YSfVYmVWXVWYsWQhVRR
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
ZZl
i[WYh[WWV]SYhf[WhfYhQ[]h\cYWVsWVRV]SRY^ccYhf[WhfVRl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
Z[lYi[WYhf[WhfYhQ[]h\cYmVmnVWRY^WVYcQQc\]XYQ[SYoQWYSfVYnVRSY\]SVWVRSYQoYSfVY`\R\Q]s
m\RR\Q]sYQW\X\]^S\Q]sY^][YmVmnVWRf\sl

Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
Z\lYi[WYhf[WhfYhQ[]h\cYhQmm[]\h^SVRY^YhQ]o\[V]SYc]QecV[XVYQoYSfVYfV^cSfY^][
hQ][\S\Q]YQoYSfVYhf[WhfY^SY^ccYS\mVRl

Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
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Z]lYi[WYhf[WhfY`\R\Q]sYm\RR\Q]sYXQ^cRsY^][YQsVW^S\Q]RY^WVYhcV^WcaY[Vo\]V[Y^][
hQmm[]\h^SV[l

Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
Zal

gYRVVY^YhcV^WYSW^hcYSQYcV^[VWRf\sl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
[Yl
gYc]QeYgYe\ccYnVYRVcVhSV[YQ]VY[^aYSQYsWQ`\[VYcV^[VWRf\sYoQWYSf\RYhf[Whfl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
[kl
gYe^]SYmaYhf[WhfYSQYXWQeYfV^cSfal
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
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Section Six:
Unity and Conflict Management

[ulYgYc\cVYSf\]XRY^RYSfVaYeVWVYnVoQWVYSfVYmVWXVWl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
[]l
gYoVVcYXQQ[Y^nQ[SYSfVYmVWXVWl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
[`l
efVYmVWXVWYf^RYnWQ[XfSYsVQscVYSQXVSfVWl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
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[ZlYgYnVc\V`VYSf^SYV`VWaQ]VY\]YSfVYmVWXVWYsWQhVRRYoVcSYfV^W[sY[][VWRSQQ[sY^][Y\]hc[[V[l
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
[[lYefVYmVWXVWYsWQhVRRYhWV^SV[YRQmVYhQ]oc\hSY^mQ]XYSfVYSfWVVYhf[WhfVRYefQY\]\S\^cca
^XWVV[YSQYmVWXWVl

Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
[\l
^ccYhQ]oc\hSRYeVWVYWVRQc`V[YsV^hVo[ccaYQ`VWYS\mVl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
[]l
YgYo\][Y\SYV^RaYSQY[V^cYe\SfYhQ]oc\hSl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV

[al

gYh^]YhQmm[]\h^SVYmaYoVVc\]XRYSQYQSfVWRl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
\Yl
gYh^]YRf^WVYmaY\[V^RYe\SfYQSfVWRl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
\kl
gYh^]Y^XWVVY^][Y[\R^XWVVY\]YcQ`Vl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
\ul
gYc\RSV]YnVoQWVYgYRsV^cl
Y_SWQ]XcaY^XWVV
Y^XWVV
YdV[SW^c
Yi\R^XWVV
Y_SWQ]XcaYi\R^XWVV
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Appendix D-2

Results for Survey: Post Merger Survey-Centreville-Newtown Charge
Page: 1/6
Post-Merger Questionnaire
Instructions: This questionnaire requests feedback about the Centreville-Newtown Charge merger. Read each statement and mark
the corresponding square according to how strongly you agree or disagree with it. There are no right or wrong answers, and all
responses will be anonymous and strictly confidential. Only statistical information about all respondents will be shared with the
Church Council. Please return your questionnaire by next week.

Section One:
Question 1
I was a member of:
Charles Wesley

10

45.45%

Earle's Chapel

6

27.27%

New Zion

6

27.27%

Question 2
Gender:
Male

4

Female

18

18.18%
81.82%

Question 3
Age Range:
14-19 years

0 0.00%

20-29 years

0 0.00%

30-39 years

0 0.00%

40-50 years

4

50-59 years

2

60-69 years

10

70-79 years

5

80+ years

1

18.18%
9.09%
45.45%
22.73%
4.55%

Question 4
I attended/participated in Worship service regularly.
Yes

21

No

1

95.45%
4.55%
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Question 5
I attended/participated in church events.
Yes

20

No

1

95.24%
4.76%

Question 6
I attended/participated in Bible study.
Yes

19

No

3

86.36%
13.64%

Question 7
Please check the box of the one thing about worship you value the most in your church.
Singing

7

Reverence

2

24.14%
6.90%

Preaching

17

Communion/The Lord's Supper

1

3.45%

58.62%

Baptism

1

3.45%

Wedding

1

3.45%

Confirmation

0 0.00%

Funerals

0 0.00%

Question 8
Please check the box of the one thing about relationships you value the most in your church.
Relationship with God

19

Fellowship

8

Friends

3

Family

4

Friendliness

3

51.35%
21.62%
8.11%
10.81%
8.11%

Question 9
Please check the box of the one thing about personal growth you value the most in your church.
Leadership

7

15.91%

Commitment

7

15.91%

Prayer

10

Acceptance

3

22.73%
6.82%

Tithing

3

Respect

2

6.82%

Unity and spirit

3

6.82%

Honesty

3

6.82%

Support

3

6.82%

4.55%

Belonging

1

2.27%

Conflict Management

1

2.27%

Flexibility

1

2.27%
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Question 10
Please check the box of the one thing about programs you value the most in your church.
Fund raisers

2

Education promoting growth/understanding

12

Youth

2

Clear Mission and expectations

4

Trust

2

Communication

4

7.69%
46.15%
7.69%
15.38%
7.69%
15.38%

Question 11
Please check the box of the one other thing you value the most in your church.
Tradition

0 0.00%

Church building

1

Financial security/stability

3

Humor

2

History

1

Healthy church growth

16

4.35%
13.04%
8.70%
4.35%
69.57%
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Section Two:
Deciding to Merge

Question 12
My motivation for merging was:

Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree Responses Total
a. To please the District/Conference leadership

5.88%

5.88% 17.65% 29.41%

41.18%

17

15%

b. Financial Problems in one or more churches

40.00%

30.00% 20.00% 10.00%

0%

20

18%

c. Change in Community(age, different ethnic groups)

5.88%

23.53% 35.29% 35.29%

0%

17

15%

d. Growth and Effective Ministries

30.77%

61.54% 7.69%

0%

0%

13

12%

e. Expand effective ministries

33.33%

46.67% 20.00%

0%

0%

15

13%

f. Going station (Pastor serving only one church)

33.33%

33.33% 26.67%

0%

6.67%

15

13%

g. The merger was mandated

6.25%

6.25% 31.25% 25.00%

31.25%

16

14%

Question 13
I expected the main benefit(s) of the merger to be:
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree Responses Total
a. Increase the ministries we offer

25.00%

50.00% 18.75% 6.25%

0%

16

19%

b. Create long term financial stability

18.75%

62.50% 12.50% 6.25%

0%

16

19%

c. Create a healthy growing church opportunities

66.67%

33.33%

0%

21

25%

6.67%

15

18%

0%

17

20%

d. Improve our fundraising
e. Become effective in ministry

0%
47.06%

0%

0%

26.67% 46.67% 20.00%
52.94%

0%

0%
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Question 14
I expected the disadvantage (s) of the merger:
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree Responses Total
a. Lose our identity

5.56%

b. Lose my job or council position

0%

22.22% 5.56% 44.44%

22.22%

18

20%

12.50% 37.50%

50.00%

16

18%

0%

c. Lose touch with my community

5.26%

15.79% 5.26% 47.37%

26.32%

19

21%

d. Loss of our facilities

17.65%

5.88% 5.88% 41.18%

29.41%

17

19%

0%

10.53% 10.53% 42.11%

36.84%

19

21%

e. Reduce the quality of our ministries.

Question 15
In our merger we were seeking financial stability.
Strongly Agree

6

Agree

9

Neutral

4

Disagree

27.27%
40.91%
18.18%

3

Strongly Disagree

13.64%

0 0.00%

Question 16
In our merger, we were seeking more members.
Strongly Agree

7

Agree

12

Neutral

3

31.82%
54.55%
13.64%

Disagree

0 0.00%

Strongly Disagree

0 0.00%

Question 17
In our merger, we were seeking more leadership.
Strongly Agree

2

Agree

9

9.09%
40.91%

Neutral

9

Disagree

1

4.55%

40.91%

Strongly Disagree

1

4.55%

Question 18
In our merger, we were seeking a focused vision/mission.

Strongly Agree

5

Agree

14

Neutral

2

Disagree

1

Strongly Disagree

22.73%
63.64%
9.09%
4.55%

0 0.00%
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Question 19
I believe both churches shared a common vision.
Strongly Agree

2

Agree

13

Neutral

4

Disagree

2

Strongly Disagree

9.52%
61.90%
19.05%
9.52%

0 0.00%

Question 20
Prior to our merger, we knew each other well.
Strongly Agree

2

Agree

9

Neutral

1

Disagree

10

Strongly Disagree

9.09%
40.91%
4.55%
45.45%

0 0.00%

Question 21
We had a healthy foundation for our merger.
Strongly Agree

1

Agree

10

Neutral

7

Disagree

3

Strongly Disagree

4.76%
47.62%
33.33%
14.29%

0 0.00%

Question 22
I do not know why we merged.
Strongly Agree

0 0.00%

Agree

2

9.52%

Neutral

2

9.52%

Disagree

12

Strongly Disagree

5

57.14%
23.81%

Question 23
I believe God's grace was in our merger.
Strongly Agree

7

Agree

9

Neutral

2

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

33.33%
42.86%
9.52%

3
0 0.00%

14.29%
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Section Three:
Negotiating the Merger

Question 24
The merger was an easy process.
Strongly Agree

0 0.00%

Agree

0 0.00%

Neutral

4

Disagree

13

Strongly Disagree

5

18.18%
59.09%
22.73%

Question 25
I was excited about the merger.
Strongly Agree

3

Agree

13

Neutral

5

Disagree

1

Strongly Disagree

13.64%
59.09%
22.73%
4.55%

0 0.00%

Question 26
I agreed with the decision to merge.
Strongly Agree

8

Agree

12

Neutral

2

36.36%
54.55%
9.09%

Disagree

0 0.00%

Strongly Disagree

0 0.00%

Question 27
I really did not care about the merger one way or another.
Strongly Agree

0 0.00%

Agree

0 0.00%

Neutral

3

Disagree

11

Strongly Disagree

8

13.64%
50.00%
36.36%
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Question 28
The lines of communication were open and honest in the:
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree Responses Total
a. In the church

27.27%

45.45% 9.09% 18.18%

0%

22

42%

b. In the district

6.67%

46.67% 33.33% 13.33%

0%

15

28%

c. In the conference

12.50%

31.25% 31.25% 25.00%

0%

16

30%

Question 29
We held enough informational sessions to help determine if the merger was the right thing to do.
Strongly Agree

6

Agree

12

Neutral

2

Disagree

1

Strongly Disagree

28.57%
57.14%
9.52%
4.76%

0 0.00%

Question 30
During the negotiations, we talked about the mission of the newly merged church.
Strongly Agree

4

Agree

14

Neutral

3

19.05%
66.67%
14.29%

Disagree

0 0.00%

Strongly Disagree

0 0.00%

Question 31
We had a merger taskforce representing the positions of each church.
Strongly Agree

4

Agree

10

Neutral

4

Disagree

2

Strongly Disagree

20.00%
50.00%
20.00%
10.00%

0 0.00%

Question 32
It was easy for all churches to give up control/positions.
Strongly Agree

0 0.00%

Agree

4

Neutral

5

Disagree

10

Strongly Disagree

3

18.18%
22.73%
45.45%
13.64%
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Question 33
We came to the merger as equal partners.
Strongly Agree

1

Agree

4

Neutral

8

Disagree

7

Strongly Disagree

2

4.55%
18.18%
36.36%
31.82%
9.09%

Question 34
I saw the merger as a takeover.
Strongly Agree
Agree

0 0.00%
2

Neutral

4

Disagree

12

Strongly Disagree

4

9.09%
18.18%
54.55%
18.18%

Question 35
There were no attempts to protect the sacred cows (programs, activities, political/ facilities attachments).
Strongly Agree

0 0.00%

Agree

4

Neutral

9

Disagree

5

Strongly Disagree

2

20.00%
45.00%
25.00%
10.00%

Question 36
We took time to socialize and get to know one another.
Strongly Agree

2

Agree

10

Neutral

6

Disagree

2

Strongly Disagree

10.00%
50.00%
30.00%
10.00%

0 0.00%

Question 37
We were objective in the merger process by considering what was best for the organization rather than taking a personal stance.

Strongly Agree

4

Agree

8

Neutral

5

Disagree

2

Strongly Disagree

21.05%
42.11%
26.32%
10.53%

0 0.00%
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Question 38
We determined difficult negotiation points by soliciting the support of the majority of
people rather than points shared by only a few.

Strongly Agree

2

Agree

13

Neutral

7

9.09%
59.09%
31.82%

Disagree

0 0.00%

Strongly Disagree

0 0.00%

Question 39
We made negotiation decisions based on facts rather than perceptions.
Strongly Agree

2

Agree

11

Neutral

5

Disagree

3

Strongly Disagree

9.52%
52.38%
23.81%
14.29%

0 0.00%

Question 40
We identified pockets of resistance and use supportive members to reduce resistance.
Strongly Agree

2

Agree

7

Neutral

7

Disagree

5

Strongly Disagree

9.52%
33.33%
33.33%
23.81%

0 0.00%
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Section Four:
Implementing the Merger

Question 41
We established a meaningful way to communicate to members that kept them connected and provided input
to the newly merged church.

Strongly Agree

3

Agree

14

Neutral

2

9.52%

Disagree

2

9.52%

Strongly Disagree

14.29%
66.67%

0 0.00%
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Question 42
Our churches were compatible.
Strongly Agree

2

Agree

8

Neutral

7

Disagree

3

Strongly Disagree

1

9.52%
38.10%
33.33%
14.29%
4.76%

Question 43
We are able to offer more programs and ministries now as a merged church.
Strongly Agree

2

Agree

15

Neutral

5

9.09%
68.18%
22.73%

Disagree

0 0.00%

Strongly Disagree

0 0.00%

Question 44
I felt the district/ conference was dictating to us.
Strongly Agree

1

Agree

2

Neutral

6

Disagree

8

Strongly Disagree

4

4.76%
9.52%
28.57%
38.10%
19.05%

Question 45
We were not heard during the merger process.
Strongly Agree

1

4.55%
4.55%

Agree

1

Neutral

3

Disagree

13

Strongly Disagree

4

13.64%
59.09%
18.18%

Question 46
A pre-merger evaluation would have helped the merger process?
Strongly Agree

2

Agree

5

Neutral

7

33.33%

7

33.33%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

9.52%

0 0.00%

23.81%
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Question 47
Once churches have been identified to merge, the conference and district should come in and explain the situation.
Strongly Agree

6

Agree

11

Neutral

2

9.52%

Disagree

2

9.52%

Strongly Disagree

28.57%
52.38%

0 0.00%
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Section Five:
Leadership

Question 48
During the merger, I trusted our leadership on the charge.
Strongly Agree

4

Agree

11

Neutral

5

Disagree

2

Strongly Disagree

18.18%
50.00%
22.73%
9.09%

0 0.00%

Question 49
During the merger, I trustd the leadership in the district.
Strongly Agree

1

Agree

14

Neutral

3

Disagree

4

Strongly Disagree

4.55%
63.64%
13.64%
18.18%

0 0.00%

Question 50
During the merger, I trusted our leadership in the conference.
Strongly Agree

2

Agree

11

Neutral

6

Disagree

3

Strongly Disagree

9.09%
50.00%
27.27%
13.64%

0 0.00%
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Question 51
Once struggling churches are identified, the conference/district leadership needs to provide early disclosure and decisive leadership.
Strongly Agree

3

Agree

12

Neutral

5

Disagree

1

Strongly Disagree

14.29%
57.14%
23.81%
4.76%

0 0.00%

Question 52
I feel the conference and district leadership should be approachable during a merger.
Strongly Agree

4

Agree

13

Neutral

3

Disagree

1

Strongly Disagree

19.05%
61.90%
14.29%
4.76%

0 0.00%

Question 53
The minister/pastor should have a key leadership role in the merger process
Strongly Agree

5

Agree

10

Neutral

5

Disagree

23.81%
47.62%
23.81%

0 0.00%

Strongly Disagree

1

4.76%

Question 54
Our current church council represents all churches.
Strongly Agree

4

Agree

6

Neutral

7

Disagree

4

Strongly Disagree

1

18.18%
27.27%
31.82%
18.18%
4.55%

Question 55
Our church council members are looking out for the best interest of the vision, mission, origination, and membership.

Strongly Agree

3

Agree

15

Neutral

3

Disagree

1

Strongly Disagree

13.64%
68.18%
13.64%
4.55%

0 0.00%
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Question 56
Our church council communicates a confident knowledge of the health and condition of the church at all times.

Strongly Agree

1

Agree

13

Neutral

7

Disagree

4.55%
59.09%
31.82%

0 0.00%

Strongly Disagree

1

4.55%

Question 57
Our church vision, mission, goals, and operations are clearly defined and communicated.

Strongly Agree

3

Agree

14

Neutral

2

9.52%

2

9.52%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

14.29%
66.67%

0 0.00%

Question 58
I see a clear track to leadership.
Strongly Agree

1

Agree

14

Neutral

5

5.00%
70.00%
25.00%

Disagree

0 0.00%

Strongly Disagree

0 0.00%

Question 59
I know I will be selected one day to provide leadership for this church.
Strongly Agree

1

Agree

6

5.00%
30.00%

Neutral

9

Disagree

2

10.00%

45.00%

Strongly Disagree

2

10.00%

Question 60
I want my church to grow healthy.
Strongly Agree

16

Agree

6

Neutral

0 0.00%

Disagree

0 0.00%

Strongly Disagree

0 0.00%

72.73%
27.27%
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Section Six:
Unity and Conflict Management

Question 61
I like things as they were before the merger.

Strongly Agree
Agree

0 0.00%
3

Neutral

4

Disagree

12

Strongly Disagree

3

13.64%
18.18%
54.55%
13.64%

Question 62
I feel good about the merger.
Strongly Agree

7

Agree

10

Neutral

4

Disagree

1

Strongly Disagree

31.82%
45.45%
18.18%
4.55%

0 0.00%

Question 63
The merger has brought people together.
Strongly Agree

2

Agree

14

Neutral

4

Disagree

2

Strongly Disagree

9.09%
63.64%
18.18%
9.09%

0 0.00%

Question 64
I believe that everyone in the merger process felt heard, understood, and included.

Strongly Agree

2

Agree

9

Neutral

6

Disagree

3

Strongly Disagree

1

9.52%
42.86%
28.57%
14.29%
4.76%
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Question 65
The merger process created some conflict among the three churches who initially agreed to merge.

Strongly Agree

12

Agree

9

57.14%

Neutral

0 0.00%

Disagree

0 0.00%

Strongly Disagree

0 0.00%

42.86%

Question 66
All conflicts were resolved peacefully over time.
Strongly Agree

1

Agree

10

Neutral

5

Disagree

5

Strongly Disagree

1

4.55%
45.45%
22.73%
22.73%
4.55%

Question 67
I find it easy to deal with conflict.
Strongly Agree

0 0.00%

Agree

2

Neutral

6

Disagree

13

Strongly Disagree

1

9.09%
27.27%
59.09%
4.55%

Question 68
I can communicate my feelings to others.
Strongly Agree

2

Agree

13

Neutral

5

Disagree

1

Strongly Disagree

9.52%
61.90%
23.81%
4.76%

0 0.00%

Question 69
I can share my ideas with others.
Strongly Agree

2

Agree

18

Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

9.52%
85.71%

0 0.00%
1

4.76%

0 0.00%
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Question 70
I can agree and disagree in love.
Strongly Agree

4

Agree

16

20.00%
80.00%

Neutral

0 0.00%

Disagree

0 0.00%

Strongly Disagree

0 0.00%

Question 71
I listen before I speak.
Strongly Agree

3

Agree

17

Neutral

1

14.29%
80.95%
4.76%

Disagree

0 0.00%

Strongly Disagree

0 0.00%
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Appendix E-1

APPENDIX E
NEW NCD SURVEY— PASTOR’S FORM

Instructions — Please read carefully
• This form is to be answered by the pastor in addition
to a copy of the questionnaire.

• Most of the questions are mandatory because they
provide basic contact and demographic information.
It will not be possible to process the survey data without
this information.

• If the church does not have a pastor, a member of the
church leadership should complete the “Pastor’s Form.”
(In this case, some questions will not be relevant and
should be left blank.)

• Please keep a copy of this form for your records.
It will be a helpful reference when completing the next
NCD Survey.

• If the church has several pastors, only the Senior Pastor
will answer the Pastor’s Form and a copy of the questionnaire. If your church has no Senior Pastor, randomly
select one of the pastors to answer the Pastor’s Form.
CONTACT INFORMATION
I

Church

I

1. Church name

9. Contact name

2. Church address

10. Contact address:

a. Address 1

a. Address 1

b. Address 2

b. Address 2

c. City

c. City

d. State or Province
e. Postal Code
f. Country

3. Church website

I

Contact (if different from pastor, e.g. survey administrator,
otherwise optional)

d. State or Province
e. Postal Code

United States of America

f. Country

United States of America

11. Contact phone number
12. Contact fax number

13. Contact cell/mobile phone number

Pastor

4. Your name

14. Contact e-mail address

5. Pastor’s phone number
6. Pastor’s fax number

7. Pastor’s cell/mobile phone number
8. Pastor’s e-mail address
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
I

About the pastor (not to be answered if the church has
no pastor)

15. Pastor’s age

16. Pastor’s gender:

male

17. Pastor’s highest level of education:
Theological studies
Bible School

female

Training on the job
Other

18. How many years have you been the pastor of this
church?
19. If you have completed the “3-Color-Gift-Test”, please
indicate your 5 highest manifest gifts.
Apostle

Mercy

Artistic creativity

Miracles

Craftsmanship

Music

Counseling

Deliverance

Discernment
Evangelism
Faith

Giving

Healing
Helps

Hospitality

Interpretation
Knowledge
Leadership

Missionary
Organization
Prayer

Prophecy
Service

Shepherding
Singleness
Suffering
Teaching
Tongues

Voluntary poverty
Wisdom

20. My leadership style can be described best as
(Mark all that apply):
Authoritarian

Goal-oriented

Democratic

Relationship-oriented

Partnership

Task-oriented

People-oriented

Serving

Team-oriented

I

SIZE & GROWTH OF YOUR CHURCH

21. Number on church membership roll:

22.At present, the average number of adults attending
church services (in most churches this would be the
primary worship services) each week is
(according to your own way of counting)

23.At present, the average number of children attending
church services (in most churches this would be the
primary worship services) each week is
(according to your own way of counting)

24. During the past five years the average number of adults
attending church services (in most churches this would
be the primary worship services) each week was
(according to your own way of counting):
A. (one year ago)

B. (two years ago)

C. (three years ago)
D. (four years ago)
E. (five years ago)

25. How do you count your worship service attendance?
(Multiple answers possible.)

A. We don’t count, the figures above are guessed.
B. If someone attends 2 or more worship services
per week, we only count him or her once.
C. If someone attends 2 or more worship services
per week, we count him or her each time.
D. We only count the attendance at the main
worship service.

E. We don’t count every week, only on regular
special occasions.
F. Other

26. How many worship services does your church have
each week?
27. How many small groups (home groups, cell groups,
prayer groups, etc.) are there in your church?

I

CHURCH PLANTING

28.Over the last 10 years, how many daughter churches
were planted by your church?
29.If any of your daughter churches have completed an
NCD Survey, please indicate each of their account
names (from their NCD Survey website account).
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34.What age groups are predominant in your church?
(Mark all that apply)
Children (ages 1-12)
Youth (ages 13-18)

Young adults (ages 19-25)

Young families (ages 20-35)
Middle age (ages 35-64)

Senior citizens (ages 65 and up)

30. Over the last five years (including this year), how many
members has your church given to daughter churches?
A. (this year)

B. (one year ago)

C. (two years ago)

D. (three years ago)
E. (four years ago)
F. (five years ago)
I

GENERAL INFORMATION

31.Denomination:

32.Founding year of this church (if known)
33.Location of church: What type of community best
describes the location of your church?
Inner city
Suburb
Town

Village
Rural

Other

35.How would you best describe the music style of your
church? (Mark all that apply)
Liturgical

Celebration

Organ music

Contemporary instruments
Spontaneous
Planned

36.Which of the following terms best describe your
church’s theology? (Mark all that apply)
Liberal

Fundamentalist

Politically engaged
Charismatic
Pentecostal

Evangelical

3 Color / Trinitarian

37.Does your church follow any of these approaches?
(Mark all that apply)
Cell church

House church

Willow Creek

Purpose-driven church
Emerging church
G12

Natural Church Development

I

OTHER SURVEYS

38.How many NCD Surveys (including this one) has your
church completed?
39.Is your church doing this NCD survey as the last survey
before or first survey after an NCD Campaign?
Neither

Last survey before

Red

Blue

41.Will your church be assisted by a coach during this
NCD cycle?
Yes, we have a coach

Yes, we will look for a coach
No

Yes, frequently

If your church has completed the NCD Color Profile
(from the book “Color Your World With Natural Church
Development” by Christian A. Schwarz), please check
the most recent results of your church’s NCD Color
Profile:
Green

COACHING

42.Was your church assisted by a coach during previous
NCD cycles?

First survey after

40.NCD Color Profile Results

I
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Yes, sometimes
No

43.Do you want to receive regular information about NCD
by e-mail (from NCD International and/or the national
NCD partner)?
Yes

No

44.If NCD International or the national NCD partner was
interested in using the results of your church’s NCD
Survey in one of their publications – would you allow
us to contact you to get your permission?
Yes

Please do not forget to answer the survey questionnaire as well.

No
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Appendix E-2
Pastor’s Survey Form
Please fill in your answers in the light-colored fields.
I would like to order the following items:
Basic NCD Profile
The basic NCD Profile shows you the strengths
and the weaknesses of your church by using 2
diagrams: A bar diagram helps you identify the
minimum factor, which is the key area for future
growth. A Quality Balance diagram helps you
determine the degree of balance between the
eight quality characteristics.
Profile Plus

(The basic NCD Profile is always
included.)

0

Profile Plus gives you a breakdown of your
church's results at the level of the individual
survey questions. Each question is compared with
national benchmarks and, if available, previous
survey results. Please ask your national NCD
partner for pricing information.
▪ Profile Plus example on the web

NCD Insights

0

NCD Insights helps you analyze subcategories of
each quality characteristic. Subcategories are
compared with national benchmarks and, if
available, previous survey results. Please ask
your national NCD partner for pricing
information.
▪ NCD Insights example on the web
Contact Information:
Date (M/D/YYYY -- e.g., 10/2/2007)

3/5/2012

Church
1. Church name

New Life Community UMC

2. Church address
a. Address 1

423 S. Liberty St.
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b. Address 2
c. City
d. State or Province

Centreville
MD

e. Postal/zip Code

21617

f. Country

USA

3. Church website
Pastor
4. Pastor's name

Samuel Holdbrook-Smith

5. Pastor’s phone number

410-758-3285

6. Pastor’s fax number

410-758-3285

7. Pastor’s cell phone number
8. Pastor’s e-mail address

sholdbrooksmith@atlanticbb.net

Contact (if different from pastor)
9. Contact name

Samuel Holdbrook-Smith

10. Contact address:
a. Address 1

113 Holton St.

b. Address 2
c. City
d. State or Province
e. Postal/zip Code

Centreville
MD
21617

f. Country
11. Contact phone number
12. Contact fax number
13. Contact cell phone number
14. Contact e-mail address

Background Information
15. Pastor's age

Not to be answered, if the church
has no pastor
53
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16. Pastor's gender (choose from the menu):

Male

17. Pastor’s highest level of education (choose
from the menu):

Theological studies

18. How many years have you been the pastor
of this church?

13

19. If you have completed the "3-Color-GiftTest", please indicate your 5 highest manifest
gifts:
First gift

Male
Theological
studies

Choose from the menu

Evangelism

Apostle

Second gift

Healing

Apostle

Third gift

Prophecy

Apostle

Fourth gift

Shepherding

Apostle

Teaching

Apostle

Fifth gift
20. My leadership style can be described best
as (Mark all that apply):

If the answer is applicable, enter 1, if not,
enter 0

Authoritarian

0

Partnership

0

Democratic

0

Task-oriented

0

People-oriented

1

Goal-oriented

0

Serving

1

Relationship-oriented

1

Team-oriented

1

Size & growth of your church
21. Number on church membership roll:

98

22. At present, the average number of adults
attending primary worship service each week

60

23. At present, the average number of children
attending primary worship service each week

10

24. During the past five years the average
number of adults attending church services
each week was
A. (one year ago)

58

B. (two years ago)

57

C. (three years ago)

55

D. (four years ago)

57

E. (five years ago)

55
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25. How do you count your worship service
attendance? (Multiple answers possible.)
A. We don't count, the figures above are
guessed.

If the answer is applicable, enter 1,
if not, enter 0
0

B. If someone attends 2 or more worship
services per week, we only count him or her
once.
C. If someone attends 2 or more worship
services per week, we count him or her each
time.
D. We only count the attendance at the
main worship service.

0

E. We don't count every week, only on
special occasions.

0

F. Other

0
1

0

26. How many worship services does your
church have each week?

1

27. How many small groups are there in your
church?

7

Church Planting
28. Over the last 10 years, how many daughter
churches were planted by your church?

0

29. If any of your daughter churches have
completed an NCD Survey, please indicate
each of their account names (from their NCD
Survey website account). Use commas to
delimit several names.
30. Over the last five years (including this
year), how many members has your church
given to daughter churches?
A. (this year)
B. (one year ago)
C. (two years ago)
D. (three years ago)
E. (four years ago)
F. (five years ago)
General Information
31. Denomination: (Choose from the menu)

United Methodist

If you selected "Other", please specify:
32. Founding year of this church (if known)

2006
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33. Location of church: What type of
community best describes the location of your
church? (Choose from the menu)
34. What age groups are predominant in your
church? (Mark all that apply)
Children (ages 1-12)

Town

If the answer is applicable, enter 1,
if not, enter 0
1

Youth (ages 13-18)

1

Young adults (ages 19-25)

1

Young families (ages 20-35)

1

Middle age (ages 35-64)

1

Senior citizens (ages 65 and up)

1

35. How would you best describe the music
style of your church? (Mark all that apply)
Liturgical

If the answer is applicable, enter 1,
if not, enter 0
1

Celebration

0

Organ music (former survey version)
Traditional (current survey version)

1

Contemporary instruments
(former survey version)
Contemporary
(current survey version)

1

Spontaneous

0

Planned

0

Other

0

If you selected "Other", please specify:
36. Which of the following terms best describe
your church's theology? (Mark all that apply)
Liberal

0
If the answer is applicable, enter 1,
if not, enter 0
0

Fundamentalist

0

Politically engaged

0

Charismatic

0

Pentecostal

0

Evangelical

1

3 Color / Trinitarian

0

37. Does your church follow any of these
approaches? (Mark all that apply)
Cell church
House church

If the answer is applicable, enter 1,
if not, enter 0
0
0
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Willow Creek

0

Purpose-driven church

1

Emerging church

0

G12

0

Natural Church Development

0

Other Surveys
38. How many NCD Surveys (including this
one) has your church completed?

1

39. Is your church doing this NCD survey as
the last survey before or first survey after an
NCD Campaign? (Choose from the menu)

Neither

Neither

40. NCD Color Profile Results
If your church has completed the NCD Color
Profile (from the book "Color Your World
With Natural Church Development" by
Christian A. Schwarz), please write down the
most recent results of your church's NCD
Color Profile:
Green
Red
Blue
Coaching

Yes, we
have a
coach
Yes,
frequently

41. Will your church be assisted by a coach
during this NCD cycle? (Choose from the
menu)
42. Was your church assisted by a coach
during previous NCD cycles? (Choose from
the menu; leave blank if this is your first NCD
Survey)

Yes, we have a coach
No

Yes

43. Do you want to receive regular information
about NCD by e-mail (from NCD
International and/or the national NCD
partner)? (Choose from the menu)
44. If NCD International or the NCD National
Partner was interested in using the results of
your church’s NCD Survey in one of their
publications – would you allow us to contact
you to get your permission? (Choose from the
menu)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Appendix E-3
Instructions — Please read carefully
• This questionnaire will help to discover the strengths and
weaknesses of your church. It is important that you
answer all of the questions by marking one of the indicated boxes. When you come to a question in which none
of the responses match your opinion, please choose the
response that corresponds as closely as possible to your
opinion. Think about your church and how it currently
looks from your point of view.
• If you feel that a question is not applicable to your
church's situation, leave it blank.
• This questionnaire is used worldwide in a wide variety of
denominations. As a consequence, you may not be used
to some of the vocabulary in the questions. Answer each
question based on what you think it means.
• If a question refers to leaders (e.g. #13), it refers to
pastors, priests, elders, deacons, board members, and
similar positions.
1. Gender:
0

2. Age:
0

2

4

6

Male

1

<20

1

31-40

3

51-60

5

>70

Female
21-30
41-50
61-70

3. How long have you been a Christian?
years

Can’t say
4. How long have you been a part of this church?
years
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NEW NCD SURVEY

• If a question refers to “small groups” or “groups” (e.g.
#78), it includes all kind of groups from 3-20 people
(e.g. Bible study groups, home groups, prayer groups,
ministry teams, cell groups, leadership teams, etc.)
• If a question refers to worship service, in your church
this may be called mass, church service, divine service,
service, celebration, etc.
• Whenever the term church is used, it relates to your
local church.
• The questionnaires are evaluated anonymously.
Your answers will be treated absolutely confidentially.
Do not write your name on the questionnaire.
• Please return the completed questionnaire to the person
from whom you received it. Thank you very much for
your cooperation.
• Before you start with the questionnaire on the next page,
please answer the following questions:
5. Have you been involved in another local church before
this one?
0

yes

1

no

6. If “yes”, please indicate the reason for moving to this
church:
6a

6b
6c
6d
6e
6f

Relocated to this area
0

Yes

1

No

Current church provides more effective ministry
to children/young adults
0

Yes

Style of worship service
0

Yes

Leadership of current church
0

Yes

Conflict in previous church
0

Yes

1

1

1

1

No
No
No
No

Dissatisfaction with previous church
0

Yes

1

No
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

The following statement is true…

to a

1

0

1
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4

0
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4
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4
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1

2

3

4
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1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

I feel my task in our church is a positive challenge that stretches my faith.

It is my experience that God obviously uses my work for building the church.
The tasks I perform in our church match my gifts.

I feel the sermon in the worship service speaks to my personal situation.
My small group helps me with the challenges of my life.

I connect with God in a meaningful way during the worship service.
Our leaders seem to enjoy their ministry in our church.
I find it easy to tell other Christians about my feelings.

I feel that the worship service has a positive influence on me.

I know what value my work has in the overall work of our church.

I know that someone in our church will hold me accountable for meeting the commitments I make.
The leaders of the ministries of our church meet regularly for planning.

We encourage new Christians in our church to get involved in evangelism immediately.
Our leaders actively seek to remove barriers that limit my ministry.

The evangelistic activities of our church are relevant for my friends and family who do not yet
know Jesus Christ.
Our leaders are clearly concerned for people who do not know Jesus Christ.
Our leaders actively support church development.

My contributions to church life are reviewed regularly.

I enjoy listening to the sermons in the worship service.
I feel that my church supports me in my ministry.

In my small group we spend lots of time on things which are irrelevant to me.
Our pastor(s) have too much work to do.

I know that other church members pray for me regularly.

In our church it is possible to talk with other people about personal problems.
Our leaders are good at explaining things.

There is a lot of joy and laughter in our church.

I pray for my friends, colleagues and relatives who do not yet know Jesus Christ, that they will
come to faith.
My small group helps me to grow in my spiritual life.
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35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

to a

2

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0
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2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2
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4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

The following statement is true…
The atmosphere of our church is strongly influenced by praise and compliments.
Our church tries to help those in need (food, clothing, education, counsel, etc.).
Our church regularly offers help for people to discover their gifts.

Many people are given the opportunity to actively participate in our worship services.
I can rely upon my friends at church.

The volunteers of our church are trained frequently.

I often tell other Christians when I have experienced something from God.

I experience the transforming influences faith has in the different areas of my life (profession, family,
spare time, etc).
I know of people in our church with bitterness toward others.
New Christians find friends in our church quickly.

Our leaders clearly believe that God wants our church to grow.
I know my gifts.

Attending the worship service is an inspiring experience for me.
When someone in our church does a good job, I tell them.

I am a member of a group in our church where it is possible to talk about personal problems.
I can easily explain why I come to the worship service.

The leaders of our church prefer to do the work themselves rather than collaborate with others.
I am enthusiastic about our church.

The music in the worship service helps me worship God.

In the groups I belong to it is easy for newcomers to be integrated.

I am a member of a group in our church where others will pray with me if I need it.
I'm often bored during the worship service.

I understand clearly how the different parts of our church work together.
The volunteers of our church are trained for their ministries.

I share with various people in our church about my spiritual journey.

It is my impression that the organizational structure of our church hinders church life rather than
promotes it.
Our leaders show concern for the personal problems of those in ministry.
I enjoy the tasks I do in our church.
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63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
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79
80
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86
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88
89
90
91

to a

3
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The following statement is true…
In our church we often try new things.

The small group and ministry leaders in our church each mentor at least one other person.
I am a member of a small group in which I feel at home.

I experience the benefits of working on a team in our church.
I know the goals we are working towards as a church.

I firmly believe that God will work even more powerfully in our church in the coming years.
There is a lot of creativity in the evangelistic activities of our church.

I know of a number of individuals in our church who have the gift of evangelism.
I experience God's work in my life.

The Bible is a powerful guide for me in the decisions of everyday life.

The leaders of our church concentrate on the tasks for which they are gifted.
Our leaders are spiritual examples to me.

I try to deepen my relationships with people who do not yet know Jesus Christ.
The leaders of our small groups are trained for their tasks.
Times of prayer are an inspiring experience for me.

Our small groups actively seek to multiply themselves.

I clearly understand what is expected from me when fulfilling my task in our church.

If I have a disagreement with a member of our church, I will go to them in order to resolve it.

Our leaders regularly receive assistance from an outside person (e.g. coach, church consultant, other
pastor, etc.) on how to develop our church.
The leaders of our church support individual Christians in their evangelistic endeavors.
Our leaders regularly praise and acknowledge volunteers.
I enjoy reading the Bible on my own.

Our worship service attracts unchurched visitors.

When new people come to church events, we approach them openly and lovingly.
Our church provides practical help for new Christians to grow in their faith.
I always look forward to the worship service.

I prepare myself to participate in the worship service.
In my small group we trust each other.

The activities of our church are well planned and organized.
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Appendix E-4
Profile of Quality Characteristics of New Life Community UMC
Church
Name:
Church No.:
Date:

New Life Community UMC
2012-072
3/5/2012

Pastor’s Name:
Church Address:

Samuel Holdbrook-Smith
423 S. Liberty St.

Pastor

Centreville
Alternate Shipping:

New Life Community UMC
Samuel Holdbrook-Smith
113 Holton St.
Centreville

Phone:
Cell Phone:
Fax:
Email:

MD 21617

MD 21617

410-758-3285
410-758-3285
sholdbrooksmith@atlanticbb.net
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Quality Characteristics of New Life Community UMC
Profile
Average Worship Attendance

60

Empowering Leadership

58

Gift-Based Ministry
Passionate Spirituality

71 MAX
63

Effective Structures
Inspiring Worship Service
Holistic Small Groups
Need-Oriented Evangelism
Loving Relationships

63
49 MIN
56
69
54

71
49
MAX
MIN

Attendance
Five years ago:
Four years ago:
Three years ago:
Two years ago:
One year ago:
Today:

55
57
55
57
58
60

Totals
Total 1

Total 2

Total 3

Total 4

Total 5

Total 6

Total 7

Total 8

129

106

85

130

109

129

120

130

Codes
Code 1

Code 2

Code 3

Code 4

Code 5

Code 6

Code 7

Code 8

160

183

172

166

161

174

170

162

APPENDIX F
New Life Community UMC—Partners In Prayer
The Ministry of Intercessory Prayer
INSTRUCTION: Write your name and your specific prayer request(s) at the back of this sheet and put it
in the basket during the offering time. After the offering ushers will bring these baskets around; please
pick one of the prayer requests up from the basket. PLEASE, TAKE ONE OUT ONLY IF YOU P UT
ONE IN. Remember to pray daily for the request(s) written on the back of this sheet and the requests
already printed on the sheet, even if it is only a brief prayer. All memb ers, even if you did not put a
request in the basket are encouraged to pray for one another, and for the following requests already
printed on the Partners in Prayer sheet.
Why Do We Have To Pray For The Pastor, Church, And Each Other?
Because God’s Word commands us to: “Keep on praying” (1 Thessalonians 5:17); “Confess [our] sins
to each other and pray for each other so that [we] may be healed” (James 5:16); “Pray for all people”
(1 Timothy 2:1); “Pray about everything” (Philippians 4:6); “Pray for our enemies and those who hurt
[us]” (Luke 6:28 NLT); “Pray in the power of the Holy Spirit” (Jude 1:20) because “the earnest prayer
of a righteous person has great power and produces wonderful results” (Jam 5:16), and that “[We] can
pray for anything, and if [we] have faith, [we] will receive it" (Matthew 21:22). Therefore, we covenant
together to obey God’s Word to pray for the following:

•

•

•
•
•
•

Pray for our pastor, Rev. Samuel Holdbrook-Smith so that he will keep on speaking
boldly for God, as he should (Ephesians 6:20); to proclaim the message as clearly as he
should (Colossians 4:4); to identify and train willing members to become leaders to lead
small group Bible studies to make disciples of Jesus Christ; pray for his family that God
will sustain them and supply their every need.
“Pray that the Lord's message will be received and be honored by members of New Life
community (see 2 Thessalonians 3:1); “pray to the Lord who is in charge of the harvest
[and] ask Him to make all of us willing workers in His fields; pray to the Lord to open
our eyes to see the harvest and the needs He is calling us to fulfill in our community (see
Luke 10:2); “pray that [every member of New Life community] will understand the
incredible greatness of God's power for us who believe Him” (Ephesians 1:19); “pray that
from [God’s] glorious, unlimited resources He will empower [us] with inner strength
through His Spirit” (Ephesians 3:16).
Pray that every New Life Community member will give financially through tithes,
offering, and capital campaign to meet the church’s budget.
Pray for your personal spiritual growth, the spiritual growth of all the members, and the
church’s healthy growth.
Pray that members of New Life will intentionally develop relationships.
Pray that God will do transformational in work the members of New Life Community.
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THE MINISTRY OF INTERCESSORY PRAYER
Name:____________________________________________________________
Prayer Request(s): _________________________________________________
___________________________________________

___________________________

____________________________________________________

__________________

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Pray For Our Known Sick & Shut-Ins
Pray For Our Church, Spiritual, Community and National Leaders
Pray for Our President, Our Nation and Community
Pray For Educators, Law Enforcement officer, Fire Fighter, Paramedics
PRAYER EVANGELISM
Please pray for all the Unsaved, Unchurched, and Unbelievers You Know That God Will
Draw Them to Have a Personal Relationship with Jesus Christ.

H—Pray for their receptive heart to the gospel.
E—Pray for their spiritual eyes, ears, and minds to be opened.
A—Pray for them to have God’s attitude toward sin.
R—Pray that they are released from spiritual bondage to believe.
• T—Pray for their transformed lives.
•
•
•
•

APPENDIX G
Inspiring Worship Summary Evaluation Questions
Inspiring worship is a personal and corporate encounter with the living God. Both personal and
corporate worship must be infused with the presence of God resulting in times of joyous
exultation and times of quiet reverence. Inspiring worship is not driven by a particular style or
ministry focus group—but rather the shared experience of God’s awesome presence.
Personal transformation in worship
1. What are the indicators to us that people who come to our worship service(s) have the
sense of connecting with God during that time?
2. To what extent are church attendees carrying positive influences from the worship service
into their everyday life?
3. How are we assessing the inspirational impact of our services?
4. What parts of the worship service are most inspiring to people? What parts are boring?
Visitor friendly church
1. How does our style of music relate to the people we are reaching and those we want to
reach? What is the difference?
2. How have we helped church members become aware of newcomers and visitors?
3. What procedures have we put in place to make it easy for the newcomer to locate the
nursery, children’s ministry, adult classes and restrooms?
4. How do you encourage or invite new people to do more than come for the worship
service?
Anticipation for worship
1. What are the indicators to us that people look forward to coming to church?
2. In what ways do we heighten anticipation for the upcoming services?
3. How do we communicate the value of each person’s preparation for participating in the
worship service?
4. How are small group activities linked to the worship service?
Relevance of message
1. What are the indicators that people are engaged with the sermons?
2. What opportunities do people have to interact with the sermon content?
3. How are sermon topics decided? How are they assessed for relevance?
4. What feedback loops are in place to assess sermon quality?
5. What ongoing training and resourcing are teaching pastors engaged in?
Personal Transformation in Worship
Key Question: As you consider your worship service, what aspects of the service seem to be
most inspiring for the people and which aspects need adjustments? Why is this?
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Services that transform
While techniques and structures cannot substitute for inspiration, they can aid in
the transmission of inspiration.
•
•
•
•
•

What aspects of your worship service lack vitality? Which ones energize people?
What aspects of your worship service can be enhanced for more effectiveness?
How does the music portion of the worship service help people to have a sense of
God's presence?
How are people invited to be active participants in worship rather than spectators?
What consistent intercession and prayer goes into the worship service?

Personal transformation
If you usually sit with your back to the people during the service, you may want to
experiment with sitting on the side where you can observe the people's response to
various aspects of the worship service. Consider the expressions on people's faces
during the service. Though people in some cultures do not display their interest on
their faces, in most cultures you will have some indication of inspiration from what
you read on their facial expressions. Consider the way people participate in each
aspect of the service, whether they pay attention or find other things to amuse
themselves during the service.
•
•
•

What are the indicators to you that people who come to your worship services
have the sense of being touched by God during that time?
Tell of a time when you specifically felt the presence of the Lord touching you or
others in the service.
To what extent do you feel that this experience of feeling the presence of the Lord
is a regular occurrence in your church?

Visitor-friendly church
Describe the experience of a first time unchurched visitor to your worship service.
Logistical considerations
It is difficult for you, as an insider, to experience your church as a visitor would.
Visiting a new church from time to time will help you understand how a newcomer
might feel. If you visit, choose a church that is very different from yours to increase
your discomfort with the strange surroundings. This most closely approximates a
visitor's experience at your church.
•
•

How have you helped your congregation become aware of newcomers and
visitors?
As newcomers drive onto your property and make their way toward the sanctuary,
what process do you have in place to ensure that people feel welcomed? How far
do people get before they are met by a friendly face?
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•
•
•

Are there designated parking spaces saved near the building for visitors?
How easy or difficult is it for the newcomers to locate the nursery, children’s
ministry rooms, and the restrooms? Do they have to ask or are there signs or
greeters volunteering information?
What process do you have in place to get in touch with the parents during the
service as needed if they have left their children in children’s ministry? Are the
parents informed of this process?

Relational issues
People come to church to connect with God. They also come to connect with people.
Consider the opportunities a newcomer has to connect with people and how well you
advertise those opportunities to someone coming to the service. What information
and relationships help people take the next steps?
•
•
•
•

How do you create a safe environment that encourages people to build
relationships?
How do you make friends rather than be friendly?
What opportunities are available for new people to build relationships with others
in the church?
How do you encourage or invite new people to do more than come for the
worship service (where it is difficult to develop authentic relationships or use their
gifts)?

Anticipation for worship
Key Question: What aspects of the worship services are most appreciated by attenders and
why do you think this is so?
Individual anticipation
Corporate worship must be an overflow of one's personal worship.
•
•
•

How do you prepare yourself to worship God? Do you spend time waiting on God
for what he desires to do during the service?
What are the indicators to you that people look forward to coming to the worship
service?
How do you communicate the value of personal preparation to participate in the
worship service?

Corporate anticipation
Both spiritual and logistical preparations are needed for the worship service. Those
churches on the spiritualistic side of the paradigm will mobilize much prayer but
may do little logistical preparation. The opposite may be true for those on the
technocratic side of the equation.
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•
•
•
•
•

What kind of planning and preparation is done by the worship team and worship
leader to make the worship service smooth, flowing and inspirational?
In what ways do you heighten anticipation for the upcoming services?
How are small group activities linked to the worship service?
What changes have you made in your worship service in the last 2-3 years?
How do you evaluate your worship services for improvement?

Relevance of message
Describe how you develop a relevant message.
Preparation for preaching
•
•
•

What priority does preparation for your sermons have in your week? In light of
your other responsibilities, does this feel about right?
What percentage of your prep time is prayer, study of the Bible and
extracurricular research?
What aids do you use on a regular basis for sermon prep?

Style and content of preaching
The important thing is not that you support one style or another but that your style
is compatible with the people you desire to reach.
•
•
•

How would you describe your style of preaching? Does it vary?
As you reflect on the style and content of your sermons, what aspects would draw
in seekers and what aspects would be difficult for them to understand or identify
with (use last week’s sermon as an example)?
To what extent do you open the pulpit to others from within the church or guest
speakers?

Relevant communication
"Christianese" refers to our use of words and phrases that make sense only to
someone who has been a Christian for some time. “Insider lingo" only makes sense
to longtime church members.
•
•

To what extent do “up front” leaders demonstrate sensitivity to newcomers? (Do
they use “insider lingo,” do they explain what is going on, or do they make
assumptions about what people know?)
How would you rate your use of “Christianese” at your worship service?
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•

What other aspects of the worship service may not ‘translate’ well for a
newcomer or a pre-Christian?276

Action Guide
After spending time evaluating various aspects of inspiring worship services in your ministry
setting, spend some time in the presence of the Lord with what you have discovered. Repent for
areas you have neglected and ask for God's empowerment for the journey ahead. Keep in mind
that these score are indicators of health. They should inform your ministry but God is the one
who leads you forward.
What are the strengths that you have in inspiring worship services?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
What are the key issues to address in order to increase health and release greater potential?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Who needs to be involved in the action planning process? How will we move forward?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

276

Natural Church Development Minimum Factor Analysis: Inspiring Worship Service Questions for
Reflection, Interaction and Discovery, 5-9.
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Action Steps
Today’s
Date

Action

Target
Date

Person(s)
Responsible

APPENDIX H
Steps for Leading a Healthy Merger Process and Healthy Christ-Centered
New Testament Church
1. The whole merger process, from beginning through the end must be bathed in prayer,
seeking God’s will, guidance, honesty, and transparency. All congregations involved in
the merger must regularly engage in a time of corporate prayer for the process.
2. First consider McIntosh’s ten key signs for church closure277 to objectively evaluate the
church’s health to give church leaders helpful assessment of the church’s future.
3. Form a Merger Exploration Team consisting of equal number of representatives from
each church considering the merger to prayerfully explore the possibility of the merger
and present recommendation to each church for their consideration to vote to engage in
the merger process. Below are some questions to be considered during this process:
•
•
•
•
•

What are some of the problems that have contributed to the decline and the
current state of your congregation?
What advantages can you see in the merging of these churches?
What tensions and anxieties do you feel as you consider the possibility of these
churches merging?
Which seems greater to you, the advantages or the tensions?
Recall your memories of your church:
i. How has your life been shaped by these memories?
ii. How might these memories suggest models for ministry in the merging
congregation?

4. All the local churches considering a merger must follow their denomination’s protocol
concerning merger. United Methodist Church congregations must contact the District
Superintendent to inform him or her about their intention to merge with another
congregation.
5. Upon declaration of intention to begin a merge conversation, the District Superintendent
must schedule an initial meeting with key leadership from all churches involved to affirm
their intentions.
6. Under the leadership of a knowledgeable pastor or consultant, form a merger team or
taskforce made up of equal members for the each congregation to develop a strategic plan
for the merger:
• Shared core values
• Mission mind-set
277

See Appendix A.
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•
•
•
•

Godly vision
Theology
Culture
Specific goals

7. Negotiate the merger
•
•
•
•

Everything must be laid on the table by all churches involved
Creating a single new healthy faith community with a new name.
The new name of the church must be different from the previous names.
Sales of all church buildings and properties and relocate to a new location.

8. The Merger Team/Taskforce must create a process to help them maintain a regular
communication with all the churches involved in the merger conversation.
9. Create opportunities for the churches to get to know one another through joint worship
services, fellowships, and special events celebrations that are not related to the discussion
of the proposed merger.
10. The Merger Team/Taskforce must develop a “Merger Document” that explains in detail
the future of the new church. The Merger Document should include but not limited to:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

A brief history and future intent of the proposed merged church
New Vision and Mission Statements of the proposed merged church
A timeline and process for executing the proposed merger
A resolution identifying the merging churches and outlining the intents and
conditions of the proposed merger
Who may vote for the proposed merger,
The percent of vote required for passage of the resolution
A strategic plan for leading the proposed merged church to become a healthy
Christ-centered New Testament church, clearly defining expectations for
clergy and laity
A process for evaluating the anticipated measurable results

11. Each church votes on the resolution identifying the merging churches and outlining the
intents and conditions of the proposed merger through a church of charge conference.
12. The Merger Team/Taskforce must complete the Plan of Merger that include but not
limited to:
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

A new name for the proposed merged church
A process for leadership structure and staffing
Plans for the location of the new church
A plan for the transfer of all current property, real and personal
A process for financial review
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13. Each church separately votes on the Plan of Merger
14. Once the Plan of Merger has been accepted, begin the process of incorporation, tax
identification numbers, gaining new postal permits, selling buildings, and purchasing a
new site for construction.
15. Each church involved in the merger holds a final service to celebrate the ministry of the
church.
16. Hold a first service of the newly merged church to celebration of the merger and
inauguration of the new church.
17. Immediately begin to implement the strategic plan for leading the newly merged church
to become a healthy Christ-centered New Testament church:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic Prayer
Godly Vision
Personal Leadership Development
Small Group Leaders’ Development
Connecting People through Small Group
Intentional and Need-Oriented Evangelism
Gift-Based Ministry
Engaging and Inspiring Worship

18. Implement a process for evaluating the anticipated measurable results.

APPENDIX I
Church Heath Assessment Tools
The Vital Signs Church Health Assessment Tool
This assessment tool was developed for Missouri Baptist Churches to help congregations find
out what they are doing well and areas where they could be doing better.
Natural Church Development Survey
This tool is developed around Christian Schwarz’s eight characteristics of a healthy church. Over
3,000 churches have used this survey.
Congregation Assessment Tool
This instrument was constructed to evaluate church health using Macchia’s ten characteristics of
church health.
Highly Effective Church Inventory
This survey was perfected by George Barna. It is designed to measure twelve characteristics of
effective churches.
Congregational Wellness Inventory
This is a systems based testing instrument developed by Organizational Health Associates
Church Health Survey
This survey was developed by Thom Rainer at The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. This
instrument uses a 160-item instrument to evaluate six major areas: worship, evangelism,
discipleship, prayer, ministry, and fellowship.
Transformational Church Assessment Tool
This assessment tool provides churches with the ability to assess their health so they can
celebrate areas of strength, and address areas of concern through a congregation wide survey.
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